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PREFACE 
It is easy to see why scholars both in the East and the West should have been 
slow to recognize the long history behind the late seventeenth-century and 
eighteenth-century Russian word-play poems and the extent and coherence of 
the poetic system to which they belong. The poems themselves are often short 
and unusual in form and sometimes obscure in expression. They rarely have 
the characteristics favoured by editors of collected works or anthologists. 
Consequently they tend to become known only when complete editions of their 
authors’ works are published. 
Three factors have retarded the study of word-play poetry in the 
Slavonic literatures. The first is that most of the earliest word-play poems are 
in Greek or Latin and that many of the books which refer to them are in 
Latin. Since the two classical languages are no longer widely known to 
scholars in Eastern Europe, these rich sources are largely closed to them. 
Second, in Eastern Europe there has been a general reluctance to investigate 
the foreign, i.e. extra-Slavonic, origins of Slavonic word-play poems. A third 
factor is that much valuable material on them has remained unpublished in 
manuscripts. 
The failure to relate these poems to a single system has led to their 
being treated as individual, eccentric poetic experiments, as they are, for 
example, in G. A. Gukovskii's Russkaia poeziia XVIII veka of 1927. 
Among the first twentieth-century Russian literary scholars to 
acknowledge the existence of a corpus of Russian and Russian Church Slavonic 
word-play poetry and to identify some of its varieties was P. N. Berkov. His 
Virshi of 1935 includes six types of word-play poem. His identifications of the 
types are mainly correct, but regrettably he gives no sources for the poems 
which he printed. 
After the Second World War I. P. Eremin published a description of 
word-play poems in the works of Simeon Polotskii. He added to the types 
exemplified by Berkov, but his account has the disadvantage of being confined 
to a single author, and he makes no attempt to give a history of the different 
types. 
The first scholar to try to define word-play poetry with respect to the 
Slavonic literatures as a whole and to name and give examples of its main 
types was D. Tschizewskij. His booklet, Formalistische Dichtung bei den 
Slaven (1958), covers the production of word-play poetry from the origins of 
the Slavonic literary languages to the twentieth century. He made a careful 
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I. PICTURE POEMS 
Some types of word-play poetry, known collectively in Latin as carmina 
curiosa, nugae, or lusus poetici, in Greek as xeyvortodyviov and in Russian as 
Kypte3HHH cthx, are very ancient. One such are picture poems, called 
carmina figurata or cpnrypHMe cthxh. They are blocks of verse arranged to 
form the outline or silhouette of an object which may or may not be referred 
to in the body of the poem. This is the true picture poem, and it is found in 
Greek, Latin, Russian and other literatures. But there are other compositions, 
presented in the identical way so that their outline recalls some object, which 
are not in poetry but in prose; and there are yet others which are partly in 
poetry and partly in prose. 
Picture compositions are known of as early as the fourth century B.C. 
when several were written by Simias of Rhodes. Three of his picture 
compositions, the celebrated 'Egg', the 'Axe' and the 'Wings of Love', found 
their way into the Palatine Anthology, a collection of some 3,700 Greek 
epigrams made by an unknown Byzantine scholar or scholars around A.D. 
980.2 Sometimes picture poems contain elements additional to their verbal 
texts and the outlines they present. Thus Besantinus's 'Altar', composed in 
Greek in the reign of the second-century Roman emperor Hadrian, and 
presumably addressed to him, is also an acrostic, the first letters of whose 
twenty-six lines spell the words ’Ohjpjue, jtokkoig eteoi Onoeiag (O Olympian, 
mayest thou sacrifice for many years).3 There is a parallel among Simeon 
Polotskii's picture poems.4 
Picture poems do not appear to have been mentioned along with other 
carmina curiosa by such fourth-century Latin grammarians as Servius 
Honoratus, Marius Victorinus or Diomedes.5 However, they were composed in 
the eighth century as, for example, by Lul, the assistant of Boniface and the 
future bishop of Mainz.6 
Along with other examples of word-play poetry picture poems tend to be 
treated towards the end of works on poetics, customarily after the epigrams 
and the epitaphs. 
Probably the fullest treatment ever given to them is found in 
Encyclopaedia, the work of the German Protestant theologian Johann Heinrich 
Alsted. Bom in 1588, he became professor of philosophy and theology at 
Herborn in Nassau, from where he moved to a chair at Weissenburg in 
Transylvania: the reason for the employment of a German professor in this 
eastern part of Hungary appears to have been its large German population. 
Alsted remained in Weissenburg until his death in 1638. In 1629 he completed 
and in 1630 published his seven-volume encyclopaedia, which contains a 
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detailed description of sixty varieties of word-play poetry, among them many 
examples of picture compositions, mainly poems.7 
Alsted refers to word-play poetry in his sections on both Greek and Latin 
verse prosody, but when he comes to Greek word-play poetry or, as he calls it, 
technopaegnion, he merely says that it is identical to Latin: 'Technopaegnion 
poesios Graecae idem est cum Latino', and confines himself to printing a single 
example, Simias of Rhodes's 'Egg', using a text very different from that in the 
Palatine Anthology. 
In the pages on Latin word-play poetry he lists the following varieties of 
picture compositions: the 'Amphora', the 'Altar' (ara), the 'Cup' (calix), the 
'Water-clock' (clepsydra), the 'Shield' (clypeus), the 'Column' (columna), the 
'Spindle' (fusus), the 'Organ' (organum), the 'Egg' {ovum), the 'Felt Cap' 
{pileus), the 'Goblet' (poculum), the 'Pyramid' (pyramis), the 'Rake' or the 
'Mattock' (rastrum), the 'Steps' (scala), the 'Axe' (securis), the 'Saw' (serra), 
the 'Tripod' {tripus) and the 'Tower' {turris). All the examples with which he 
illustrates these picture compositions are in Latin, except one, which is in 
Greek. He mentions Simias's 'Egg' a second time, but now he specifies three 
sizes of egg, a larger egg {ovum grandius), which he has already exemplified 
in the section on Greek verse prosody, a smaller egg {ovum minus), which he 
illustrates here with a Latin egg, and a tiny egg {ovum pusillum), which he 
illustrates with a single sentence of Greek prose cupiag pobiog \i ejtoitiosv ouxoog 
{sic) (Simias of Rhodes made me thus), printed in an egg-like shape.8 
o i - 
g i a g 
Q 6 6 i o g 
M JI O ( T] - 
a e v o u - 
x O) g. 
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The German poet and literary theoretician Martin Opitz (1597-1639) was 
a near contemporary of Alsted. The first edition of his Buck von der 
Deutschen Poeterey (1624) contains no picture poems (in German Bilder 
Reime) nor any references to them.9 However, when Enoch Hannman brought 
out an ’augmented and improved' edition of this work in 1645, he inserted a 
single picture poem called the 'Pyramid', a subject which occurs among 
Alsted's examples. It is a short poem of lines with predominantly alternate 
rhyme in honour of 'immortal poetry'.10 
Nicht. 
Es bricht 
Z u s ammen 
Gantz uberhin 
Der strenge Flamen 
Die Doner und der Lauf 
Pyramidem. Es fahren 
Der greise Zeit. Sie bawet auf 
Der Poesie beit trotz den Jahren 
Den scharffe Zahn gesetzt die Ewigkeit 
Als VielfraB alles das das ma anschauet 
Die steinem Gebiirg’. In sie hat doch die Zeit 
E g y p t e n riihm d i c h nit / daB du hast auffgebauet. 
Two early seventeenth-century English poems reproduce the chief 
features of Besantinus's 'Altar' and Simias of Rhodes's 'Wings of Love'. Both 
come from The Temple, a collection of short religious poems by George 
Herbert (1593-1633), the poet and Anglican clergyman who was rector of 
Bemerton near Salisbury for the last three years of his life.11 
George Herbert's 'Altar' contains sixteen iambic lines of various lengths 
rhyming in pairs. The altar table is made up of two pentameters and rests on a 
stone of two tetrameters. This stone is supported by a column of eight 
dimeters, which in its turn stands on a base of two tetrameters set in a plinth of 
two pentameters. 
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The Altar 
BROKEN Altar, Lord, thy fervant rears. 
Made of a heart, and cemented with tears : 
Whofe parts are as thy hand did frame; 
No workman’s tool hath touch’d the fame. 
A Heart alone 
Is fuch a done, 
As nothing but 
Thypowerdoth cut. 
Wherefore each part 
Of my hard heart 
Meets in this frame, 
Topraife thy name: 
That, if I chance to hold my peace, 
Thefe hones to praife thee may not ceafe. 
O let thy blelTed Sacrifice be mine, 
And fandtify this Altar to be thine. 
His 'Easter-Wings' has four wings, each again composed of iambics. The 
two upper wings are made up of five lines which decrease by a foot each line 
from pentameter to monometer, whereas the two lower wings increase 
similarly by a foot each line from monometer to pentameter. Just as the 
narrowing down of the upper wings symbolizes the poet's decline in prosperity 
and health, so his rise in spirituality is indicated by the widening out again of 
the lower wings. This contrast in significance between the upper and lower 
wings creates an antithesis typical of Baroque word-play poetry. 
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Lord, who created!! man in wealth and ftore. 
Though foolifhly he loft the fame. 
Decaying more and more. 
Till he became 
Moft poor : 
. 
With thee 
O let me rife 
"As Larks, harmonioufly, 
And ling this day thy vi&ories : 
Then (hall the fall further the flight in me. 
My tender age in forrow did begin: 
^And ftill with ficknefles and fhame 
Thou didft fo punifh fin, 
kThat I became 
Moft thin. 
With thee 
Let me combine, 
'"And feel this day thy victory. 
For, if I imp my wing on thine, 
"Affliction fhall advance the flight in me. 
Justus Georg Schottel (1612-76), the poet and authority on the German 
language, devoted five pages to Bilder Reime in his Ausfiihrliche Arbeit von 
der Teutschen HaubtSprache (1663).12 All his texts are in verse, and his five 
picture poems portray the objects they represent as silhouettes, with the edges 
of their lines of verse forming the contours of the objects. He has a sixteen-line 
'Egg' in iambics, a fourteen-line 'Tower' in dactyls, a twenty-eight-line 
'Pyramid' in trochees (which contains fourteen types of trochaic verse-lines), a 
twenty-two-line Catholic 'Cross' in trochees and, finally, a twenty-one-line 
'Goblet' (or perhaps in the context of the 'Cross' a 'Chalice') in dactyls and 
anapaests. 
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Here is Schottel's 'Egg': 
Behend 
Das Ende 
Bey jedem Ding 
Klein / groB / gering 
Gar unverhoft sich find 
Das eitle weg verschwindt/ 
Wer auf Gott un auf Tugend traut 
Der hat auf festen Grund gebaut 
Was Tugend gibt / Was Gott beschert 
Bleibt unverdorben/ unverwehrt/ 
Darum ich nur GOtt liebe 
In Tugend mich stets iibe 
All Eitelkeiten 
Werf ich zu seiten 
B ehende 
Ihrende. 
And this is his 'Cross': 
Gar viel Schmertze 
Ich im Hertzen 
Stets entpfinde/ 
Meine Siinde 
Trukken taglich mich / weil ich nicht kan leben 
Wie die Seele wil: Weil ich nicht kan streben 
Recht mit Emsigkeit nach des Himels willen/ 
MuB ohn Willen oft Leibeswillen stillen/ 
Auf Gott trauen/ 
Auf jhn schauen/ 
Sey stets mir 
Hochste Gier: 
Seine Giite 
Mein Gemiite 
Stets erfulle 
Stets umhiille 
Er mich Armen 
Mit erbarmen 
Stets erquikke/ 
Denn ich schikke 
Mein Begehren 
Nach dem Herren. 
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Alsted's monumental work was known to some of the teachers of the Kiev 
Academy in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, but at this time his 
name was regarded, in B. Uhlenbruch's words, as 'taboo', so taboo that it 
could not be mentioned, and he was therefore referred to simply as the 'author 
of the Encyclopaedia .13 In Orthodox Kiev then and later the fear of Protestant 
influences, literary as well as religious, appears to have been even stronger 
than that of Catholic influences. 
In his edition of Simeon Polotskii's selected works Eremin printed three 
picture poems. Only one is of the type which Alsted demonstrates in his 
numerous examples, that is, the type which is built up out of blocks of 
horizontal verse-lines. This picture poem is called the 'Cross' (krest), and it 
has the form of an Orthodox cross with a vertical beam and three cross-beams 
instead of the single cross-beam of the Catholic cross.14 However, unusually 
for the Orthodox cross, it does not have eight points, because the vertical beam 
does not project beyond the topmost cross-beam. The verse-lines are pairs of 
isosyllabic rhyming lines of different lengths. Note that the pairs of rhyming 
lines constituting the second and longest cross-beam are printed consecutively 
on the same lines as if they were leonines, whereas the lines forming the 
vertical beam below the second and third cross-beams are eleven-syllable 
syllabic lines divided at the caesura after the fifth syllable. 
Alsted does not have a 'Cross' among his examples of picture poems, but 
he uses the shape of a cross, actually a Catholic one, elsewhere among his 
examples of word-play poetry.15 
The other two picture poems given by Eremin are of a 'Star' and a 
'Heart':16 neither occurs among Alsted's examples. Nor can their structure be 
paralleled from among his picture poems. Instead of a silhouette being built up 
by blocks of verse of varying length, a picture is formed by the verse-lines 
themselves, so that, for example, the eight points of the star are lines of verse 
issuing from its centre, and the oval curves of the heart consist of curving lines 
of verse. The 'Star' was composed in honour of the birth of the Tsarevich 
Simeon Alekseevich in 1665. Like Besantinus's 'Altar', it contains an acrostic: 
the first letters of the verse-lines forming the star's centre spell the tsarevich's 
(as also the author's) first name 'Simeon'. The 'Heart' occurs in Simeon 
Polotskii's poem Orel rossiiskii, which celebrates the presentation of the 
Tsarevich Aleksei Alekseevich (1654-70) to the people as heir to the throne in 
1667. 
What was the source of Simeon Polotskii's picture poems? Bom in 1629, 
he was a student at the Kiev Academy, then the Mogilianskii Academy, from 
about 1642 to about 1653, and he may have studied also at the Jesuit college in 
Vilnius. He is not known to have studied in the West. The absence of close 
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correspondences between Simeon Polotskii's picture poems on the one hand 
and those in Alsted's Encyclopaedia and the Palatine Anthology on the other 
suggests that he had no direct knowledge of either work. In fact, the unique 
manuscript of the Palatine Anthology was not discovered in Heidelberg by the 
French scholar Salmasius (1588-1653) until 1607, and it remained there only 
until 1623, when it was taken to Rome. There it was left until 1797, and its 
whole text was not published until 1813-14.17 In view of the prominence of 
the cross, the heart and the star in Catholic religious symbolism Simeon 
Polotskii most probably took the models for his picture poems from some 
Catholic work on poetics which he may have seen in Vilnius. 
The Ukrainian poet and printer Ivan Velichkovskii was a decade or so 
younger than Simeon Polotskii. Little is known of his life, but at the beginning 
of the 1680s he is thought to have been working at the printing-press founded 
in Chernigov by its archbishop, Lazar" Baranovich. In the mid 1680s he 
moved to Poltava and became a priest at the Church of the Assumption. He 
died in Poltava in 1726.18 
Like others of his fellow-countrymen at that time, he was a master of 
word-play poetry, and among his carmina curiosa there is a picture poem 
called the 'Cross’. Like Simeon Polotskii's 'Cross', it is an Orthodox cross with 
three cross-beams, but, unlike his, it has eight points because the vertical beam 
projects above the topmost cross-beam. Also like Simeon Polotskii's, it is 
formed of pairs of mainly rhyming isosyllabic lines, but it is shorter, with 
twenty-two lines against forty-three.19 
In his treatment of word-play poetry Alsted manifests the impartial 
interest of the polymath. But in Western Europe attitudes to it were changing. 
Magnus Daniel Omeis, who was bom in Nuremberg in 1646 and who became 
professor of eloquence, morals and poetry at Altdorf, included a section on 
picture poems in his Griindliche Anleitung zur Teutschen accuraten Reim- und 
Dicht-Kunst of 1704.20 He states, correctly, that they are not new inventions 
but by his time were already about two thousand years old, and he refers to 
examples in German poetry. But he then proceeds to dismiss both this and 
other forms of word-play poetry scornfully: 'One should not spend too much 
time on such school trifles (Schul-galanterien).'21 
This seems to have been the attitude also of Feofan Prokopovich, who 
returned to Kiev from his studies abroad in 1702 and became a teacher at the 
Kiev Academy, his former school. In 1705, the year after the appearance of 
Omeis's work, he gave a course on poetics to the Academy's students. 
However, the section on the epigram in his manuscript textbook De Arte 
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Poetica, which he wrote for this course, and which is the section to which one 
would normally turn for information on word-play poetry, has not a single 
word on the picture poem or on any other type of word-play poetry.22 
Prokopovich was made rector of the Kiev Academy in 1710, and in 1715 
Peter I summoned him to St Petersburg, where he lived and worked for the 
rest of his life. He managed the school which he opened in his mansion on the 
Karpovka River in St Petersburg in 1721 personally; so the list of subjects in 
its syllabus should be indicative of his views. It may therefore be significant 
that from the subjects taught at the Kiev Academy grammar, rhetoric and logic 
remained on its syllabus, but that poetics did not.23 Had Prokopovich begun to 
doubt its value? 
Prokopovich had no control over the syllabus of the Slavo-Graeco-Latin 
Academy in Moscow, whose academic tradition stretched back to its 
foundation in the 1660s by Simeon Polotskii. It is therefore not surprising that 
the poetics course in the Moscow Academy in the late 1720s and early 1730s 
should have differed completely from that taught by Prokopovich in Kiev 
twenty years earlier and, in particular, that, unlike the Kiev poetics course, it 
should have included a full treatment of the carmina curiosa. 
This course was given by a young monk, Fedor Kvetnitskii, who had 
graduated from the academy in 1729 and had been immediately appointed to 
its staff. He had been entrusted with the class in poetics, and on 17 November 
1732 he completed his own Latin manuscript textbook entitled Clavis Poetica 
(The Key to Poetry).24 Part of the significance of this course is that it was the 
one which M. V. Lomonosov started on 15 July 1732 and on which he was 
examined on 1 July 1733 and on the succeeding days.25 In view of the 
conservative nature of academic syllabuses the course presented in Clavis 
Poetica may have been similar to that taken by V. K. Trediakovskii when he 
studied at the Moscow Academy in 1723-25. The carmina curiosa occupy ff. 
115-22 of the manuscript textbook.26 
Compared to that followed by the German verse theoreticians of the 
seventeenth century, the order in which Kvetnitskii takes the poetic genres is 
unusual. Epigrams, anagrams and epitaphs come first, then the other literary 
and dramatic genres, and finally the carmina curiosa. The end position of the 
carmina curiosa is standard: what is unexpected is the placing of the epigrams 
and epitaphs in front of all the other poetic genres. The explanation may lie in 
the order in which Kvetnitskii introduced the Latin poets to his pupils, that is, 
he may have started with the epigrammatist Martial, then gone on to Virgil, 
Ovid and Plautus, and ended with the carmina curiosa. 
Despite the full attention which he gives to many other types of word-play 
poetry Kvetnitskii passed over the picture poems in silence. Nor did 
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Trediakovskii refer to them in his Novyi i kratkii sposob k slozheniiu 
rossiiskikh stikhov in the editions of either 173527 or 1752;28 nor were they 
mentioned in Lomonosov's Pis'mo o pravilakh rossiiskogo stikhotvorstva of 
1739,29 nor in A. P. Sumarokov's article 'O stoposlozhenii'.30 
An explanation for at least Lomonosov's silence on the picture poems and 
other types of the carmina curiosa may be found in some passages from the 
works of Johann Hiibner and Johann Christoph Gottsched, some of whose 
writings on versification Lomonosov is known to have studied.31 In his Neu- 
vermehrtes poetisches Hand-Buch of 1712 Hiibner gives a brief treatment of 
two of the carmina curiosa, the echo and the acrostic.32 He mentions some of 
the other types by name, but refuses to say anything about them: 'Now there 
are still several artificial genres remaining, that is, poems with irregular 
rhyming patterns (.Irr-Reime), chain rhymes (Ketten-Reime), picture poems 
0Bilder-Reime), the Wieder-Tritte, the Sechstinnen, and the like ... However, 
because I have not composed any in my life, nobody will expect me to give 
him any instruction in them.'33 In a similar vein Gottsched writes in his 
Grundlegung einer Deutschen Sprachkunst of 1748: 'At the beginning of this 
century the celebrated Reimmann wrote Poesis Germanorum Canonica et 
Apocrypha and in its last section proposed various new forms of verse. But I 
shall not treat of them in this chapter, because they have not met with the least 
approval in Germany. Just as little shall I give rules for picture poems 
(.Bilderreime), the Sechstinnen, acrostics, chronostics, logogryphs, poems with 
irregular rhyming patterns (Irreime), poems with end rhymes (Endreime), 
serpentine verses (Ringelreime), echoes (Widerhallen), poems based on 
anagrams (Buchstabenwechseln), cabalistic (Cabbalistischen) poems and 
riddle-verses (Rathselversen). Now that the true art of poetry has been made 
clear this poetical trash has been completely rejected. Rather shall I speak of 
certain Greek and Latin types of verse which have already made a good 
beginning in Germany.'34 This passage reveals a deeper and more reasoned 
hostility to the carmina curiosa than that expressed by Omeis. 
Although ignored by Trediakovskii, Lomonosov and Sumarokov, picture 
poems reappeared subsequently in eighteenth-century Russian poetry. In 1761 
A. A. Rzhevskii published in the journal Poleznoe uveselenie a verse fable 
under the title Muzh i zhena in the form of an almost perfect rhombus or an 
ace of diamonds, with some resemblance to Simias's 'Egg'.35 However, in 
other ways Rzhevskii's 'Rhombus' differs from Simias's 'Egg': the verse-lines 
of the 'Rhombus' are all iambics of different lengths, whereas Simias's 'Egg', 
whether in the text of the Palatine Anthology or in Alsted's text, does not 
appear to be in verse. Prosodically Rzhevskii's 'Rhombus' seems to be close to 
Schottel’s 'Egg', which is also in various iambic metres. Unlike both Simias's 
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'Egg' and Schottel's 'Egg', the 'Rhombus' does not constitute an entire 
composition, but is preceded by four lines of verse and followed by eighteen 
more. 
Some forty years later Derzhavin composed two picture poems. The first 
consists of six lines of iambics in memory of Field-Marshal A. V. Suvorov, 
who died in disgrace in St Petersburg in 1800. The lines are arranged to form 
the outline of a coffin if looked at from one end.36 
Ha CMepTL CyBopoBa 
OKOHMH, BeHHOCTL, 
Tex cnopoB becKOHe^HocTB, 
Kto bojitme H3 tbohx repoeB 6liji. 
Okohhh becKOHe^HOCTt cnopoB. 
B TBOe CBHTHJIHIIie BCTyilHJI 
Ot Hac CyBopoB. 
Neither the Palatine Anthology, nor Alsted, nor Schottel, nor Simeon Polotskii 
provided a model for this type of picture poem. 
On the other hand, Derzhavin's second picture poem, a 'Pyramid' dated 
1809,37 is in the tradition of the 'Pyramid' picture poem exemplified by 
Alsted, Hannman and Schottel. 
riHpaMHZta 
3pio 
Sapio, 
JlyMaMH; 
KaK CBem,aMH, 
Bo Mpaxe bjiecTnmy, 
B BocTopr Bee aymn npHBozminy. 
Ho hto? - Ot cojTHixa jib b Hen tojib MHJioe 6jiHCTaHBe? 
HeT! - nnpaMHZia - neji 6jiarnx BocnoMHHaHBe. 
SIMEON POLOTSKII'S 'CROSS' 
KP ecr npeqecTHbiH ycpKBe CAaBa, 
Ha HeM yMpe Hauia rAaBa 
Xp hctoc rocnoAb, Bckx cnacHTeAb, 
KpOBHK) CH HCKyUHTeAb. 
XoTHH 4^AO 
ch BeceAo 
COBepiUHTH, 
AOAJKeH 6bITH 
KpeCTa HTHTeAb 
H AK)6HTeAb, 
H ot Hero bch 4^Aa HanhHaTH b pacriHTOM Ha HeM BWHy ynoBaTH 
Oh 6o o6biqe tEx 6AarocAOBHTH, hsee npecT Ha ch TiijaTCH bo3ao»hth 
B HaqaA^x a^a ch h KOHey AapyeT, KaKOBa b a^a^x kto 6AaroTpe6yeT. 
KpecT Ha AeMOHa Meqb ot 6ora AaHW h Ha bch, H*e tohht xpncTHaHbi. 
•Chm Bpar roAHaip aACKHH noctnecH, h staAo CMepTH rptx b KOBey coTpecn 
Cen yapeM B"fepHbiM 
b 6paHex noMoraeT, 
HeMCCTHBblH 
Bparn HCTpe6AHeT. 
Oh npaBocAaBHbiM 
ecTb 3aiyHigeHHe, 
rohhteaem see 
b BOAax TonAeHHe. 
Ero 3A^ 3H3MH 
BnpeAt noAararo, 
ero TH CHAbI, 
yapio Ham, seeAaio. 
,4a ra th b c a a b h t , hko KoHCTaHTHHa, 
MTHTeAH cyiga npHCHOA^Bbl CbIHa. 
4a 6yAeT th KpecT, hko ctoah othehhbiH 
b hoiyh, a bo ahh — o6AaK 6o>secTBeHHbiH. 
LLJhT TBOHM AfOACM, 
CTpaX sse BpaJKAy KDIgblM, 
Ha xpHCTHaHbl 
co MeqeM HAyujblM. 
Chm Xphctoc sparn 
C BO H no6"k4HA ecTb, 
KpecT Ha no6EAy 
h Te6t bpyqha ecTb, 
4a xpHCTHaHbl 
ot BapBap cnaceiiiH, 
com b c h at ero 
mhoi’o aEt >k h b e m h . 
SIMEON POLOTSKII'S 'STAR' 
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PyKonHCb MocicoBCKoro foe. HCTopHqecKoro My3e«, Chhoa. co6p., JVb 287, a. 432. 
SIMEON POLOTSKII'S 'HEART' 
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CiHxoTBopeHHe b <£opMe cepjna H3 „OpAa poccHHCKoro". 
PyiconHCb Bm6ahotckh AKa^eMHH HayK CCCP, 16. 5. 7, a. 46. 
IVAN VELICHKOVSKII'S 'CROSS’ 
Chk> th Majjyio 
KHH)KHixy ziapyio, 
<3>eBpoHHe naHHo: 
H3Bojib HenpecTaHHo 
3a Bcex MOJii>6y MHory 
npHHOcHTH Bory. 
H o MHe, cecTpHixe, 
noMOJiHCH cHiie : 
TocnoziH, cnacH pa6a HoaHHa, - 
ot Hero xe mh cia KHHXceHKa ziaHHa. 
Ame see )khbt 6yziy 
h a3T He 3a6yziy/ 
3a Te6e ko Cnacy 
BcerziamHero nacy 
MOJl6H npHHOCHTH 
MHJIOCTH npOCHTH 
zta ziacT th Bee 6naro 
h cnaceT ot 3Jiaro 
hko 6jiaroziaTejii> 
h >KH3HH noziaTejit, 
eMy xce necTB, cjiaBa 
6yziH h nep>KaBa. 
ALEKSEI RZHEVSKII'S 'RHOMBUS' 
EPMTTA 1 
My IK H IKEHA 
My>K HeKor^a >KeHy 3a to cboio 6paHHA, 
Hto flOMa He chaht h bchkhh AeHb ryjiaeT. 
iiocrynoK :k6hhh 6biji Bechwa ewy He mha, 
H aah toto bot Tan aceny ceok) myHneT: 
«HeT, 
Moft cBeT, 
Hcaoikho 
To, HTO C T060H 
H IKHTb He MOXKHO, 
KaK C A06pOIO >KeHOH. 
C ABopa Bcer^a Tbi xoAHLUb; 
Te6n no bch ahh AOMa HeT. 
He 3HaiO, C KeM npHH3Hb Tbi BOAHLUb; 
HeJIb3H y>KHTbCH HaM C T06oft, MOH CBeT. 
TyAnft, a a TOJibKo Mepy 3HaTb b tom aoaacho; 
noxBajibHo Jib npnxoziHTb Ha yTpeHHew 3ape? 
no bchkhh AeHb ryjiHTb Tede >KeHa, He moacho, 
JlHUIb TO JIb3H nOXBaJIHTb, HTO ecTb b CBoeft nope. 
Tbi xyAO ^ejiaeuib, xteHa, hcaoikho, 
A xoAHHib TOJibKO, hto6 Te6e ryjiHTb, 
H aom nycTofi Tbi ocTaBJineuib. 
Xo>Ky h h, Aa ToproBaTb; 
A Tbi Bcer^a JibiTaeuib». 
«KaK MHe 6bi He xoAHTb, 
Tue >k x;ie6 aoctath? 
Te6e Tax >KHTb 
HeKCTaTH: 
He BCHK 
TaK 
JKHBeT, KaK Mbl C TO6OK); 
HhOH He CCOpHTCH no CMepTb C CBOeH >KehTOIO». 
CeM Mywy CBoeMy, >KeHa mhht, yroAcy; 
Hto cjiymaiocb ero, eMy to AOKawy, 
H 6ya.y nocTynaTb BcerAa no My>KHeft BOJie, 
C ABopa y>K HHKyaa xoAHTb He CTaHy 6o;ie. 
Ha 3aBTpen AOMoft KaK c ropry My>K npnmeji, 
H AOMa oh cboio xo3HK)LHKy Hauieji. 
)KeHa, yBHACBuiH basjih ero, BCTpenaeT; 
My>K oneHb paA: >KeHa npHKa3bi HadAioAaeT. 
npHineA, eft tobopht: «Xo3HiomKa, Moft CBeT, 
nopa o6eAaTb HaM». — «y Hac o6eAa HeT,— 
>KeHa oTBeTCTByeT, — h ecTb beab He BapHJia». 
— «j3,a aah nero?» — cnpocnji. «C ABopa 
h He XOAHAa». 
— «JXa ajih nero?»— «Tbi caM MHe He BeAeA xoAHTb; 
CHAeAa AOMa h, KOMy nee ecTb KynHTb?» 
HeAb3H, hto6 tot KorAa HayKoft npeMeHHACH, 
HecMhicAeH kto poahach. 
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II. ALPHABETIC VERSES 
Abecedarian or alphabetic verses, in which successive lines of verse or 
successive stanzas begin with successive letters of an alphabet, Hebrew, Greek, 
Latin or Church Slavonic, are even more ancient than the picture poems.38 
Examples of them are found in Psalms 25 and 34 of the Psalms of David in 
their original Hebrew. Another occurs in Psalm 119, each of whose twenty- 
two parts is headed by successive letters of the twenty-two-letter Hebrew 
alphabet and each verse of which starts with the letter which heads each part. 
According to D. L. Page abecedarian verses are found in the prologue of a 
Greek comedy of the end of the third century B.C.39 
In his Encyclopaedia Alsted cites an alphabetic poem of twenty-two Latin 
lines in elegiac couplets composed for the New Year by Prince Maurice of 
Hesse. Each successive line starts with a new letter of the Latin alphabet. Not 
quite all the letters of the Latin alphabet were used.40 Here are its first eight 
lines: 
Annus abit transactus, adestque recentior annus; 
Bis sit prosperior qui venit, atque abiens. 
Christe rogo primum votum largire petenti, 
Da PACEM nobis, optime CHRISTE, tuam. 
E verbo sincera tuo DOCTRINA resultans 
Floreat in templis, floreat inque scholis. 
GRATIA sit populo DIVINA parata misello; 
Hassia quos RITUS iam tenet, obtineat. 
Among Velichkovskii's carmina curiosa is an alphabetic song in which 
each successive word instead of each successive verse-line starts with the next 
letter of the alphabet. Since it is the Church Slavonic alphabet, there are two 
'z's, dzelo and zemlia, two 'i's, izhe and izhei, and both forms of uk. The 
alphabetic sequence of the Church Slavonic letters is maintained perfectly until 
the letter 'kh', kher, inclusive. The song has twelve six-syllable syllabic lines, 
rhyming in pairs.41 
A3 6nar Bcex rjiybHHa, 
ZteBafl eziHHa, 
2KHBOT 3anax 3BaHLIM, 
Icyca H36paHHM, 
KOTpHH JllOfle MHOK) 
Ha o6en noKoio 
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pancKa co6HpaeT/ 
TyHe ynpe^ziaeT. 
yMHe cpeHiKC XpncTe, 
OT^e, uapio MHCTe, 
mecTByn mezipoTaMH, 
MaTepe MOJit6aMH. 
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III. ACROSTICS 
Acrostics are perhaps the type of word-play poetry best known to the present- 
day reader. In their simplest form the initial letters of lines of verse spell out a 
word or a name or a short sentence. In this form they were used by the early 
Latin poet Ennius42 and by the composers of the Sibylline oracles.43 They are 
also found in the short passages of verse of unknown date at the beginnings of 
Plautus's comedies, which summarize their plots: the words which they make 
are the plays' titles.44 Acrostics at the beginning and end of I lias Latina, an 
epic antedating Nero's death, attribute the work to an Italicus, but probably not 
the Silius Italicus who wrote PunicaA5 
By extension the term 'acrostic' is sometimes applied to the word formed 
by the initial letters not of successive verses but of successive words. 
The initial letters of some verses quoted by the Christian apologist 
Lactantius of the late third century A.D. spell out the five Greek words 
Triooug Xgioxog 0sou mog ocoxfip , but if the initial letters of these five words 
are assembled, they form the word i/Gug .46 A word such as iyGug 
might be termed an acrostic of the second degree on the ground that it is 
formed from words which are themselves acrostics. But this usage is 
objectionable, since etymologically the word 'acrostic' refers to the extremity 
of a verse-line, i.e. its beginning or end, whereas in this example the letters 
constituting the 'acrostic' are at the beginnings of successive words. 
True acrostics of the second degree exist. Boccaccio composed a 
celebrated one in his L'amorosa Visione, in which the initial letters of all the 
triplets of this fifty-chapter poem form three further poems, in the first of 
which he dedicates his work to his love Maria. This dedicatory poem is itself 
an acrostic, since the initial letters of its first, third, fifth, seventh and ninth 
lines spell the name 'Maria'.47 
Acrostics of these types were known all over Europe in the Dark Ages, 
the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, and examples can be found in English, 
French, Italian, German and other literatures.48 
In double acrostics the last letters of successive lines form a word or a 
name as well as their first letters, often the same word or name;49 and in triple 
acrostics letters in the middles of the lines do the same.50 As Tschizewskij 
points out, there is no possibility of the words or names conveyed by an 
acrostic being apprehended by the ears alone: like most types of word-play 
poetry, this type can be appreciated by the eyes only.51 
Alsted mentions four types of acrostic, that is, verse-initial only, verse- 
final only, verse-initial and verse-final together, and verse-initial, verse-medial 
and verse-final together.52 He gives the examples which were by then 
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standard, adding also acrostics by Liberius and Belisarius in honour of 
Sedulius the bishop.53 He also gives examples of 'acrostics' formed from the 
first letters of words. One is: 
Scripturae Ad Normam Cum Tanta Volumina Scribam, 
THeiologos Omnes Metior Atque Sophos. 
The 'acrostic' is 'Sanctus Thomas'. Note that the hexameter of the elegiac 
couplet is a leonine verse in that the words ending the two hemistichs rhyme.54 
Acrostics are frequent in the Russian Church Slavonic poetry of the 
second half of the seventeenth century. 
According to Pozdneev, the monk German, who died on 11 December 
1682 at about the age of forty, composed fourteen acrostic songs in which his 
own name is given. Some of the acrostic messages go much beyond the naming 
of their author or their addressee and are short poems in their own right. 
Typically this superimposed poem repeats more directly, because less 
diffusely, the message of the substrate poem. Unusually one of German's 
acrostic messages is autobiographical: 'In the month of May I am ill', a 
complaint about an unseasonal sickness.55 
Simeon Polotskii incorporated an acrostic poem into his Orel rossiiskii 
composed to celebrate the coming of age of the Tsarevich Aleksei Alekseevich 
in 1667, with the text 'O Lord, grant many years to the Tsar Aleksii 
Mikhailovich'. The acrostic message runs down the initial letters of the twenty- 
two-line poem and then continues down the initial letters of the second 
hemistichs, so that the poem is at once a simple acrostic and a mesostich, a 
combination not covered by Alsted's scheme, which provides for a verse- 
medial message only within the triple acrostic. A further contrast is that in 
Alsted's triple acrostic the verse-initial, verse-medial and verse-final texts are 
identical, whereas in Simeon Polotskii's poem the verse-medial text completes 
the verse-initial one.56 
In November 1678 — the date is revealed in the acrostic itself — 
Archimandrite Tikhon composed a long verse preface to his historical work 
Latukhinskaia Stepennaia kniga. The acrostic extends over the entire poem and 
consists of four rhyming lines of nine-syllable syllabic lines (one of which is 
missing one syllable) and a conclusion in prose which gives the date. The 
acrostic identifies the author and his monastery, adding the engaging 
confession that he 'composed these books without difficulty and received 
sufficient reward for his work'.57 
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The acrostic contained in the prefatory verses by the monk Mardarii 
Khonikov in 1679 for his edition of Johannes Piscator's translation of the Bible 
is less communicative: 'The monk Mardarii Khonikov worked on this.'58 
MyapocTH cjiaBa 6yAn Bory noAaTejno, 
omy, cbmy h Ayxy, Mnpa co3AaTejno, 
HaymiBUjeMy Aejio ce 6/iaro Ha^aTH, 
a 6jiaroBOAHBUieMy b no;i3y Bcex CKOHiaTH. 
XyAo>KHe Jinu,a b KHH3e ceft H3o6pa>KeHHa, 
MepHbIMH CJiaBeHCKHMH CTHXH H3bHCHeHH3. 
A cue 6bicTb TiaanHeM Mywa BcedAararo, 
paqHTejia nncaHHH BecMa npeApararo. 
Zto6p y6o cefl, Ao6pbix we weAaTejib coBepmeH, 
A(|)aHacHH HMeHeM, HoaHHOM powAeH, 
PeKOMbift OeAocweB, nwe mh noHyAH; 
Hncyc we Xpncia ceft uapcTBa o6lhhhk 6yAH! 
H CHue a3 npecjiyuiHHK 3oji b ceM He CMex 6uth, 
xyAoyMeH cbift, Aep3Hyx chh comhhhth. 
06aHe, HHTaTeaio, H3pem,n Aep3aio: 
He Aa>KAb 30HJiy Mecxa, Te6e yMOJiaio, 
Hwe 3abhctjihb cbifl Bpar h djiarux HemaAaft, 
KOBapeH 6o 3JibiH, ceMy HHKorAa >Ke BHHMaft, 
OHaro 3Jio6y TiueTHy npHcuo noBepraa, 
Becejio >Ke Ha xyAbi xpyAbi npH3Hpaa, 
Tbockj MyApocTHfo rpy6aa HcnpaBH, 
pa6y >Ke MHJiocTHBe TBoeMy ocTaBH. 
ycepAHe Moe b ceiw 6ojiee bo3JHo6h, 
AO./ithx we mohx TpyAOB BOTLue He noryfiH. 
H3AaBbift ceAMb TbtcatAB CtC) ocMbAecat ceAMaro, 
Jieno XBajiHTH AOA>KeHCTByK) TBopua 6Aararo, 
CxpoHmaro Bee, e>Ke ecTb yroAHO eMy, 
hko uapio h 6ory, 3a bch caaBa TOMy. 
According to S. N. Brailovskii the monk, teacher and writer Karion 
Istomin wrote two acrostics. The first is a privetstvo to mark the birth on 18 
February 1690 of Peter I's son Aleksei by his first wife Evdokiia Lopukhina. 
It is a twenty-two-line poem in six-syllable syllables with paired rhyme. Its 
message, addressed to the new-bom child, sums up the wishes expressed in the 
main text: 'Tsarevich Aleksii, may you live forever.' 
Amh11b 6ym CJiana, 
JlioGoBb HHCTa, npaBa 
E/iHHOMy Gory, 
K ceGe b CAorax MHory. 
HcpaHJib HeaecTHbiH, 
H36paiIHblH H MeCTHblH 
UapeB cun, uapeBHMb 
AaeKCHH neTpoBH'ib, 
PaAyflcn 6Aa>Keimo, 
Emah jKHSiib cnacemio, 
B rocnoAe H3paACTByA, 
HaBecTiio OTpaACTByii, 
HeaoBeKOM b noA3e, 
B 3JiaTbix Jieiax AOA3e. 
E3AH yMne b KHiirax, 
Mth MyApocTb b Beparax: 
Hocht ona aJiaTbi, 
OGiuht n aioGoiii. Gpan.i. 
)Khth c lieio Gaaro, 
Hmctbo bccm npeAparo. 
BapacTH th Gor b cabbc, 
Hmcth io 3ApaBe! 1 
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The other acrostic occurs in Istomin's Bukvar', which was published 
anonymously in Moscow in 1696. It is found in the section O uchenii 
privetstvo right at the end of the book and reveals the author's name as Karion 
ieromonakh Istomin,59 
The acrostics in St Dimitrii Rostovskii's well-known spiritual song lisuse 
moi preliubeznyi, serdtsu sladoste60 and in his kant in honour of the martyr St 
Dimitrii of Salonika61 confine themselves to naming their composer: the 
former, evidently written at an early stage in his ecclesiastical career, calls him 
simply the 'priest-monk Dimitrii', whereas the latter, the text of which 
follows, names him in his capacity as archimandrite of the Novgorod-Severskii 
Monastery and so dates the work to between 17 September 1699 and 23 March 
1701. 
Zlodparo boh, uapeBH H3dpaiiHa 
Hucycy XpucTy, BparoM ne nonpaima 
MywemiKa cjiaBy XIhmhtphh meMo, 
h neciiGH BeHeu. eMy coruieTeMo. 
TpnyMcJiyH Benue naa BparoB codopbi, 
pa/iyncH Me>KAy anrejibCKiin xopbi, 
Hiicyca, hko cnaAKa, B03JiiodHBbiH 
n 3a necTb ero Aymy nojio>KHBbiH! 
CeMy noApancaft, KonneM npoH3eHHy, 
ajinymy, c outom Hcennbio HanoeHHy; 
BflajicH Ha ropbKHH 3a cjiaAKaro paHbi, 
HcnoBe,zi,aiomH XpHCTa npeA THpaHbi. 
Hauiy cniiJi cMepTHy, b jnodoBb po>K^eHHbiH, 
arHeu 3a anma yMep 3aKOJieHHbift; 
Pedpa KoniiHM ,niode3Ho npejiaBbiH, 
XpHCTy C JHodoBHK) CJiaBHO cocTpa^aBbifl, 
HcnycTHji kpobh odnjibHbiH peKH — 
MepTBeH BpeA ;no,aeM omwth Ha bckh. 
AjinymHM AHecb cnaceHHH tokh 
He B036paHHiOT ot rpodHofl ohokh: 
/to paKH ero npHxoflHT kto BepHO, 
paHaM npneMJieT BpanecTBo de3MepHo. 
H Mbi i< Tede bch cneuiHo npuderaeM, 
TBoeii noMomn ycepAiio wenaeM. 
He oTpHini nac, BOIlHe H3dpaHHbIH, 
ot nojiKOB, HAe>Ke ec« coneTaiiHbiH; 
BparoM b ceM Miipe Tbi CTepbift rjiaBy, 
rocnona TBoero npumeAbift bo c/iaBy, 
Oti>hmh ot nac bch CMepTiibin paiibi, 
pa3>ueHH yMa 3JioK03Hbin (d)paiibi. 
OdpaTH cepzma rope Bceraa dbiTH, 
Aa>Kflb MOHHTB3MH AOJITO 3Ae nO>KHTH. 
Ct3hh b noMomb, Bceraa BoopyxceHHbifi 
KonneM, KpecTOM, na th, B03niod.neHHbiH, 
IlMenonoceu Ty flojiro 3^paBCTByeT 
h Benue b Hede co Xphctom Ra uapcTByeT. 
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In accordance with his patent policy of ignoring all manifestations of 
word-play poetry Prokopovich says nothing about acrostics in his De Arte 
Poetica and appears to have written none. 
The acrostic was one of the two types of word-play poetry which Hiibner 
described, but his specification of it is brief: 'An acrostic, or an acrostichon, is 
a type of verse in which the initial letters contain a name or something else 
noteworthy.' His example is a four-stanza German poem which spells out 
'Erdmuthe Dorothea Herzogin zu Sac[h]sen'.62 
The Portuguese philologist and grammarian Emmanuel Alvares (1526- 
72), an early member of the Society of Jesus, composed a Latin grammar 
which was used in schools and colleges all over Europe and went into many 
editions. Towards its end there is a short section on metrical feet and the 
quantities of syllables. In later generations scholars took it upon themselves to 
expand this section, and so, when in 1730 Ludovicus Vaslet, tutor to the 
Marquis of Hartington, brought out a new edition of Alvares's grammar in 
London, he added to it a large section on word-play poetry under the heading 
Lusus Poetici.63 This may have been the first edition of Alvares's grammar to 
deal with the carmina curiosa: the editions of 1572, 1599 and 1632 at least say 
nothing about them.64 In this section Vaslet gave examples of both simple and 
double acrostics.65 
Kvetnitskii, Vaslet's contemporary in Moscow, devoted a full three pages 
of his manuscript piitika to them. His first example is a double acrostic in 
Latin on the name of Jesus.66 As was then accepted, the letters 'u' and 'v' of 
the Latin alphabet are treated as one letter, namely 'u', and the letters 'i' and 'j' 
are identified in 'i'. His second example is of a triple acrostic in Latin, again 
on the name of Jesus, which runs down the middle of the poem as well as down 
the beginnings and ends of its lines.67 In a further example he follows the 
procedure which produced the word iyOvg , i.e. the 'acrostic' is based on the 
initial letters (but, in distinction from iyOuq , also on some final letters) of 
successive words rather than on the initial letters of successive verses: 
Int[r]epidE cunctoS hostes hoc nomine UinceS.68 
But why should one stop with the triple acrostic? The final development 
of this process is demonstrated by a poem in the first line of which the initial 
letters of every word form a word or a name in conjunction with the initial 
letters of every word which stands in the lines immediately below it. If the 
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word or name is to be the same throughout, as it is in many double and triple 
acrostics, it follows that each word in the same line must begin with the same 
letter. Now a line in which each word begins with the same letter is called in 
Alsted's terminology a tautogrammon.69 Hence the final development of the 
acrostic via the double and the triple acrostic is the acrostic each of whose lines 
is a tautogrammon. Alsted gives an example based on the Latin word 'Deus': 
Kvetnitskii's example uses the name ’Iudas':70 
Impius, I[n]constans, Iudas, Infidus Iniquus, 
Uilis, Vanicrepus, Veterator, Vappa, Venenum, 
Deductor, Discors, Delator, Dira, Dolosus, 
Antitrifur Atrox, Astutus, Apostata Avarus, 
Sanio, Secutor, Stultus, Saevus, Sceleratus. 
In both these Latin acrostics the verse-lines are all dactylic hexameters of a 
kind. 
No eighteenth-century Russian poets followed either Alsted or Kvetnitskii 
down this path;71 nor did they follow the latter in imitating his squared cross, 
in which the dactylic hexameter 
Ore patris Numen Bethleem generatur in antrO, 
repeated four times, forms the four sides of a square, with the 'O's at the 
beginning and end of the line binding the sides together at each comer.72 A 
refinement is provided by a second sentence, which also begins and ends with 
an 'O' and which crosses the square diagonally in two directions, starting from 
both the top left- and the top right-hand comers. This second sentence, another 
dactylic hexameter, reads: 
Omnibus ut pateat caelO sub nascitur ipsO. 
Nor did any of the further developments of the acrostic illustrated by 
Kvetnitskii find imitators among Russian poets later in the eighteenth century. 
In one of them, a poem of ten Latin elegiac couplets, the letters carrying the 
acrostic message, abandoning all connection with the etymological meaning of 
the acrostic, cross the verse-lines diagonally.73 The letters with the message 
are not confined to the beginnings or ends of words: they are found in any 
position in a given word. The message, when read from the bottom up, 
starting from the beginning, middle and end of the last line, reads: 
Tendit ad ardua virtus. 
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One of the functions of the acrostic is to reveal surreptitiously a fact 
which it might be unbecoming or even dangerous to state openly. The first 
motive was probably dominant in the acrostic poems written by the Russian 
monks in the late seventeenth century: the second was certainly uppermost in 
the acrostic with which Kantemir accompanied the manuscript copies of his 
first satire. It is a simple acrostic which reveals his first name, Antiokh, 
only.74 It was probably composed after the completion of the first text of 
Satira / by the end of 1729 but not later than April 1730 when Kantemir's 
authorship of it became widely known. 
Abtop o ce6e OimrpaMMa III) 
Am© h poccKH nmiiy, He poccKa ecMt pozta; 
He H3 nofljiux poflHTBCH najia MHe npnpo/ia. 
TpyzioB, 6ezi scHTte Moe HcnojiHeHo 6hjio, 
Hina Jiynmero, zio6po, 6iJBHie b pytcax, cnjiujio. 
OTua, MaTept norpe6ox b OTponecKH JieTa, 
Xotb Mory 6htb He oTeii,, )KHTejii> 6eztHHH CBeTa. 
Acrostics were not confined to monks, prelates or highly educated 
aristocrats: they were found also among the Old Believers, people of varied 
social origins who had rejected the Russian Orthodox Church of the time and 
abhorred the ways of contemporary Russian society. 
Two acrostics survive lamenting the deaths of the brothers Andrei and 
Simeon Denisov in 1730 and 1741 respectively: along with Daniil Vikulin they 
had been leaders of the Old Believer community on the River Vyg in the 
Olonets guberniia. The first, composed on the death of Andrei Denisov by a 
woman, probably a member of the women's monastery founded in 1706 about 
twenty versts from the River Vyg on the River Leksa, is a simple acrostic with 
the message: 'I am crushed by grief.'75 
CTMX IUIA’IA, EMy JKE KPAEEPAllECME 
♦ IIE^AJIb COKP.VUTAET 
rieMaJibHbiH TepH MeHe y6o,n,aeT, 
e>Ke oko Moe He 3pHT, mto wejiaeT. 
HahhHe ot Mone yflajiHCH, 
a UBeT Moea >kh3hh coKpbica! 
JIhhjhxch a3 coKpoBHiua npejipara, 
ce Moefi >Ka^ocTH OTpa,n,a hh Majia. 
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06i!Te/m iicnojiiienbi nAanenna K.nnna, 
i<ai<o >Ke a3 6yAy eAHHa 6e3 mia'ia? 
PaAOCTb uepKOBHa nepcTHio noKpucn, 
yTexa nycTbimia bo rpo6e acp>khtch, 
LUaeT HCKpa bo rHe3Ae Moero cepAua, 
AHApen He bhjkio nycTbiHHOBOAUa! 
EAHHa b nenajiH npe6biBaK>, 
Te6e, cjiaAnaHLua cBeia, noMHHaio. 
Mne OTCioAy HHKorAa Aa 6yAH paAOCTb, 
HKO OCT3BH Hac XpHCTHHHCKa CA3AOCTb. 
The second, a lamentation on the death of Simeon, also a simple acrostic, 
bears the message: 'Trofim weeps for Simeon, and Koz'ma sorrows from 
distress of heart.'76 No doubt Trofim and KozTna, who subsequently became a 
leader of the Old Believer community, were the acrostic’s authors. 
Several of the songs found in a manuscript sbornik of love-songs of the 
1730s and early 1740s are also simple acrostics. Most of them contain merely a 
name, either that of the author of the acrostic song or that of the song's 
subject. Among these names are 'Kniazhna Praskovda Trubetskaia',77 'Aleksei 
Isniulovich Tatki',78 'Kniaz' Aleksei Dol[gorukii]'79 and 'Praskovda 
Ioannovna'.80 One song contains a cry of despair: 'Because of misfortune I am 
ruining my life in the world.'81 
However, cultivated Russian poets of the latter two-thirds of the 
eighteenth century in general shunned the acrostic, and only isolated examples 
of it occur. 
I. F. Bogdanovich (1743-1803) has an example of the acrostic riddle, 
whose solution (Vint) is given by the acrostic message:82 
Beet BeK moh b iohocth UBeTeT, 
H HHKorzta He yMHpaio; 
Ho pa3Be kto mohh y6i>eT, 
To >KH3HB MOW OKOHHeBaiO. 
Iu. A. Neledinskii-Meletskii (1752-1828) composed a six-line poem with 
the actual title Zagadka akrosticheskaia (Acrostic Riddle). Its solution is 
Druzhba:83 
HOBOJILHO HMeHeM H3BeCTHa H CBOHM; 
PaBHO KJIHHOTCH nJiyT H HenopOHHHH HM. 
yTexoit b 6ezicTBHHX Bcero 6tiBaio 6ojie, 
)Kh3hb cjiaztocTHeit npn MHe h b caMoit Jiymnen /tone. 
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Bjia)«eHCTBy hhcthx ay hi Mory cjiyxcHTi, ozma, 
A Mex 3JiozieflMH - He 6litb h co3flaHa. 
There are three simple acrostics by Derzhavin.84 The first, a four-line 
poem in iambic hexameters, is yet another acrostic riddle. It has the solution 
Rosa: 
Pozihcb ot ruiaMeHH, Ha He6o B03Bumaioci>; 
OTTyzta Ha 3eMJiio boaoio B03Bpainaioci>. 
C 3eMJiH MeHH BJieneT nJiaHeT Bcex khh3b k 3Be3flaM; 
A 6e3 MeHH TocKa CMepTejitHan HBeTaM. 
The line of the second simple acrostic is metrically heterogeneous, 
consisting of a choriamb followed by two amphibrachs, catalectic in the first 
and third lines and acatalectic in the second and fourth lines. The acrostic Boga 
is in the genitive/accusative case for the reason that it answers the question 
'Kogo ia budu pet"?': 
Byay h neTi> Te6n , KaK h neji, 
OTHe 6jiarHH! KaK 3BaTt, He yMeio; 
TycjiLMH flymn 3BeHeTt>, KaK 3BeHeji; 
AflLcpoH HanaB, OMeroh HeMeio. 
The third, composed on 6 July 1816, two days before he died, appears to 
have the message Ruina chti, which is obscure enough to allow different 
interpretations. One of them could be: 'It is a ruin, take this into account,' 
which would reinforce the poem's expressed meaning. Another interpretation 
would take chti as a contraction of chesti, but the sense 'the ruin of honour' 
seems less apt, and Derzhavin, unlike certain of his contemporaries, was no 
student of the old manuscripts in which such contractions abound. When an 
acrostic message is difficult to understand, the possibility, always present in 
acrostics, that the letter sequences could have arisen fortuitously, increases, 
and with respect to this poem we may doubt whether we have to do with an 
acrostic at all.85 
PeKa BpeMeH b cBoeM cTpeMJieHBH 
yhocht Bee flejia Jiioflen 
H TonHT b nponacTH 3a6BeHtH 
Hapoflti, ixapcTBa h uapefi. 
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A ecjiH hto h ocTaeTCH 
Hpe3 3ByKH Jinpu h Tpy6u, 
To Be^HocTH scepjioM noacpeTCH 
H o6uxeH He ynaeT cyEt6u! 
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IV. ECHO POEMS 
The echo is one of the best known and most documented of the carmina 
curiosa. It is mentioned by the grammarian Servius Honoratus of the fourth 
century A.D., who writes: 'The echo metre is used when the sound of the last 
syllable accords with the penultimate syllable, as in: 
Exercet mentes fratemas grata malis lis.'86 
According to this example the word forming the echo should be a 
monosyllable orthographically identical to the last syllable of the preceding 
word. Note also that the echo word lis is a part of a complete sentence and is 
not the answer to a question posed by the preceding words, which was to be 
the more usual relationship between the echo words and the words which 
preceded them. 
The adjective fixiynxot from fiyco (echo) occurs in a list of qualities 
desirable in verse-lines drawn up by the grammarian Diomedes, but his 
explanation indicates that he meant by it no more than 'ringing' or 
'sonorous'.87 
Alsted deals with the echo poem in the context of alliteration, a 
misunderstanding because alliteration requires the identity or similarity of 
sounds at the beginnings of words, whereas the echo requires the identity or 
similarity of one word to the final portion of a preceding word. In his Latin 
examples syllabic quantity is disregarded, and only orthographic identity 
sought:88 
Die an dives ero, si carmina scripsero? Sero. 
Semicaper Faunus cur ita clamat? Amat. 
Vere novo sponsum me fore reris? Eris. 
Note that in all three examples the echo answers a question asked by the 
preceding words and that the first example, a dactylic hexameter, is a leonine. 
In a further example he gives an echo verse, metrically an elegiac dactylic 
pentameter like the last two of the three previous examples, which is also a 
macaronic in that it mixes two languages, Latin and Greek: 
Utraque vemo aevi flore decora. Kopa. 
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Yet another example resembles the first in being a dactylic hexameter which is 
both an echo verse and a leonine, but differs from it in that both hemistichs 
contain echo words: note that the line has a late caesura. 
Die mihi, quisnam clamor? Amor. Quisnam furor? Uror. 
Finally he cites a forty-eight-line echo poem by Paulus Melissus Schedius in 
hendecasyllables. 
The echo is mentioned in Opitz's Buck von der Deutschen Poeterey89 and 
again in Hannman's edition of 1645.90 
Schottel makes a sharp distinction between the 'pure echo' and the 
'rhyming echo'.91 The 'pure echo' is the precise repetition of the last sounds of 
the last word of the line, whereas the 'rhyming echo' can be 'barely or not at 
all distinguished from the rhyme'. These are the last eight lines from his 
example of a 'pure echo' (Reines Echo oder Wider hall): 
Recht ja Recht sol wieder schweben 
Sich mit Fried zusammen kleben. Echo. Leben. 
Fried und Recht die kiinnen geben 
Rechten Nutzen / rechtes Leben. Echo. Eben. 
Wollust die aus Kriegen komt 
Wie ein Rauch dahin verschwind. Echo. Wind. 
Niemand spinnt bey Kriegen Seiden / 
Worin kan der Krieg uns kleiden? Echo. Leiden. 
Along with other word-play poems George Herbert included an echo 
poem in The Temple?2 Unlike Alsted his echoes are based on phonetic, not 
orthographic, identity, and as in Schottel's 'pure echo’ the echo word is either 
phonetically identical with its source, e.g. 'no' with 'know' and 'holy' with 
'wholly' (pronounced with a single [1]), or it repeats more or less of its final 
segments, e.g. T repeats the final diphthong of 'high' and 'leisure' the last 
segments of 'pleasure'. The rhymes in the last two lines suggest that Herbert 
pronounced 'persever' with penultimate stress, as did Shakespeare. The only 
exceptions are lines 11 and 12, in which, even if the pronunciation ['ji s], now 
dialectal, is postulated for 'yes', the echo is still not a 'pure' one, because 131188' 
does not contain a segment [j]. 
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Heaven 
O who will show me those delights on high? 
ECHO. I. 
Thou Echo, thou art mortal, all men know. 
ECHO. No. 
Wert thou not bom among the trees and leaves? 
ECHO. Leaves. 
And are there any leaves, that still abide? 
ECHO. Bide. 
What leaves are they? impart the matter wholly. 
ECHO. Holy. 
Are holy leaves the Echo then of bliss? 
ECHO. Yes. 
Then tell me, what is that supreme delight? 
ECHO. Light. 
Light to the mind: what shall the will enjoy? 
ECHO. Joy. 
But are there cares and business with the pleasure? 
ECHO. Leisure. 
Light, joy, and leisure; but shall they persever? 
ECHO. Ever. 
The variety in the nature and formation of the echo word or phrase is 
illustrated by Simeon Polotskii's twenty-four-line echo poem Dialog kratkii, 
which he composed in 1660 either for presentation to the Tsar Aleksei 
Mikhailovich or for recitation before him on 19 January by twelve youths 
(otroki) whom he had brought with him to Moscow from the Bogoiavlenskii 
School in Polotsk.93 Eleven of the verse-final echo words are disyllabic, nine 
are trisyllabic, one is monosyllabic and one is tetrasyllabic. The echo word 
follows directly after the word or part of a word which it echoes in some 
lines, but in other lines the rhyming syllables are separated by one or two 
syllables. The greater the gap between the rhyming syllables, the more an echo 
verse comes to resemble a leonine verse, for example, line 20, in which the 
echo word is separated from the phrase which it echoes by two syllables. Here 
is the text of the poem from the Rifmologion. 
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Hnajior KpaTKHH 
Puli, IUacTe, xoMy cjiy*Hiii, kto ecTB ceil? AJiexcen. 
Mbih KpoB? Cbih MHxaHJioB. rocyziapeB? IXapeB. 
Kto caHOM? LXapt poKcaHOM. Kojib ay*? Xpa6puH My*. 
ByziH * ixapt Ha npeMHora KpenoK JieTa, CBeTa. 
Hto b HeM 3pHiiiH ezia JienoTBi? flo6poTBi. 
Khh? Bchkhh. Ha*ziB eziHHy. Mhjioctbihio. 
Kyio jho6obb HMeeT ko 6ory? npeMHory. 
Bjih)khhx jik>6ht jih cbohx h xaxo? Eh, bchxo. 
Mto My 6ojinpe, puti mh otbotom? Cobotom. 
Kaxo Ha BparH tbopht no6eziBi? Be3 6eziBi. 
Ectb jih no6eziHBiM oTeix MHJiocepzi? Eh, ycepzi. 
BeM, He xpBe xonxeT b 6paHex, ho Bepu 6e3 MepBi. 
3eMJii> My npocTpaHCTBa Taxo * He Tpe6a, ho He6a. 
TeM mojihm: 6yxiH noMorn, eMy 6ora MHora. 
IXapcTByn *e 3zipaB, 0 uapio bchm xoHixeM nozi cojiHixeM, 
H mhjiocthb Bcerzia Ha tboh jiiozih 6yziH. 
nozia)Kzii> Ha flep>«aBHLiH ch rpaziu OTpaziBi, 
Ha Taxo cjiaBeH 6yziem noBcioziy, oTcioziy. 
KoMy cBeT octb uapHixa MapnaM? PoccnaM. 
0 uapeBHHe noBe>xziB mh. Hciiojihb Hazie>KziMH. 
Mto c hhm 6yzieM? CTpax JiiozieM. H3BecTHO? HejiecTHo. 
CyT jih ixapeBHBi CBeTHJia HJioBexoM? Bchm BexoM. 
TeM zia Bcerzia chhiot bo bch xohh.bi CBeTa, 
EziHHoziymHo noeM MHora JieTa. 
On the same occasion Simeon Polotskii offered a second echo poem, 
consisting of twelve Sapphic stanzas, under the title Dialog kratkii o gosudare 
tsareviche i velikom kniaze Aleksii Aleksieviche; however, only the first seven 
stanzas have the same features as the first echo poem, namely that the echo 
word or phrase is an answer to a question, and that the rhyming questions and 
answers are close to one another. In the remaining five stanzas there is no 
framework of questions and answers, and in many lines the rhyming words or 
phrases occur at the ends of hemistichs, so that these lines resemble leonines. 
In 1691 Velichkovskii presented the metropolitan of Kiev, Varlaam 
Iasinskii, with a sbornik entitled Mleko ot ovtsy pastyru nalezhnoe and 
containing an extensive section of carmina curiosa.94 In it he writes that the 
echo is a 'vers’e-line in which, like some echo, that is, answer, two syllables 
formed from the very last letters of the line answer each end of the line'.95 His 
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example takes the form of a series of questions and remarks addressed to 
Adam on the consequences of his expulsion from Eden. In accordance with this 
prescription all the echo words or phrases are disyllabic. Here is his thirty-line 
echo poem: 
Hto njianeiiiH AziaMe: 3eMHaro jih icpan? 
Pan. 
HeMy b ohb He BHiitflemH, 6ohih jih ch 6paHti? 
PaHH. 
He M[osceniH] jih bhIhth BHyTp ero no6feziHO? 
BfeZIHO. 
Hjih B036paHeH Te6fe bxozi got xepyBHMH? 
Hmh. 
OTKyziy ziteT th ch CHtteBan ziocazia? 
C cazia. 
Kto th b cazit cHtziB CMepTHy noziazie ot zipeBa? 
6Ba. 
KTOxce GBy b tom npejicTH, 3mhh jih BepTorpazicKin? 
AZICKiH. 
To cfeeiiiH cjie3aMH He 6e3 bhhbi nojie; 
Ojie! 
OTcejife bch Byziemn co TpyzioM CTHXcaTH, 
xcaTH, 
OTcejife Te6e, Many cMepTB B03MeT ko rpo6y 
o6y. 
To CMepTH yxce 6cTe bo b^kh npeziaHH, 
Ahh. 
OTKyziy ace XCH3HB naKH HanHeTe B3UMaTH 
MaTH. 
MaTH naio oTpoziHT Bac [ot nyT] XpncTOBa 
OBa. 
riJiozioM jih npeHHCTLiH MaTepe oacncTe? 
HcTe. 
06u h Hac cnacji tot njiozi zifBUH yTpo6ti 
06li. 
Note that Velichkovskii's echo words meet precisely the requirements of 
Schottel's 'pure echo': on the other hand, Schottel does not require that the 
echo word should be disyllabic. 
A shorter version of this echo poem (by two lines) is quoted by Berkov, 
who comments, not quite correctly, that it is made up of questions and 
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answers.96 Tschiiewskij also quotes from this poem but only its lines 7-14.97 
His observation that 'carmina echoica are poems in which the last word is 
repeated by the Echo and so provides an answer to the question posed in the 
poem' is also inaccurate: in fact in Velichkovskii's poem only parts of the last 
words are repeated, and not all the echoes are answers to questions. 
Exceptionally in view of his critical attitude towards the carmina curiosa 
in general Omeis devotes three pages to the echo, mainly of advice on how to 
avoid faults in its composition.98 Prokopovich, however, has nothing to say 
about it. 
Johann Hiibner wrote: 'An echo is a repetition of a sound which is caused 
by the reiteration of the last syllables, such as was once sung in the 
performance of "The Converted Wittekind" in the school theatre at Merseburg 
by one who had fallen in love with Rotrudis, a princess and daughter of 
Charlemagne.'99 He then cites an entire song in German. Here, for example, is 
its fifth verse. 
IndeB erscheine mir im Traume, 
Rotrudis, meiner Seelen-Lust: 
Jetzt lieg ich unter diesem Baume, 
Vielleicht einmahl an deiner Brust, 
Da will ich sagen, du bist mein 
Und ich bin dein, 
Echo. Dein, dein, dein.100 
A single repetition is enough to constitute an echo: the two subsequent 
repetitions show the original echo re-echoing. 
As his illustration of 'Echoici versus' Vaslet quotes an exchange in which 
a succession of questions is posed and answered in the hexameters and 
pentameters of elegiac couplets.101 The answers, all disyllabic except one 
which is monosyllabic, which constitute the echoes, complete each hexameter 
and pentameter. In the majority of lines orthographic, but not phonetic, 
identity is achieved, for example: 
Echo, quid tibi vis? Urget quis te furor? Uror. 
Quae causa est cursus? Quis tibi clamor? Amor. 
Kvetnitskii defines the carmen echicum as one which as its last word has 
one which answers, and has a similar cadence to, its penultimate word.102 He 
illustrates it with an altercation between a young husband and his elderly wife 
expressed in Latin hendecasyllables. The following lines from it show that he 
adhered to the convention that the echo word should be disyllabic. 
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Linguae es faemina nequioris? Oris. 
Et mens es[t] tibi plena fraudis? Audis. 
Very probably echo poems or passages of echo lines still remain 
unrecognized in the writings of eighteenth-century Russian poets. In view of 
Tschizewskij’s remark that carmina echoica often occur in Baroque drama 
they may also be found in the texts of late seventeenth-century and early 
eighteenth-century Russian plays.103 
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V. CARMINA CHRONOSTICA 
The carmen chronosticum, to give it its Latin name, is based on the fact that in 
Latin certain letters of the alphabet, namely, M, D, C, L, X, V and I, can also 
behave as numbers: the great majority of the Latin letters, however, did not 
have this subsidiary numerical function. It was quite different in classical 
Greek, in which not only did all the letters of the alphabet also serve as 
numbers, but three obsolete letters continued to be employed as numbers long 
after they had ceased to be used as letters. These letters were: digamma or vau, 
which stood for 6, koppa, which stood for 90, and san, which stood for 900. 
The Old Church Slavonic literal system for numbers was based on the 
numerical system of Byzantine Greek. The numerical values of the Old Church 
Slavonic letters were the same as those of the letters of the Byzantine Greek 
alphabet to which they corresponded; but, if a letter in the Old Church 
Slavonic alphabet did not have a precise counterpart in the Byzantine Greek 
alphabet, it was left without a numerical value. In this way buky, zhivete, shta, 
sha, the hard and soft jers, jery, jati, all the ligatured letters and jus bol’shoi 
were excluded from the numerical alphabet: for an unclear reason jus malyi 
was retained as the equivalent of san, signifying 900. 
The carmen chronosticum is defined by Alsted as a poem in which literal 
numerals are used to indicate a date by the year, month and day, or simply by 
the year: the latter are named eteostichs.104 He gives two examples from 
sixteenth-century history. One refers to the Emperor Charles V and the other 
to the Massacre of St Bartholomew's Day on 24 August 1572 in the reign of 
Charles IX of France. Here is his first example: 
CaroLVs est Intus reCubans hoC noMIne quintus. 
Ex rebus gestis reliqua haeC vos sCire potestis. (1557) 
Note that only the capitalized letters are summed and that both the dactylic 
hexameters are leonines. 
The second consists of a single dactylic hexameter: 
BarthoLoMaeVs fLet, qVIa FranCICVs oCCVbat AtLas. (1572) 
Omeis names the category, but gives no examples of it.105 Prokopovich 
does not even mention it. 
Among his lusus poetici Vaslet includes the Epitaphium numerate, sive 
Chronographicum, aut Chronosticum. His example is an epitaph on a woman 
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who died in childbirth in Haarlem in Holland on the Feastday of the Holy 
Innocents, 1572.106 
QVa ferVs InnoCVos IVgVLarat LVCe pVeLLos 
ReX, heV! fataLIs LVXIt et Ipsa MIhL 
Kvetnitskii defines what he calls the carmen chronosticon as a way of 
specifying a year by using letters from the ecclesiastical numerical system.107 
His example is: 
Orbls VICtor eraM seD VICtor et astra sUblVI. 
If the numerical values of the capitalized letters are summed, they give the 
total 1725, the year of Peter I's death. 
In the best examples all the Latin letters with numerical values are 
capitalized and not just some of them. From this point of view the examples 
cited from Vaslet and Kvetnitskii are superior to those cited from Alsted. 
A carmen chronosticum in honour of Peter II's coronation was composed 
by Kantemir.108 When the numerical values of the capitalized letters according 
to the Church Slavonic system are summed, they produce the date 1728. The 
pair of rhyming lines are eleven-syllable syllabic lines with caesura after the 
fifth syllable, the commonest syllabic line after the thirteen-syllable line. In a 
note on these lines Kantemir wrote: 'In this epigram all that is noteworthy is 
that, if you add together those letters of the first line which have some 
numerical meaning or other (and which have been deliberately writ large), 
they will produce the total 1728, the number of the year in which the Emperor 
Peter II was crowned with the royal crown. Such a verse is ordinarily called a 
khronostikh.' The lines were written after 25 February 1728, when Peter II 
was crowned, but before 18 January 1730, when he died. 
nETP riPlH CBurnE KPellKy BJIACTl HA HioflH 
BeHnaHteM. TBop^e, noMonxt Kpemca 6yzm. 
In 1774 Sumarokov composed a twelve-line poem called Na Strel'tsov on 
the revolt of the strel'tsy in Moscow in May 1682.109 His purpose in writing 
it, as he explains in a note, was to demonstrate how a precise date and time 
could be conveyed in poetry in an elevated style without directly naming either 
times or days. Although different in execution from Kantemir’s distich, 
Sumarokov's poem might be described as a type of carmen chronosticum in 
that in it a date is indicated in a riddling manner. 
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VI. CARMINA CANCRINA 
More complex than the carmina chronostica are the carmina cancrina, the 
'crab' songs, known in Russian as raki. Part of their complexity is due to the 
variety of the terms applied to them. Besides carmina cancrina they are known 
as carmina retrograda,110 versus reciproci, versus recurrentes111 and versus 
convertibiles,112 In English they are known as palindromes. All these terms 
refer to the same feature, namely, that these lines can be read backwards, i.e. 
from right to left, as well as forwards, i.e. from left to right. Like most of the 
carmina curiosa, the carmina cancrina are intended for visual appreciation 
only. 
The complexity of the carmina cancrina lies also in the different forms in 
which their palindromic character can be realized. The fundamental division is 
between verbal palindromes, in which merely the order of whole words is 
reversed but the individual words are still read from left to right, and literal 
palindromes, in which both the order of the words and the order of the letters 
in the words are reversed. In verbal palindromes the reversed line still consists 
of the same words but in the reverse order, whereas in the literal palindromes 
groups of letters are produced which may have to be recombined into different 
groups if they are to form the words making up the original line, unless these 
words are symmetrical, such as Anna, Lat. ama, or Rus. ded. If all the words 
are symmetrical, then there will be no need for any recombination of letters in 
the reversed line. Alsted gives an example of a dactylic hexameter containing 
only symmetrical words: 
Otto tenet mappam, madidam mappam tenet Otto.113 
Characteristically carmina cancrina contain both symmetrical and 
asymmetrical words. 
A fourteen-line Greek poem which has been identified as the prologue of 
an unknown New Comedy play and dated to the end of the third century B.C. 
contains seven verbal palindromes.114 Each odd-numbered line has been 
reversed to form the following even-numbered line. The metre, the comic 
iambic trimeter, remains unchanged. 
dEpcog, ’A(j)Qo6ixr|g mog ejueixf|g, veog, 
veog ejueixfig mog ’Ac})Qo6ixr|g ’'Egcog, 
8Xf|ku0’ dyyekow xoiouxo jrpdypd xi, 
Jtgdypd xi xoiouxov dyyeXcbv eA.f|ku0a, 
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xaxa xr|v Tamav jiodai yeyevr]g,evov, 
yeyevruxevov JiaXai xaxa xf)v ’Iamav. 
xoqt|v veaviaxog veav Tpoii;r|viav, 
Tgoi^r|viav veav veavioxog xopryv 
ejTQiax’ epaaGeig eujropog jra)XoTj(xevr|v, 
jtcoXou|ievT]v eimopog epaaGeig ejrpiaxo. 
Tpoi^f|viog yeyevriixevog xaxa xoug vopoug, 
xaxa xoug vopoug yeyevqpevog Tpoi^f|viog, 
ex<x>v yuvaixa xaxePiw xo xeQji’ e/eig. 
e^eig xo xeg(xa- xaxe(3i(o yuvaix’ excov. 
This poetic device was no doubt calculated to impress the play's plot upon 
the audience's mind at the outset of the performance. Its powerful effect, due 
to each statement being made twice, but the second time with its emphasis 
altered thanks to the changed word order, can be appreciated from this English 
rendering by Page: 
Love, son of Aphrodite, gentle youth 
(Youth gentle, son of Aphrodite, Love) 
Is come, to tell the following romance; 
(The following romance to tell, is come); 
It happened in Ionia long since; 
(Long since it happened in Ionia); 
A rich young man, seeing a maid at Trozen, 
(At Trozen, seeing a maid, a rich young man,) 
A prey to love, purchased her at a sale; 
(Purchased her at a sale, a prey to love); 
He changed his nationality by law; 
(By law his nationality he changed); 
He lived a married man. That is the end. 
(That is the end. He lived a married man). 
The Latin grammarians of the fourth century A.D. were interested in 
verbal palindromes, but apparently not in literal palindromes. Their attention 
was directed to the changes of metre which the reversal of the words of a 
given line could bring about. Thus Servius Honoratus gives examples of a 
dactylic hexameter, which, when reversed, becomes a versus Sotadicus, i.e. an 
ionic a majore tetrameter brachycatalectic. 
Ire cupis si rus mala vites somnia quaeso. 
Reversed: Quaeso somnia vites mala si rus cupis ire. 
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His other example, an iambic trimeter, when reversed, turns into an 
elegiac dactylic pentameter. 
Micant nitore tecta sublimi aurea.115 
Reversed: Aurea sublimi tecta nitore micant. 
Another of the fourth-century grammarians, Marius Victorinus, gives an 
example of an elegiac couplet which is reversed line by line. The dactylic 
hexameter once again produces a versus Sotadicus and the dactylic pentameter 
an iambic trimeter. However, he also cites lines which, when reversed, 
preserve their original metre unchanged. One such is the Virgilian 
Musa, mihi causas memora, quo numine laeso,116 
which was the example used by most of the writers on this subject up to the 
eighteenth century. Reversed, this line remains a dactylic hexameter, although 
not one which adheres to the Virgilian conventions. 
Reversed: Laeso numine quo, memora causas mihi, Musa. 
If individual lines can be reversed, why not whole elegiac couplets, so that 
the last word of the pentameter becomes the first word of the hexameter? 
Marius Victorinus gives an example to demonstrate the feasibility of this 
transformation also. Since the two lines of the elegiac couplet are unequal in 
length, and since in the reversed couplet the shorter line has to precede the 
longer, the last word or words of the original hexameter have to be added to 
the reversed pentameter to bring it up to hexameter length. 
Icarium Notus ut confidens flamine tranat, 
Caerula verrentes sic freta Nereides.117 
Reversed: Nereides freta sic verrentes caerula, tranat 
Flamine confidens ut Notus Icarium. 
To this range of examples another fourth-century grammarian, 
Diomedes, added a further example, showing how a slightly imperfect iambic 
trimeter (it has one syllable too many), when reversed, can turn into a perfect 
elegiac dactylic pentameter. 
Pio precare ture caelestum numina,118 
Reversed: Numina caelestum ture precare pio. 
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These Latin grammarians dealt only with verbal palindromes. Alsted 
repeats and extends their examples and goes on to give numerous and varied 
examples of literal palindromes, to which he applies the Greek term biaukomov 
from biaukog, meaning a 'double course', i.e. a racing track which goes to the 
furthest point of a stadium and then returns.119 
All but one of Alsted's examples are in Latin, but there is one in Greek, 
with only two imperfections in the reversed line (in its second word an o 
micron is present where an alpha is required, and in the fourth word an alpha 
is present where an o micron is required). 
Nityov dvopf)jiaxa pf| povov or|uv 120 
Reversed: Nirpov ovo|if|paxa (if) jiovav oa^iv 
He completes his account of the carmina cancrina with a palindromic tour 
de force, a poem of twenty-nine elegiac couplets, entitled 'Melos 
retrogradum', every line of which is a literal palindrome. He introduces it 
with a justified enthusiasm: 'Inter omnia retrograda maxime admirabile est 
illud elegiacum.'121 Here are its first ten lines: 
Aspice: nam raro mittit timor arma, nec ipsa, 
Si se mente reget, non tegeret Nemesis. 
Me turn animat recte, me dem et certamina mutem, 
Si res una velit utile, vanus eris. 
Sumere fatali vis si vi, lata feremus: 
Seu temere regnum emungere, re metues. 
Ire diu, et tumide tete dimitte videri: 
Sevo Marte palam tot mala petra moves. 
Se ledi feret ira pede, parit ere fideles 
Seva pedes animos omnia [vere omina] sede paves. 
According to Tschizewskij Slavonic examples of the versus cancrini 
appeared in the sixteenth century, but he does not give examples.122 
In his Mleko Velichkovskii distinguished three types of carmina cancrina, 
which he calls raki: literal palindromes {rak leteralnyi), verbal palindromes 
(rak slovnyi) and contradictory palindromes (rak prekoslovnyi).123 
He illustrates the first category with a poem, eleven of whose lines are 
literal palindromes.124 In the first seven lines the Virgin Mary praises her own 
mother Anna, and in the remaining lines the Virgin in heaven is praised by her 
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worshippers on earth. The lines which are literal palindromes are italicized. 
Line 18 is an alternative to line 16. 
Mene pajin Ha pa/tocTb 6oro,\i Mipy AaHHa 
Anna eo dap 60 uma mu odpadoeanna. 
Anna dap u Mnn> cibub Mupa danna. 
Anna mu Mamu u ma mu Manna 
Anna numa ma a Mamu nanna. 
3Haii bchk, a3 b He6i gcm qiiCTa hhbh 
A eibdau ma.n H Mamu a djbea. 
3Haa o [Hac b) HeSt qncTaH hhbo. 
[0 erbda]u maMO Mamu a dibeo. 
Teot CHJiHoii Bee ne6o oTBep3ec« caMO 
O Mamu eeAunan anu Aee u maMO 
Aku Aee u maMO o Mamu eeAuna 
Aku Jlom o Mamu u maMO moAuna. 
JIOT 3 CBHTblX HHHa, TM 3 CBHrfeHUIblX JIIIKa 
Mapifl b HeCt h no CMepTH >KHBa: 
A eibdau maMO mo Mamu a dtbea. 
A6o Tan: 
A eibdau maM tcm ce Mamu a dtbea. 
A me 6bi a nop MopeM motji Jiioa npeSniBaTii 
II maMO etbdoM Icyc iM o dibeo Mamu. 
Ot rpo6a KjiHMeHTia mohiho to nosHaTH. 
Velichkovskii explains that the grave of Pope Klimentii was on the sea-bed, but 
that each year in his memory the sea gave way, so that the faithful could praise 
Jesus, 'wondrous among his saints', beside the pope's grave. 
A version of lines 12 and 13 of this poem (but with line 13 preceding line 
12) was printed by Berkov as examples of the carmen cancrinum,125 
After this poem Velichkovskii gives an isolated seven-syllable line H TaM 
Icyc i [MaT]H, introducing it with the words: 'This too can be read backwards.' 
Velichkovskii's example of the verbal palindrome is a couplet of ten- 
syllable syllabic lines which is reversed line by line: 
Bhcoko ztfeBa 6ct B03HeceHHa 
rjiy6oKo hko 6tfiiie cMHpeHHa.126 
Reversed: Bo3HeceHHa 6ct zitBa bhcoko 
CMHpeHHa 6nme hko r;iy6oKo. 
The reversed lines retain the meaning of the original lines. 
He next gives two examples of verbal palindromes which reverse both the 
order of their words and their sense, that is, they are contradictory 
palindromes, although they are slightly imperfect in that the reversed lines 
involve a change in the position of commas. Tschizewskij calls palindromes 
which reverse their sense as well as their word order 'antithetic'.127 In 
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Velichkovskii's first example, read from left to right, the Virgin Mary speaks, 
but, reading from right to left, the speaker is Eve: 
Co MHOK) )KH3HI>, He CTpaX CMOpTH, 
Mhok> )khth. He yMepTH.128 
Reversed: CMepTH cTpax, He >kh3HB co mhoio 
yMepTH, He XCHTH MHOIO. 
In the second example the speaker, reading from left to right, is Abel, but, 
reading from right to left, it is Cain: 
Bory no)Kpy xcepTBy TyHHy, He xyziyio, 
MHory, He Majiyio, 6jia[ryio, He] 3Jiyio.129 
Reversed: Xyziyio, He TyHHy acepTBy no»cpy Bory 
3jiyio, He 6jiaryio/ Mariyio, He MHory. 
Kvetnitskii distinguishes literal from verbal palindromes, and among his 
examples of the literal palindromes cites: 
Roma tibi subito motibus ibit amor, 
and of the verbal palindromes: 
Crede mihi summo labuntur culmine Reges.130 
In view of their technical difficulty Russian verse palindromes in the 
eighteenth century are extremely rare. 
Probably in his latter years Derzhavin composed a four-line verse riddle, 
the first two lines of which are literal palindromes. Its solution is Bog. 
8 pa3yMy, yMy 3apn, 
8. kay c MeneM, cyziHH, 
c Hanajia tot xce, h c KOHixa 
H BCeMH HTyCH 3a OTIia.131 
The first line is a perfect literal palindrome in that in the reversed line even 
the comma after pa3yMy remains in the same place; however, in the reversed 
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second line the comma has removed from between c and Me^eM to between 
Me^eM and cyztHH. 
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VII. VERSES WITH EMPHASIZED WORDS OR 
LETTERS 
Just as simple acrostics allow a poet to communicate two messages, only the 
first of which is immediately apparent, so verses in which some words or 
letters are made to stand out by increased size or by being written or printed 
in vermilion (kinovar') can be used to convey a second text. In contrast to the 
second text of the acrostic this second text is readily perceptible: if the words 
are not already entire, they have only to be assembled from the individual 
letters or groups of letters singled out in the verse-line. 
In the simplest form of this type of word-play poetry whole words are 
picked out by being printed in capitals. In the following example from George 
Herbert's The Temple the second message is conveyed by a succession of 
capitalized words, which cross a ten-line poem diagonally, starting with the 
first word of the first line and ending with the last word of the last line.132 
Note that both the first and the last lines and the superimposed text are in the 
same metre, the iambic pentameter with a feminine ending. The secondary text 
sums up the primary text so accurately that it may well have been composed 
before it. If so, the secondary text might more properly be called the primary 
text, around which the apparent but not real 'primary text' was composed by 
way of exegesis. 
Coloss. iii. 3 
Our Life is hid with Christ in God 
MY words and thoughts do both express this notion, 
That LIFE hath with the sun a double motion. 
The first IS straight, and our diurnal friend; 
The other HID, and doth obliquely bend. 
One life is wrapt IN flesh, and tends to earth: 
The other winds towards HIM, whose happy birth 
Taught me to live here so, THAT still one eye 
Should aim and shoot at that which IS on high; 
Quitting with daily labour all MY pleasure, 
To gain at harvest an eternal TREASURE. 
Verses with emphasized letters resemble the carmina chronostica in the 
way in which certain letters are picked out, but they differ from them in that 
the letters are assembled into words in the order in which they occur in the 
text, generally going from left to right, whereas the numerical letters 
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identified by their size or colour in the carmina chronostica are simply added 
up, the order in which they occur being irrelevant. 
After the death of the Tsarevich Aleksei Alekseevich in 1670 but before 
the marriage of the Tsar' Aleksei to Natal'ia Kirillovna in 1671 Simeon 
Polotskii composed epigrams to be placed beneath portraits of members of the 
Russian royal family. Each epigram consists of a pair of rhyming, mainly 
isosyllabic syllabic lines, whose purpose is to explain the meaning of their 
names. The names themselves are spelt out by single emphasized letters or by 
pairs or triplets of them in the first line of each epigram.133 Here is the 
epigram to Sof'ia Alekseevna (1657-1704), who ruled from 1682 to 1689. 
Most of the epigrams have eleven-syllable lines, but the first line of this one 
has twelve syllables: 
CjiaBHO, hko c^hhHkc, MyapocTt npoiiBeTAeT, 
HeztBH)KHM KaMeHt b cppoH ch nojiaraeT. 
In his Mleko Velichkovskii has six verse-lines which contain his Christian 
name and surname spelt out in capital letters three times.134 First the Christian 
name and the surname appear together, but distinguished by being in different 
fonts, in a pair of anisosyllabic rhyming lines, which have been written on one 
line presumably to make the two names easier to make out. Next, the surname 
is preceded by the Christian name, Ioann, in a pair of rhyming thirteen- 
syllable lines. The third time, again in a pair of rhyming thirteen-syllable 
lines, both the Christian name and the surname are printed individually as 
literal palindromes, so that the letters forming both names are reversed, but 
the reversed Christian name still precedes the reversed surname. Note that this 
is not the literal palindrome as defined above, because here the order of the 
names themselves is not reversed, only the letters constituting them, i.e. this is 
a literal palindrome which is not at the same time a verbal palindrome. The 
lines read: 
OcTaHHH niTy^Ka 
Incyca XpncTa BEJlHHaHMQ hKO BBect ecTt CjiAziKIH 
3/faHMO. 
13 HecChziAHHa oTixa bocIhbhh HHCTe, 
BEJIHHaio 3 MaTKOio Th, BceCjiaztKIH XpncTe. 
ABTOD no HHTeJIHHKa. 
V * 
HAcTpOH HaBcnaK n.HHo6py. Ecjih yraaaem, 
TopmHH Kto 3 Chx, BOjiK HH J1EB,- 
To MeHe no3Haem. 
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Kantemir composed three epigrams, the burden of each of which is that 
he as author of Satira I refuses to reveal his name. The third epigram, as 
already mentioned, is a simple acrostic based on his Christian name, Antiokh. 
The second epigram mns: 
Abtop o ce6e OnnrpaMMa II) 
Kto a TaKOB - He cKa^cy, a bot MHe npHMeTa: 
He pycarc, ahk HMeHeM, MJianu moh JieTa.135 
As it is printed here, none of its letters is emphasized, but if certain letters 
were to be singled out, as they are below, they would spell its author's 
surname backwards, just as does the second line of the third pair of lines from 
Velichkovskii's Mleko given above. 
Kto h TaKOB - ho CKascy, a bot MHe nPHMETa: 
He pycAK, ahk HMeHeM, MJiaztLi moh JieTa. 
Emphasized letters generally have the function of carrying a second 
message, but in the epigram which Trediakovskii printed in 1730 in his 
translation Ezda v ostrov liubvi and in which all the words are capitalized 
except those directly referring to the epigram's target, their function is to 
imply the target's insignificance. 
K oxyscflaTejiio 3onjiy 
MHOrO HA MHOra KHHrH Bac, bpaTen., BblBAHO, 
A HA 3TY HEy^JIH Bac TAKH HE CTAJIO?133 
The twenty-four-line poem which Mikhail Sobakin wrote for the New 
Year of 1737 to celebrate the capture of Azov in 1736 uses emphasized letters 
to headline the key facts about the victory, the two countries which were 
involved in the battle, Russia and the Crimea, their respective leaders, Anne 
and the khan, the place which was captured, and the date of the poem's 
composition.137 It is written in twelve-syllable syllabics. 
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Bbicjiymau mob booPOC, GHHionja b csere: 
KTO TH TOBb yiKpaCHJI, HKO p03y B JieTC? 
bo HCTHHy CKaateinb, <ito aryApwa 
BBaaeTeab, 
rjiaBa yBee^iAHHA, qeMy bchk cBHfle- 
TeJIb. 
HoepTByii y6o cero b naqaao ea rofla 
HCKpeHHK) BepHOCTb TBoero Hapo^a, 
a 3a npomeflniHH roA 6aiaroAapa 6017, 
HTO HBH3 Te6e TOJIb MHJIOCTb CBOH) 
MHory, 
pft3i6HB BepojioMijeB, cboSoah hcbhhhbix, 
A 30Bytgax Ha 6paHb noKa3a Secca-ibHMX, 
xHigHHKa noKPM MpanoM yyi h paw 
Texo; 
He HMeji ycneXA Hu b KaKoe ^eJio. 
npeSuBH ace tboh npeA&au HespeAHU, 
H BIOAHM A3ACCH JKHTH A™ 6e3f5eAHbI. 
paAyaca h b cea roA, hto HaiHfljenn, 
h6o TM CH mAcxaHBy h b ceM 6hira 
qaemb, 
hoa BJiacTHio KpenKO xpaHHMa TaKoio, 
HMte cJiaBbi o6pa3 sceM KaaceT coSoio. 
npa CEM COTboph tbi k BbunaeMy 
MoxHTBy, 
A* AacT ea »6a;M>Hy a b cea toa JioBHTBy; 
aea Aa H30CTPHTIXA Toh oSoioAy, 
DocesaH BparoB xpacTaaHCTBa BcioAy, 
Aa ycabimaH b wap© raac ee hbhtch: 
CE MOH 6or, to6ok> Mory noxBa^HTbca. 
It is noteworthy that, unlike the examples from Simeon Polotskii and 
Velichkovskii, in Sobakin's poem the emphasized letters constituting the words 
of the second text are all contiguous instead of being scattered over the verse- 
lines. 
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VIII. VERSES WITH LETTERS REPLACED BY THEIR 
CHURCH SLAVONIC NAMES 
Velichkovskii composed a rhyming couplet in which some of the capitalized 
letters stand for their names in the Church Slavonic alphabet, and only if these 
letters are replaced by their respective Church Slavonic names do the two lines 
rhyme and make sense. In its original form this couplet reads: 
co Cm 6foM HEXJ1 
HOn Hac CT 6jiiocth 6yzie.138 
The third singular future auxiliary 6yzie is a Ukrainianism (<6yTH). When the 
capitalized letters are replaced by their Church Slavonic names, it reads: 
co Cjiobom BoroM ao6po ecTt >khbot, jhoah, 
Hain oh noKOH, Hac Cjiobo TBepzto 6jiiocth 6yzie. 
The second line is a normal thirteen-syllable syllabic line with caesura after the 
seventh syllable. The first is the same only if ecTt is read as a disyllable; 
otherwise it would be a twelve-syllable line, and the prosody of the couplet 
must be described as pre-syllabic owing to the absence of isosyllabism. 
Tschizewskij cites a similar example from Berkov: 
c 6oroM 3flE npe6uBaTH b cBeTe. 
HOFf Hac xpaHHT Bcex ot ceTH.139 
With their Church Slavonic names substituted for the capitalized letters it 
reads: 
c 6oroM 3,ztecB zio6po octl npo6uBaTH b CBeTe. 
Ham oh noKOH, Hac xpaHHT Bcex ot ceTH.140 
Isosyllabism could be achieved by reading npeCtiBaTL for npeCtiBaTH; 
otherwise the prosody of this rhyming couplet has to be regarded as pre- 
syllabic. 
Berkov and Tschizewskij term this type of word-play poetry carmen 
gryphicum, and Berkov explains 'gryphic verses' (grificheskie stikhi) as verses 
which 'contain words read according to the names of their letters, as a result 
of which the verse acquires another meaning'. However, the appropriateness of 
this term with its suggestion of riddles seems doubtful, and the implication that 
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the unexpanded couplets already have a satisfactory meaning cannot be 
accepted. 
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IX. CARMINA SERPENTINA 
The theoreticians of the carmina curiosa disagree on the definition of the 
carmen serpentinum, and in particular Kvetnitskii holds a different view of it 
from Alsted. The latter describes it as a verse or verses whose 'end agrees with 
its beginning', i.e. is identical with it, whether it takes the form of a single 
word or a group of words.141 He cites the examples: 
Graja juvenca venit, quae te, patriamque domumque 
Perdat, io prohibe: Graja juvenca venit. 
And: 
Unafuit mulier, patuit qua janua letho, 
Ex qua vita redit, una fait mulier. 
In this couplet the hexameter refers to Eve and the pentameter to the Virgin 
Mary. He applies to them the further term epanaleptici (from Gr. 
8Jiavakag[3dveiv : to take up again, resume, repeat), and contrasts them with 
verses which he calls concatenati or epanodici (from Gr. Utavobog: a return, 
recapitulation), which go into reverse halfway, e.g. 
Me tibi donat honor, sed honor qui me tibi donat. 
Schottel assigns the terms rhythmus circinnans and Ringel Reime to this 
type of word-play poetry.142 His first example has two lines: 
Ringel Reim 
von zwo Zeilen 
Glukk-Ungliikk hat die zeit / gefaBt steh und bereit 
Wans Gliikke lacht / dieweil Glukk-Ungliikk hat die zeit. 
In his second example the repetition, not quite perfect, of the opening words of 
the first line comes in the fourth line: 
Ringel Reim 
von vier Zeilen 
Das alte hinvergeht / wer sicher hie wil leben 
Der mus in Unschuld stets der Frommigkeit nachstreben: 
Ohn Gottes furcht gar kein erschaffnes hie besteht / 
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Die Welt ist Eitelkeit / das eitle hinvergeht. 
Among the other examples is a poem of fifteen lines with a repetition of 
the opening four words of the first line after the eighth and fourteenth lines, 
which is the pattern of the rondeau in its pure form.143 
Vaslet gives an extensive example from one of Martial's epigrams (Book 
IX, no.99), which accords exactly with Alsted's definition: 
Rumpitur invidia quidam, charissime Juli, 
Quod me Roma legit, rumpitur invidia. 
Rumpitur invidia, quod turba semper in omni 
Monstramur digito, rumpitur invidia. 
Rumpitur invidia, tribuit quod Caesar uterque 
Jus mihi natorum, rumpitur invidia. 
Rumpitur invidia, quod rus mihi dulce sub urbe est, 
Parvaque in urbe domus, rumpitur invidia. 
Rumpitur invidia, quod sum jucundus amicis, 
Quod conviva frequens, rumpitur invidia. 
Rumpitur invidia, quod amamur, quodque probamur: 
Rumpatur, quisquis rumpitur invidia. 
As a further example he adds the famous couplet from Ovid's Amoves (I, 9): 
Militat omnis amans, et habet sua castra Cupido: 
Attice, crede mihi, militat omnis amans.144 
Each stanza of Rzhevskii's three-stanza poem in iambic hexameters which 
begins / vsiakii tak zhivet and which he incorrectly terms a rondeau resembles 
a carmen serpentinum as defined by Alsted and Vaslet in that the opening four 
words of each stanza are repeated as its concluding four words: the chief 
difference between Rzhevskii's poem and Alsted’s examples is that the 
repetition does not occur in the immediately following line but in the fourth 
line; however, in this feature Rzhevskii's poem corresponds precisely to the 
second of Schottel's examples.145 
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POHffO 
H bchkhh TaK >KHBeT, th nyMaeuib Bce^acHO; 
Ho xya.o H3BHHHTb nopoK b ce6e npncTpacTHO. 
Xoth 6bi yTOHy/i b nopoKax 3Jibix Becb cBeT, 
HenpaB h Tbi, xoth h bchkhh Tax >KHBeT. 
H bchkhh TaK >KHBeT, Bemaeuib tbi HanpacHo; 
TeM H3BHHHTb ce6n 6e3yMHK> npunacTHO. 
Ta Mbicjib He o6jierHHT, KOJib cep/me coBecTb pBeTi 
O^HH JIH TOJIbKO H? — H BCHKHH TaK >KHBeT. 
H BCHKHH TaK JKHBeT, 0 MHeHHe yjKacHo! 
B o6t>hthh tboh BBepraTb ce6n onacHO. 
Chh HcecTOKa Mbicjib b HecHacTbe npiiBeAeT, 
Kan cTaHeM paccy>Ka.aTb: h bchkhh Tan jkhbct. 
(1761) 
Another of Rzhevskii's 'rondeaus', also published in 1761, involves the 
repetition of a sequence of words from the start of the poem, but here the 
repeated words have the nature of a refrain occurring after each three-line 
stanza.146 
POHftO 
He jiymue.Jib yMepeTb, Tbi nacTO paccy>Knaemb, 
YcnexoB b HeM-HH6yAb Korna He o6peTaeuib; 
H nacTO roBopHuib: bo3Mo>kho jih TepneTb? 
He Jiyqme Jib yMepeTb? 
Ko/ib Tbi »cejiaHHeM cbohm He o6jianaeiiib, 
Hma ce6e hhhob, h hx He nojiynaemb, 
HanTO Ha cBeTe >KHTb, KOJib pa^ocTH He 3peTb? 
He Jiymne Jib yMepeTb? 
>KejiaB coKpoBHma, Tbi rojiOBy jioMaeuib, 
Ho TmeTHO TpaTHLUb Tpya, ero He yMHO>Kaeuib. 
HecHocHo KOJib hh b qeM ycnexoB He HMeTb: 
He Jiyqme Jib yMepeTb? 
BjnoSncb b KpacaBHuy, npen Heio B03flbixaemb; 
O pok! th b3£oxh Te Bee cyeTHO Tepneuib. 
/tOKOJie MyHHTbCH? flOKOJIb B JIK)6oBH TJieTb? 
He Jiymne Jib yMepeTb? 
>KejiaHHoro KOHiia y>Ke Tbi nocTHraeuib: 
HiieT iKeJiaHHa CMepTb — Tbi Ha Hee B3Hpaeoib. 
Cxa>KH, Hcejiaeuib jih Tenepb Tbi yMepeTb? 
He Jiyqme Jib noTepneTb? 
Oxotho yMepeTb Tbi /yin toto >Kejiaeuib, 
Hto cKopo cMepTH Tbi ce6e He o>KHflaeuib, 
H TOJibKO roBopHuib: He Jiyquie Jib yMepeTb? 
He Jiyqme Jib noTepneTb? 
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A third 'rondeau', published in 1763, is rather an exercise in the 
composition of a poem with continuous rhyme.147 Needless to say, neither of 
these latter two poems is a rondeau sensu stricto. 
In 1805 I. I. Dmitriev published a poem called Stansy consisting of four 
four-line stanzas, each of which starts and ends with the words ia schastliv 
byl.148 Apart from the fact that its fourth lines consist solely of the words ia 
schastliv byl, making an iambic dimeter, whereas the fourth lines of 
Rzhevskii's first 'rondeau' are iambic hexameters, the last hemistichs of which 
are formed by the words I vsiakii tak zhivet, and that Dmitriev's poem has 
alternate rhyme whereas Rzhevskii's has paired rhyme, the stanza structures of 
the two poems are identical. 
CTAIICM 
H cqacTviHB GbiJi bo ahh h6bhhhocth Gecnequoft, 
Kor^a MHe Gor jiioGbh h b Mbicjib He npnxoAH/1; 
O B03pacT .neTCKHx jie-r! nomo Tbi Gbi He BeuHOH? 
$ CHaCTJIHB 6bIJl. 
H C43CTJIHB GbIJI BO RHH BOJUUe6CTB, OHapOBaHHH, 
Kor^a juoOoBbio cBer h KpaceH jinuib h mhji; 
Aoa<AyCH J1H OnHTb TOJIb C^a^OCTHblX MeHTaHHH? 
H C43CTJ1HB GbIJI. 
H c'lacT.nuB Cbiji bo ahh naAOKAbi, yBepeHbH, 
KorAa Kyiapwcbi B3I71HA MeHH >khbotbophji; 
Oahu wejianHH y>K Sbi^H Hacjia>KAeHbH! 
H CMaCTJIHB 6bIJl. 
A c'lacuiHB Gbiji bo ahh BocToproB HenpepbiBHbix 
H cepAuy mhjimx Gypb! Kan h Toi\na jhoGha! 
Ybbi! TorAa ue ne.n h b neciinx 3ayiibiBHbix: 
H cnacTjiHB GbiJi. 
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X. VERSUS CONCORDANTES 
Kvetnitskii writes: The serpentine verse is that in the second line of which 
certain words or syllables are placed which go with both the first line and the 
third and which is read in the manner of a curved snake.'149 He gives first two 
Latin examples and then some lines in Russian Church Slavonic which are 
found also in Velichkovskii, although he does not mention him by name. 
Pauper cael temn pauper 
amat um con it honores 
Dives lux quir dives 
Ad cael due men Basili alt 
um it tes us um 
In nigr trud men Calvin avem 
HH pa3 ruio yicpama 
KO By HO HH K»TT). 
Ta flfc Kpac po y6na>fca 
However, in other writers these examples are termed versus concordantes or 
versus symphoni. These two Latin examples of versus concordantes come from 
Alsted:150 
Nunc 
^ bonus 
Lmalus J 
r tnstatur-v ^ 
< Vet astraJ 
v laetatur J L 
in mundo 
capessit. 
relinquit. 
di 
mi 
-v s tristi mulce^ ^ 
>rus<! I [dineJ 
J L Christ J dulce J L 
pavit, 
lavit. 
Simeon Polotskii's 'Star', the picture poem which he composed in 1665 to 
mark the birth of the Tsarevich Simeon Alekseevich, contains eight couplets of 
versus concordantes, all eleven-syllable syllabic lines with caesura after the 
fifth syllable. The couplets are also an acrostic, since the first letters 
(occasionally the second letters) of each of the middle shared lines form the 
name CHMEOHT.The problem posed by the name's last letter, a hard jer 
(which cannot start a line ), is solved by prefacing it with a small c. Here are 
the first three couplets:151 
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BeTJian 3Be3zia HHorzia hb 
C HC H 
nacHTejit erzta mhpobh pozi 
nocTact cjioBa ot OTixa po^zi 
H eHHa 
3BOJieHHeM bo njioTt o6jieM 
yzipHH bojicbh h ixapH n03H 
M am a 
oiixb b hoh Bo>khio h nocjieztoB 
The essential feature of the versus concordantes is that the middle line of 
the three contains words, morphemes or non-morphemic sequences which 
complete the words, morphemes or non-morphemic sequences in the first and 
third lines: the middle lines are as it were shared by the first and third lines. If 
the first and third lines, when filled out by material from the second or middle 
lines, express opposite or contrasting meanings to one another, they can also be 
designated versus antithetici, as they are by Berkov. Thus he describes the 
following as carmen antitheticum, a:152 
AziaM npecTyn 3aKJiioH 
hhk He6o aeT. 
Hncyc npaBezt OTBep3 
Two poems in Simeon Polotskii's Orel rossiiskii, entitled Afierosis 1 and 
2, have been variously categorized. For Eremin they were examples of a 
'graphic Rebus' (graficheskii rebus). Tschizewskij included them with his 
carmina griphica (Rdtselgedichte). For Hippisley in 1977 they were a 'form of 
cryptography', a 'kind of paromoeon'. In 1985 he called them cryptograms 
and changed their titles to Aphaeresis 1 and 2.153 However, as will be 
explained, there are grounds for describing both poems as versus 
concordantes. 
Here are their texts as they appear in Orel rossiiskii: 
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AcfmepocHC 1 
Hane)*cno Py CH e npHBfTCTBO 
Ane KCH e )Ke BT 
na py nf TBOH 
Cero He npe 3pH aim> pa6t npHHocHT 
Majifen rna ro pt 
n a py lit CBOH 
IIpaBeziHO COJIH ne pKBe ko rjiaBfe 
TH Jlfe no nHecnrt MHJit 
pe He CH nfn 
Kto xe ot COJIH na py necHHnti 
Kor n a TKHeTT 
He npn 3pt CH TBoen. 
The first four lines are reconstituted by reading the first three columns only 
from top to bottom; the second four lines are reassembled similarly by reading 
down the third and fourth columns. 
Hanexcno Pycn, AjieKCHe napy, 
Cero He npe3pH Majifninaro napy. 
npaBeztHo cojiHite tu Jifeno penecn,- 
Kto xce ot cojiHixa Korna He npH3ptcn! 
Cne npHBfTCTBo, eace bt> pyixt tboh 
3pn, ain’t pa6t npHHocHT ropfe pyiife cboh, 
LLepKBe ko rjiaBfe nonHecnn. mhjib ch ntn, 
Llapy, ziecHHiiH na TKHeTT ch TBoen. 
AcpKepocHC 2 
Tti >Ke o COJIH ne pKBe Hane>Kno 
cjiaBHa Pyc Ka KO 
po na M th XBajiy 
npeKpacHtiH nBf Te 6e nocTOHHy? 
jioacecH napcKH X Ba nti Llapt 
njio na CTt cjiaBy, 
0 Ajie KCH e ro»ce BtiHy 
HO BO npo cjia BJIHTt 
H BJieH He MOJI HHO 
CojiHny Hain CBfe Te 6t TinaHHe, 
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BOOM a OH TH 
nozio 6jieH He JIOXC HO 
30ZIHH CHH npn MH JIO CTHK) CH 
HanncaH HLI H 36a BHT 
Te 6t n BCKOpfe, 
no HHHy cy ma CTeM npocjiaBHT, 
30 JX H H KO 
Ha He 6fe JI CBfeT B 30pfe 
The first half of the second Afierosis is obtained by reading the first three 
columns only from top to bottom, and its second half by reading the third, 
fourth and fifth columns similarly from top to bottom. 
Th xe, 0 cojiHiie cjiaBHa pycKa pozta, 
npeKpacHHH iiBfeTe JioxcecH ixapcKHx riJiozia, 
0 AjieKcne HOBonpoHBJieHHe, 
CojiHuy Ham cBfeTe BecMa noflo6jieHHe, 
3oehh chh npHMH , HanHcaHHil Te6fe 
no HHHy cyma 3ozihh Ha He6fc. 
IXepKBe Hazte^czto, Kaxo ztaM th XBany, 
Te6e ziocTOHHy? XBajiu LLapi, ztacTL cnaBy, 
Ero)Ke BtiHy npocjiaBJiHTi homojihho 
Te6fe TmaHHe, a oh th Hejio)KHo 
MHJIOCTHK) CH H36aBHT BCKOpf, 
IlIacTeM npocjiaBHT, hko 6fcji cBfeT b 3opt. 
Both poems are parts of the cycle written to celebrate the presentation to 
the people of the young Tsarevich Aleksei Alekseevich in 1667: the first greets 
him as the 'hope of Russia' and the second as the 'hope of the church'. Each 
poem is called an afierosis ( <&cpi8QO)Gi<; <dcpi8p6a): to hallow, consecrate), 
because its purpose was to consecrate him to the tasks which awaited him. As 
Hippisley remarks, the term 'aphaeresis' refers to the removal of initial letters 
or syllables from words. It is therefore quite inappropriate for poems which 
show no instances of this process, although many instances of words which 
have been split. 
The essential structural feature of these poems is that the elements listed 
in the third column of the four in Afierosis 1 and in the third column of the 
five in Afierosis 2 are incorporated both into the lines constituting the first 
half of the poem and into those which make up its second half. Thus the two 
third columns complete the columns to their left and right in exactly the same 
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way as the middle line completes the first and third lines in the first type of 
versus concordantes. 
The contrast between the first type of versus concordantes and this second 
type lies in the difference in the position of the shared elements. In the first 
type the shared elements in the middle line occupy the same positions in the 
first and third lines, i.e. if they serve as prefixes, roots or suffixes in the first 
line, they do so also in the third line. In this second type the shared elements 
conclude words belonging to the first half of the poem but initiate words 
belonging to its second half. 
What unites the two types and allows them both to be described as versus 
concordantes is the fact that they are composed in the identical way. The first 
line of the first type and the first half of the second type are composed first. 
Next the elements in the first line of the first type and in the first half of the 
second type which are to be shared are identified. Finally, the third line of the 
first type and the second half of the second type are constructed around the 
shared elements. 
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XI. CARMINA JOCOSA 
According to Alsted versus jocosi are so called because they are composed to 
evoke merriment {ad, jocum captandum).154 He gives two examples of such 
verses which he says are called cruces grammaticorum: 
Mala mali malo mala contulit omnia mundo. 
De cane, de cano, cane decane, cane. 
In Mleko Velichkovskii describes as humorous (zhartovnyi) lines in which 
pairs of lines may be read in two ways. Horizontally from left to right they 
yield one sense, but vertically, so that each word in the upper line is construed 
with the word in the lower line standing immediately below it, they produce a 
diametrically opposed sense. He gives two examples. 
OCTaB MOJIHTBy, flfBCTBO paCTJIH, 3JIBIX MTH, ZtpyXCe, 
Jlfhoctb jik>6h, coxpaHHH 3jioctl, Jian ztobpux ztyxe. 
B03HeHaBH)Kfl Tpe3BeHHUX, nHHHU, J1K>6h 3tJ10, 
TopflUX IIOHHTaH, 3JIOCJIOB CMHpeHHHX BCen,ijTO. 
Berkov cites the second couplet in a slightly different version as his example of 
carmen antitheticum, 6.155 
These examples satisfy the definition of the carmina curiosa proposed 
earlier, but it is not certain that both of Kvetnitskii's examples of the carmen 
jocosum would do so. The definition which he gives of it seems hard to 
distinguish from that of the epigram: ’A humorous poem is one which is 
composed with keenness of mind with a view to merriment and wit.'156 
His first example is in crude dactylic hexameters: 
Si vis sanari, de morbo nescio quali, 
Accipe igitur medicinam nescio qualem, 
Utere nescio quo, sanabere nescio quando. 
It is not easy to see how this qualifies as word-play poetry. 
The fourth-century Roman poet Ausonius demonstrated the humorous 
effect of ending dactylic hexameters with monosyllables, a device which goes 
back to a celebrated line in Virgil's Aeneid, where, however, its purpose is not 
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humorous but rather to suggest the ungainly collapse of the ox which the 
words describe: 
Stemitur, exanimisque tremens procumbit humi bos.157 
Perhaps in extension of this model Ausonius wrote ten short poems in 
dactylic hexameters, all of whose lines end with monosyllabic words, and a 
single sixteen-line poem, also in dactylic hexameters, in which each line begins 
and ends with a monosyllable and the word which ends one line is repeated to 
start the following line. The cycle is completed by the last word of the last 
line, which is the same as the first word of the first line. He calls this last poem 
T echnopaegnion.158 
Alsted, conceivably with the distinction made by Ausonius in mind, 
describes two types of carmen acromonosyllabicum: that which simply ends 
with a single monosyllabic word, and that which ends one line with a 
monosyllabic word and starts the following line with the same monosyllabic 
word. 
As his last example of the versus Proteus Alsted gives two dactylic 
hexameters capable of many millions of permutations. Both lines consist 
entirely of monosyllables except for one word, whose function is to provide 
for the compulsory dactyl in the fifth foot and which, as there are no other 
short syllables in the lines, is immovable: 
Lex, rex, grex, res, spes, ius, thus, sal, sol, (bona) lux, laus. 
Mars, mors, sors, fraus, fex, Styx, nox, crux, pus, (mala) vis, lis.159 
Vaslet mentions Ausonius's Technopaegnion and describes and 
exemplifies both versus monosyllabis finiti and versus monosyllabis coepti et 
finiti. His examples of both types come from Ausonius's poems. These are the 
first two lines of his example of the type which merely ends with a 
monosyllable: 
Saepe in conjugiis fit noxia, si nimia est dos. 
Sexus uterque potens, sed praevalet imperio mas. 
These are the first four lines of the type which ends with a monosyllable and 
starts the next line with the same monosyllable: 
Res hominum fragiles alit, et regit, et perimit fors. 
Fors dubia, aetemumque labans: quam blanda fovet spes. 
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Spes nullo finita aevo: cui terminus est mors. 
Mors avida, infema mergit caligine quam nox. 
Under the heading Versus Proteus, qui varias species induere potest Vaslet 
includes a dactylic hexameter containing nine monosyllabic words: 
Rex, dux, sol, lex, lux, fons, spes, pax, mons, petra, Christus. 
In a note he points out that the names assigned in this verse to Christ have all 
been taken from various passages in the scriptures. The line is very similar to 
the first of Alsted's two dactylic hexameters exemplifying the versus 
Proteus.160 
Kvetnitskii's second example of the carmen jocosum is an elegiac couplet 
containing no fewer than fourteen monosyllabic words: 
Pix, pax, fex, fax, lux, nex, nix, nox, Phrix, quoque Styx, strix 
Et grex et Rex et crux habet ipsa crucem. 
Part of its humorous effect is due to all the monosyllables ending in x. There 
can be little doubt that this qualifies as word-play poetry.161 
George Herbert, who did not disdain word-play poetry if it could provide 
an attractive vehicle for his religious teaching, composed a three-stanza poem 
in which every word but one is a monosyllable.162 
The Call 
Come, my Way, my Truth, my Life: 
Such a Way, as gives us breath: 
Such a Truth, as ends all strife: 
Such a Life, as killeth death. 
Come, my Light, my Feast, my Strength: 
Such a Light, as shows a feast: 
Such a Feast, as mends in length: 
Such a Strength, as makes his guest. 
Come, my Joy, my Love, my Heart: 
Such a Joy, as none can move: 
Such a Love, as none can part: 
Such a Heart, as joys in love. 
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Ausonius's poem Technopaegnion, a form of the versus Proteus 
demonstrated by both Alsted and Vaslet, and one of Kvetnitskii's forms of the 
carmen jocosum may have contributed to the complex literary ancestry of 
Rzhevskii's Oda 2, sobrannaia iz odnoslozhnykh slov, which he published in 
the journal Poleznoe uveselenie in 1761. Here is this three-stanza poem, which 
contains only monosyllabic words. With its alternate rhyme and continuous 
masculine endings its stanza is identical to that of George Herbert's poem, 
except that the latter's metre is the trochaic tetrameter catalectic, whereas this 
poem is composed in iambic trimeters acatalectic. 
Oaa 2, 
co6paHHaa H3 ochocjiojkhlix cjiob 
Kate ft CTaji 3hbtb B3op tboh, 
C Tex nop moh nyx pBeT CTpacTB: 
C Tex nop Beet crn6 coh moh; 
CTan 3HaTt c Tex nop ft BJiacTB. 
XOTB CnJIBO, TBOH B30p 3piO B CHe, 
H b CHe oh nyx moh pBeT: 
0 KOJIB, ax, MHJI OH MHe! 
Ho HTO MHe B TOM, MOH CBeT? 
Oh mhji, ho ft JiHim. pByct; 
KaK pByct ft, TH TO 3HaH. 
Bchk nac ft mhji 6htl Tiixyci.; 
TH >K MHe XOTB B37IOX B M3£y flaH.163 
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XII. MACARONIC SONGS 
A typical macaronic song of the Renaissance was a bilingual composition in 
Latin and a vernacular language, whose words received Latin terminations. 
They were often attempts of students to express ideas outside the range of their 
limited Latin vocabulary. Trilingual and multilingual macaronics followed. 
The term was soon extended to bilingual and multilingual poems which 
did not include Latin. Part of their facetious effect was due to the juxtaposition 
of words and phrases from two or more languages, but another and perhaps 
greater part was the result of the melding of two or more languages by the 
addition of morphemes belonging to one language to another. This was the 
more striking if one language had a synthetic morphology whereas the other 
had an analytic one. Hence the effectiveness of the macaronics formed from 
Latin on the one hand and from one of the modem, mainly analytic languages 
of Western Europe on the other. 
Macaronics formed from two synthetic languages offered increased 
opportunities for yet more bizarre linguistic effects, since there could be an 
interchange of derivational and inflectional morphemes instead of a 
unidirectional transference, in which the morphemes of the synthetic language 
were attached to the roots and stems of the words of an analytic language. 
Simeon Polotskii composed macaronics in Russian Church Slavonic and 
Polish and in Russian Church Slavonic, Polish and Latin.164 An unusual 
feature is that the languages are kept apart from one another. Here, from his 
Rifmologion, are four lines from his birthday greeting to the boyar Bogdan 
Matveevich Khitryi in Russian Church Slavonic alternating with Polish. 
PaztocTH nojiHMH ztHecL /teHL coBepmaeMT), 
HoBa CBflTa cBfeTJio npocjiaBJifleMT>. 
Ktorego dal bog tobie za patrona, 
Moy dobrodzieiu, on tobie obrona ... 
A Christmas greeting, again from the Rifmologion and to the same boyar, 
evidently a versatile linguist, was in Russian Chuch Slavonic, Polish and Latin. 
Hern. npeBecejiHH hhh! coBepmaeMT., 
XpncTa po)«fleHHa ntcHBMH npocjiaBUHeM. 
Ktoremu niebo posyla anioly 
Z wdz[i]Qcznemi hymny na fest przewesoly. 
Hi nunciarunt Deum incamatum, 
Turba[e] pastorum in Bethleem natum. 
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Bojiobh co aapn ko XpncTy npHHZioma, 
Mnpo, xaztHJio, 3JiaTo npHHecoma. 
Ktorym na drodzie gwiazda wodzem byla 
Az do Bethlehem, gdzie Panna powila. 
Pastores autem ut Christum widerunt, 
Diwino culta [vere cultu] mox adorawerunt ... 
Kvetnitskii defined his carmen slavonolatinum vel Macoronicum (sic) as 
one 'which is written in a mixed Latin and Slavonic language inflected 
according to the Latin construction in such a way, however, that the number 
and quantity of the verses are preserved'.165 His example is a macaronic 
elegiac couplet: 
Rozcrisare solet tverdus zub semper orechum 
Natruzdare zubem tverdus orechus amat. 
'Rozcrisare' and 'natruzdare' are macaronic formations from pa3rpti3aTt and 
HaTpyxcaaTB respectively. 
Although quintessential macaronics contain words whose roots, word- 
derivational affixes or inflectional suffixes, come from two or more 
languages, in others, like those of Simeon Polotskii, the merging of the two or 
more languages stops at the level of the verse-line. In yet others, as in this 
macaronic passage from a verse composition by Princess E. R. Dashkova 
(1743-1810), it stops at the level of the word:166 
HHtie xceHiiiHHLi My»cen cbohx JiacKan, 
<$>paHii.y3CKHe cjioBa c Pocchhckhmh Meman, 
Hm He>KHO roBopHT: mon coeur, hjib xch3Hb moa 
«n03B0JlB MHe nOMaXaTB; XOTB H XCOHa TBOH, 
«Ua xoneTcn no)KHTB b npHHTHon MHe cBobozie, 
«H cBeTy noKa3aTB, hto mh xtHBeM no Mone; 
«J1k)6obhhk moh Te6e KOHenno 6yneT ztpyr, 
«Bceraa Te6e totob hjih ztpy)*cecKHx ycjiyr. 
«Ha oh xce h yMeH, aimable h npexpaceH, 
«He npaBzia jih, mon coeur, tbi Ha sto cornaceH? 
A My>K XOTH K )KeHe BCBO BepHOCTB HabjIBOHajI, 
H k xceHHiHHaM npyrHM othioab He oTJieTaji; 
Ho cjiyman one, oh tojibko hto B3,HBixaeT, 
H eh c yHTHBocTBio no Moae noTaxaeT. 
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2KeHa eMy b oTBeT: «mon coeur tres obligee, 
«BHim> BepHOCTL Ha6jiioziaTL KOHeHHO prejuge 
«H BepHocTt b *eHiu,HH© He rnynocTH jih 3HaK? 
TyT My* efi roBopHT: raK MaMHHLKa, raK-raK. 
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XIII. VERSUS PROTEI 
Alsted defines the versus Proteus as one whose words can be transposed in 
many different ways but which, however they are transposed, still form a 
correct verse-line. He demonstrates this capability with a line composed by 
Julius Caesar Scaliger: 
Perfide sperasti te divos fallere, Proteu, 
the position of the words of which can be permutated almost limitlessly, e.g. 
Proteu, sperasti te, perfide, fallere divos. 
Perfide, sperasti te, Proteu, fallere divos. 
Fallere te divos sperasti, perfide Proteu. 
Sperasti, Proteu, te fallere, perfide, divos. 
He gives two further examples, the first of which is an elegiac couplet which 
he describes as distichon centies variabile.167 
In his Mleko Velichkovskii describes a 'multi-adaptable verse' which can 
be changed round several dozen times and states that the Romans knew it as 
'Protean verse' from the name of the sea-god Proteus who was renowned for 
his ability to change his form. His example is a twenty-line poem of ten 
rhyming couplets, each line of which has five words. Each successive couplet 
presents the words in a new order, but the couplet continues to rhyme. This is 
achieved by constructing each of the couplets so that the first word of the 
upper line corresponds to the first word of the lower line in the sense that it 
both rhymes with it and has the same number of syllables as it. Both words 
should have the penultimate stress which is normal in syllabic verse, so that, 
when needed, they can take their place at the end of the line. 
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Hko HHBy phcho nnoAbi yKpaniaioT, 
Tano flt>By KpaoHo poflti y6jia>KaioT. 
HHBy phcho njioflu yKpamaiOT hko, 
fliBy KpacHo poflu yCnanoioT TaKO. 
Phcho nJiOAbi yKpamaiOT hko HHBy, 
KpacHo po^Bi ydnamaioT TaKo a^bY- 
njiOAbi yKpamaiOT hko HHBy phcho, 
Poabi y6jia>KaioT TaKo fltBy KpacHo. 
YKpamaiOT hko HHBy [phcho nnolAbi, 
Y6jia>KaiOT TaKo a[tBy KpacHo poA]ti. 
Hko nJioAH pacHO hhbv yfapamaioT], 
TaKo poAbi KpacHo A^By yGnawaioT. 
HnBy yKpamaiOT phcho nJiOAbi hko, 
JltBy ySnamaioT KpacHo poAbi TaKo. 
Phcho hko h-hoam yKpamaiOT HHBy, 
KpacHo TaKo poAbi y6aa>KaioT A^sy. 
naoAbi hko HHBy yKpamaiOT phcho, 
Poah TaKo A^By ySaamaioT KpacHo. 
YKpamaiOT hko phcho HHBy hjioah, 
y^JiamaioT Ta"KO KpacHo At®y poAbi. 
Since each of the words of an upper line rhymes with the corresponding 
word in the lower line, providing that the rhyme involves orthographic as well 
as phonetic identity, couplets of a Protean poem can be presented in the same 
way as versus concordantes with the elements common to both lines 
substracted from them to form a line inserted between them. However, this 
relationship between the Protean poem and the versus concordantes holds only 
on the basis of Tschizewskij’s narrow definition of the latter, namely that 'the 
middle line contains the endings to the beginnings of the words in the first and 
third lines': if the shared elements are other than word-final, it cannot be 
sustained.168 
Vaslet defines the versus Proteus as one 'which can assume various 
forms’, and he goes on to give two dactylic hexameters as examples: 
Tot tibi sunt dotes, virgo, quot sydera coelo. 
Speras, perfide, jam Divos te fallere, Proteu? 
The second of these examples is patently derived from Alsted's first 
example.169 
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XIV. CARMINA CUM ACT ERIC A 
Kvetnitskii defines the carmen climactericum sen gradatum as one in which 
there is an approach to some object as though by an ascent or descent; but the 
two examples which he then gives, both elegiac couplets, make it clear that his 
concept is a semantic one only and that this type of poem has nothing to do 
with true word-play poetry: it is simply a category of epigram.170 Here is one 
of the two examples: 
Aspide quid peius? Tigris. Quid tigride? Daemon. 
Daemone quid? Mulier. Quid muliere? Nihil. 
In 1805 Dmitriev published a four-line poem which parallels this poem 
precisely:171 
«Mto Jierne nepnmKa?» - «Bozta», - h OTBe^aio. 
«A Jierne h bozih?» - <<117, B03ziyx». - Hobptra 3Haid 
A Jierne h ero?» - «KoKeTica». - «Tohho Taid 
A Jiene h ee?» - «He 3Haio». 
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XV. LEONINES 
Leonines, versus Leonini or leoninskie stikhi, are verses with internal rhyme, 
generally between the caesura and the line's end or clausula. In the Latin 
hexameter the rhyme between the strong caesura and the clausula can only be 
perfect if both the two syllables preceding the caesura are long and the final 
anceps syllable of the clausula is also long: in other circumstances the rhyme 
involves conflicts of quantities. In the Latin pentameter similarly the rhyme 
between the caesura and the clausula can only be perfect if the last anceps 
syllable of the clausula is long. 
In the classical period leonines in the pentameter of the elegiac couplet 
occur occasionally, but in the hexameter they are very rare. 
Leonines may occur in Russian syllabic or syllabo-tonic verse, but 
without the framework of the Latin hexameter, whose hemistichs differ 
metrically, or of the elegiac couplet to prevent the verse-lines from 
disintegrating, the presence of the internal rhymes tends to divide long lines 
into two short lines with the internal rhymes being perceived as end rhymes: 
what inhibits this is the fact of the rhyming hemistichs being printed in a single 
line. 
This is the case with Simeon Polotskii's Telo krasnoe (from Vertograd 
mnogotsvetnyi), an eleven-line poem in ten-syllable syllabic lines (except line 
2, which has eleven syllables), in which the first hemistich of five syllables 
rhymes with the second hemistich of five syllables.172 It is simply the fact that 
the poem is presented in long lines of ten syllables which prevents its being 
perceived as consisting rather of five-syllable lines rhyming in pairs. This is 
certainly the acoustic impression. 
Teno KpacHoe 
KpacHoe Teno 3peTH Becejio, 
erzia pacnajiHTcn, 
Toe kto JiiobHT, 
Mep3KO HBHTCfl. 
ztyrny ch ry6HT, 
h6o to 6yztHT, 
He jik>6h Tejia, 
Zta BCflK C HHM 6jiynHT. 
h 6yzteT ixejia 
no)KHBeT BenHo 
co XpncTOM b He6e. 
ztyma kohohho, 
flpn 2KH3HH xjie6e 
Hymti jno6HTe, 
Zla ero cTpacTH 
Tejio MepTBHTe, 
Bac bo HanacTH 
ho na OTXOZtHT, 
IteJlH JIHLUHBIHe. 
HHKorna bboziht, 
Hhhto BpeztHBine, 
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Rhyming the ten-syllable lines in pairs would not have preserved the 
integrity of the ten-syllable lines, because each of the clausula rhymes would 
have rhymed also with the rhymes at the two caesurae; so the acoustic 
impression would have been of four short rhyming lines. 
The solution to this difficulty is to replace the rhyming hemistichs with 
rhyming cola inserted into a pair of long rhyming lines: the two end rhymes 
would tend to preserve the integrity of the long lines. This example comes 
from Simeon Polotskii's Rifmologion:173 
Ectb npejiecTt, b cBeTe, hk b nojiHOM iiBeTe, Ty tu ocTaBH, 
Bo3Jiio6jieHHafl, ztyrne rpeuiHafl, ot 3Jio6 BocnpHHH. 
npexoziHT BpeMH, a rpexoB 6peMH th ymeTaeT; 
ZIeMOH xce cMejiHH Ha Te6e b cTpejm nzt cboh BnymaeT... 
But the fact is that leonines are a type of verse whose existence depends on the 
way in which they are presented on the page. 
The same applies to the four lines from Simeon Polotskii's cycle of 
verses under the title Stisi na voskresenie Khristovo obshchii (in his 
Rifmologion), which are cited by Eremin as examples of leonines:174 
5or BceMoryiiiHH, He6oM BJiaztyntHH 
flHeCB TOpXCeCTByeT, MHp JIHKOBCTByeT, 
£ko reeHa ztHecL nobe^zteHHa, 
rpex ynpa3ztHHCH, cMepTt yMepTBHcn ... 
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XVI. LOGOGRIPHI AND CARMINA GRIPHICA 
Alsted defines griphi or logogriphi as a type of poem 'quo vocis multiplex 
faecunditas absconditur', a capacious formulation which can serve as a catch¬ 
all for a rather heterogeneous group of word-play poems.175 
Vaslet gives numerous examples of logogriphi.176 All except one have the 
form of either one or more dactylic hexameters or elegiac couplets. In one 
example a pair of dactylic hexameters contains a clue to a six-letter word and 
clues to three other words formed by removing varying numbers of letters 
from the six-letter word without, however, altering the order of the letters 
which are left. 
Musica, Mus, Sica, Musca 
Literulis senis aures oblecto sonore; 
Curro tribus; quatuor perimo; sed quinque volabo. 
Another example, consisting of a single dactylic hexameter, contains a 
message which is revealed by the removal of a single letter from both the 
beginning and end of a word, here 'navem', qualified as 'prora puppique 
carentem' (a ship lacking its prow and stem). The dactylic hexameter is: 
Mitto tibi navem prora puppique carentem. 
The meaning is: 'Mitto tibi "ave" ' (I send you a greeting). 
A third example, exemplified by an elegiac couplet, depends on the 
existence in Latin of the homonyms facies (you will do) and facies (faces) and 
the homomorphs Veneris (of Venus) and veneris (thou shalt have come). In the 
pentameter the humour is created by the juxtaposition of identical sequences of 
letters which can be read either as integral words or as divided into two 
words. The couplet is: 
Quid facies, facies Veneris cum veneris ante? 
Ne sedeas, sed eas, ne pereas per eas. 
A fourth example also rests on the divisibility of a single word into other 
words. This word is the verb sustineamus, the first person plural present 
subjunctive of sustineo. The word form can be divided into three nouns, all in 
the nominative, sus, tinea and mus. The equivalence of the three words to the 
original integral word is based on the identity of letters only: the difference in 
vowel quantities between sustineamus and tinea and mus is ignored. 
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This last example reappears in Kvetnitskii under the heading carmen 
grammaticum, which he defines as 'a poem containing a word which, when 
divided, is equivalent to more words and which obscures its meaning until the 
grammatical order has been reinstated'.177 The verse-line, as given by 
Kvetnitskii, is: 
Furfur edit pannum, panem quoque sustineamus. 
With the last word divided into three it can be construed: sus edit furfur; 
pannum tinea; panem mus. The text of the verse-line is identical to that of 
Vaslet except that the latter, more correctly, reads 'furfurem' for 'furfur'. 
The third and fourth types of logogriphi appear to be the source of the 
word-play devices used by Rzhevskii in his Idilliia (1762), whose effects 
depend on the existence of homonyms and the resolution of integral words into 
constituents:178 
ununnua 
Ha 6perax TeKyiiinx peK 
nacTymoK MHe Taico peic 
«He BHZiaji npejiecTHee TBoero x CTaHy, 
rjia3 tbohx, JiHixa h Bex. 
3Hail, flOKOJIB npOTIJIHTCH BeK, 
BepHo x, moh cBeT, Te6n, BepB, jik>6hth cTaHy». 
B3ZtoxH B3op ero moh 3peji. 
Pa3yM 6hji enxe He 3peji. 
CorjiacHJiaci. mucjib moh c JiecTHOH mhcjibio c tok>. 
a 0Ka3ajia: «5yzteiHB moh, 
Tu jiHiia b cjie3ax He moh, 
Tojibko 6yziB JinmB BepeH MHe, kojib Toro x ctoio». 
CTpacTB Ha JiecTB zmecB npoMeHH, 
H He MBICJIHT npo MeHH. 
0 HeBepHBiH! HBiHe CTaji nneHeH tbi hhobo. 
MHe cKa3a;i: «noziH tu npoHB 
H ce6e ztpyroro npoHB». 
Kax HecHocHO CTpa»cziy ztHecB, pBycn x h hoio. 
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The first eight lines contain four pairs of homonyms. In the remaining ten 
lines besides two more pairs of homonyms there are three words which are 
resolvable into constituents: stoiu into s toiu, promenia into pro menia and 
inoiu into i noiu. 
The fourth type of logogriphi is found also in Derzhavin's four-line poem 
Na Bagrationa of 1806.179 
0, KaK BejiHK Ha-nojie-OH! 
Oh xhtp h 6hctp h TBepa bo 6paHH; 
Ho aporHyji, kbk npocTep jihihb zuiaHH 
K HeMy c ihtbikom Bor-paTi-oH. 
Here it is the two names which have to be divided into constituents, Napoleon 
into na pole on and Bogration into Bog rati on. The acceptability of the 
substitution of the spelling Bog — for Bag — in the name of the Russian 
general rests on their both being pronounced [ b 3 g ] in the third pre-tonic 
syllable. 
What unites the various types of logogriphi is that, while one meaning of 
a verse-line or whole poem is obvious, another, more or less hidden, lies 
waiting to be uncovered. 
In May 1680 Simeon Polotskii included a section of eight-syllable 
syllabics in a privetstvo written to celebrate the second marriage of the boyar 
Mikhail Timofeevich.180 However, each of the eight-syllable syllabic lines can 
be split into two four-syllable lines, so that the poem can also be read as 
consisting of two columns of short, four-syllable lines. 
Bor, CBIH BT> He6fe 
PaztocTt Te6fe 
Ha napyeT 
HecTt h cjiaBy 
Myxy npaBy 
Ha roTyeT 
3a TO, HKO 
BcfeM 6jiar bchko 
BHBaeiHH 
BfflHBIM MHJIOCTB 
CKOp6HHM paHOCTB 
TBopnemH ... 
Bo)Ke 6narHH 
CBfTe ziparHH 
Ha xpaHHiHH 
Mapcpy 3ztpaBy 
B tbok> cjiaBy 
IO)Ke 3pHLUH 
Th jno6nmy 
H cjiy>Kam.y 
CepztixeM npaBHM 
yMOM HeCHBIM 
CJIOBOM HeCTHBIM 
He JiyKaBBiM ... 
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In 1761 Rzhevskii reproduced this scheme almost exactly in Sonet, 
zakliuchaiushchii v sebe tri mysli, whose iambic hexameters can similarly be 
divided into two iambic trimeters.181 In this way the fourteen iambic 
hexameters of the sonnet can also be read as twenty-eight lines of iambic 
trimeters. 
COHET, 
3AKJH01AH)mnft B CEEE TPH MHCJIH: 
hutou eecb no nopxdKy, odnu nepeue noAycruiuuA u dpyeue noAycTuuiun 
BoBeKH He nJieHKDCb 
Tbi Bewail, h to6oh 
Flo cMepxb He npeMeHiocb; 
Ben 6yjyy c MbicJibio toh. 
He JiecTHa /ran mchh 
JlHHlb B CBeTe Tbi OflHa 
CKa>Ky n He m3hh: 
Ta nacTb Te6e jxaHa 
BbITb BBeK npOTHBHOH MHe, 
B ceft Tbi oa,Ha CTpaHe 
MHe ropecTb h fie^a, 
npOTHBeH MHe tot qac, 
KaK 3piO TBOHX B30p TJia3, 
CMymaiocH Bcer^a 
KpacaBHueft hhoh; 
Bcei\n,a npeJibuiaTbca cTaHyy 
BOBeK }Kap 6y,o,eT moh, 
flOKOJie He yBHHy. 
HHaa KpacoTa; 
moh ziyx BoenjiaMeHHjia. 
CB060Aa 0THHT3— 
o Tbi, hto iiyx njieHHJia! 
H3MeHbi He 6perncb, 
CO MHOK) BeK ^K)6HCb. 
h MyqycH tockoio, 
KOJib HeT Te6n co mhoh; 
MHHyTOH CHaCTJIHB TOH, 
h Beceji, KOJib c to6okx 
A year later, in 1762, he repeated this exercise, but replaced the rhyming 
pattern of the first eight lines, which in the sonnet of 1761 have alternate 
rhyme, by enclosing rhyme, and that of the last six lines, aabccb, by aabcbc.182 
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COHET 
Tpu pa3Hbie cucreMbt 3aKAK>HaKnu,uu: HUTau cnepea eecb no nopnduy, 
noTOM nepebie noAycTUiuuu, a HdKoneu, nocAednue noAycTuiuuu 
ripecTaHeM paccyjKAaTb: 
He 3pHM xy^oro 3Aecb, 
Xya, TflrocTeH CBeT Becb, 
HaM AOJIJKHO 3aKJHOMaTb, 
nomHMCH paccy>Kii.aTb: 
Mbi cnpaBeiiJiHBO AHecb 
Bea, ccop, 6ojie3Heft 
CMeCb, — 
«XyAbIM to aoji>kho 
3BaTb», — 
Xynoro b cBere HeT, 
HeBe>Ka H3peqeT: 
He cMbicjia, roBopHT, 
Bee aoji>kho npe3HpaTb, 
B He3H3HHH KpHHHT: 
JXonr HH3K paccy^AaTb, 
£o6pa bo MHoroM HeT. 
B TOM AO/l>KHO COT/iaCHTbCH. 
B03M0>KH0 /lb yTBepflHTbCH? 
hto Becb HcnpaBeH cbct. 
3Aecb cwacTHe pacTeT, 
B03M0>KeM Bece/lHTbCH. 
Bee k B.o6poMy cTpeMUTca, 
6e3yMeu H3peqeT. 
3^ecb yTeuiaTbCH mo>kho. 
«H cnacTHe ecTb /io>kho». 
He/ib3H Bcero xBa/iHTb. 
XOTb MO>KHO yTemaTbCH. 
«EcTb, ecTb mto noxyjiHTb», 
B TOM flO/I>KHO yTBep^HaTbCA . 
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XVII. VERSUS CORRELATIVI 
The essence of this type of word-play poem, also known as versus reticulati, is 
that a list of words all belonging to one part of speech is followed by a list of 
the same number of words, belonging to a different part of speech, such that 
the first item of the first list is construed with the first item of the second list 
and so on. Typically, there can be two, three or four such lists, consisting of 
the same number of words, but each list representing a different part of 
speech. It is as if three or four sentences, constructed identically, had been 
decomposed so that all their subjects were brought together, then all their 
verbs, then all their direct objects and finally all their instruments or agents. 
Two lines from Hamlet (Act III, Scene I, lines 158-59) may present a 
perhaps slightly distorted example of the versus correlativus: 
O, what a noble mind is here o'erthrown! 
The courtier's, soldier's, scholar's, eye, tongue, sword; 
The change of the expected word order 'eye, sword, tongue' to 'eye, tongue, 
sword' may have been dictated by a metrical consideration, a preference for a 
monosyllable containing a long vowel, 'sword', over one with a short vowel, 
'tongue', to form the stressed syllable of the line's final iambic foot. 
Alsted gives the following example: 
Anguis, aper, juvenis, pereunt vi, vulnere, morsu, 
Hie fremit, ille gemit, sibilat hie moriens.183 
Vaslet's example is: 
Pastor, arator, eques, pavi, colui, superavi, 
Capras, rus, hostes, fronde, ligone, manu.184 
A line in M. I. Popov's verse translation of Gellert's verse fable 'Die 
Nachtigall und die Lerche', published in Dosugi in 1772 under the title 
Solovei, may be an example of the versus correlativus:185 
yp^aji, zipo6hji, BHa^aji, KyztpHBo, rycro, tohko, 
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The line meets the first requirement, namely that the number of words 
belonging to the different parts of speech should be identical. The doubt arises 
over whether the three adverbs qualify the three verbs individually, the first 
adverb going with the first verb etc.: if they do, this is a true versus 
correlativus. The two following lines, however, fail to satisfy the first 
requirement: 
nopHBHO, KOCHO B/ipyr, BZtpyr TOMHO, He>KHO, 3BOHKO, 
CTeHaji, xpHneji, mejiicaji, CKpuneji, THHyji, bhjihji ... 
In the twentieth century V. Ia. Briusov revived this type of word-play 
poetry with an elegiac couplet in dactylo-trochees:186 
XapaKTepncTHKa BeprHJiHH 
(TonojiorHH IleHTaflHH) 
riacTHpi,, opaTan, bohh, nac, B03ztejmBaji, hh3hji, 
K03, oropozt, BparoB - BeTKOH, jionaTon, Me^eM. 
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XVIII. POEMS WITH CONTINUOUS RHYME WHICH 
REVERSE THE SEQUENCE OF 
RHYMING WORDS 
HALFWAY 
Neither classical Greek nor Latin verse prosody made any regular use of 
rhyme as a prosodic device, and, as already remarked, the internal rhyme of 
leonine verse was a rarity. Consequently word-play poetry involving rhyme is 
almost exclusively post-classical. 
Alsted does not mention rhyme in his treatment of Greek and Latin verse 
prosody except for a fleeting reference to leonines:187 Schottel, however, 
gives it several pages.188 He describes in particular the Wiederkehr (carmen 
retrocurrens seu recurrens)189 and the Wiedertritt (<carmen retrogradiens);190 
the similarity of the Latin designations to those of the carmen cancrinum is 
unfortunate. Both types of poem have continuous rhyme in the sense of the 
phonetic identity of the final vowel plus consonant of the words which end 
each line. The special feature of the Wiederkehr, as also of the Wiedertritt, is 
that the sequence of rhyming words is reversed halfway through the poem, in 
the following example from the fifth line.191 
Wiederkehr 
0Carmen retrocurrens) 
Von vier Reimworteren 
1. Alle Welt ist Sorgen voll. 
2. Niemand sorget wie er soil / 
3. Jeder wiinscht ein eignes wol / 
4. (So zu reden) Sorgen-toll. Wiederkehr 
4. Aimer Mensch hist Sinnen-toll 
3. Leib und Seel hats nimmer wol / 
2. BiB du lemest wie man soli / 
1. Recht seyn Himmels-Sorgen voll. 
Schottel prints another and longer Wiederkehr, of twenty-six lines, all of 
whose lines end in words in -ingen. The iines are numbered successively 1-13 
and then 13-1. These are the two lines numbered 13, which end in dingen and 
bedingen respectively, since the sequence of rhyming words goes into reverse 
from the second 13th line. 192 
13. Doch wollen wir jetzt nicht um ein gewisses dingen. 
13. Dan wenn man alle Lust nach Wunsch nur wil bedingen. / 
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The only difference between the Wiederkehr and the Wiedertritt is in the 
number of their lines and the number of the individual rhyming words. The 
word tritt means 'step', and the name Wiedertritt doubtless refers to the 
forward and backward movement of two feet as in a dance. The Wiedertritt 
therefore cannot have more than two different rhyming words and 
consequently not more than four lines. Here are Schottel's three examples of 
the WiedertrittC 93 
Wiedertritt oder Gegentritt 
1. Schon ist der Wald und grimes Feld: 
2. Was sol mir Ehre/ Gold und Geld? 
2. Viel Milh’ ist da/ wo ist viel Geld/ 
1. Viel beBer ist mir Wald und Feld. 
1. Wir Schafer leben ohne leid/ 
2. Wo Ehre wohnt/ regieret Neid; 
2. Je grosser Guht/je grosser Neid/ 
1. Wir bleiben frolich ohne Leid. 
1. LaB stehlen/ Morden/ wer da kan/ 
2. LaB seyn/ wer wil/ ein Sorgen Mann/ 
2. Ein solcher Mann ist ein UnMann/ 
1. Der nur so eitle Sorgen kan/ 
In 1760 Lomonosov composed a six-line epigram attacking the literary 
style of a contemporary writer. The writer's name is not given, but its position 
in the poem is indicated by a succession of dots terminating in the possessive 
suffix -ov. 
The epigram's first four lines form a Wiedertritt in that they display 
continuous rhyme and in that the order of the individual rhyming words in the 
first and second lines is reversed in the third and fourth lines, so forming the 
recurrence necessary for this carmen curiosum. 
Like Rzhevskii's picture poem Muzh i zhena and Derzhavin's carmen 
cancrinum, Lomonosov's Wiedertritt is accompanied by verse-lines which 
belong neither to this or any other type of carmen curiosum. Here is this 
Wiedertritt:194 
Kto xoneT noxoflHTB no nHHM h no 6ojioTy 
no KomcaM, no rpn3H n 36htb k xozn,6e oxoTy? 
XejiaeniB c6htl cboio k xo>KneHHK> oxoTy? 
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npoHzlH necKOM, no nHHM, no ksmh^m, no 6ojioTy, 
Tne TepH, KpannBa, rp^t, n p)KaBHHHa, n ntiJit. 
CnemnniB oTCTaTB ot KHnr? MHTan ....ob iiithjil. 
Two other Russian poems of this period display one of the features of the 
Wiederkehr and the Wiedertritt, namely continuous rhyme.195 
Eighteen of the twenty-two lines of one of Rzhevskii's 'rondeaus' end in 
words in -at', all infinitives. However, all the rhyming words except one 
(vymyshliat’) differ from one another, and there is no recurrence in Schottel's 
sense. Here is this poem, published in 1763. 
POHflO 
HtoS KHHTH HaM HHTaTb, 
H hx, MHTan, noHHMaTb, 
H KpacoTy hx no3Ha.BaTb, 
H mo6bi caMOMy nHcaTb, 
Hto6 3Be3Abi Ha He6e cnHTaTb 
H Mepy hm onpeAejinTb, 
Hjih npHpoay HcnbuaTb,— 
JlHUib nOTpyAHCb, to MO>KeT BCHK, 
HHKaK. 
Ho SyKJiH xoporno necaib, 
H MT06 HapHAbI BblMblLUJIHTb, 
Hto6 MOAbI TOHHO Hafi-JIIOAaTb, 
Corjiacne b UBeiax no3HaTb, 
H mto6 HapnAaM BKyc AaBaTb, 
H^h no MOAe nocTynaTb, 
HT06 b ^lOAnx CKyny nporoHHTb, 
3a6aBHbi penn BbiMbiujjiflTb, 
LLIyTHTb, pe3BHTbCH H CKaKaTb, 
H SecnpecTaHHo mto6 KpHnaTb, 
Ho, roBopn, h He cxasaTb,— 
Toro He MO>KeT cAejiaTb bchk 
HHKaK. 
Continuous rhyme is also demonstrated in Sumarokov's forty-four-line 
poem Dvadtsat' dve rifmy, composed in 1774 to support his case in favour of 
the aesthetic merits of rhyme against G. A. Potemkin, who was arguing for 
blank verse. All the odd-numbered lines end in words in -adu / -iadu: the even- 
numbered lines rhyme in pairs. The similarity to the Weiderkehr and the 
Wiedertritt consists in the use of a single rhyme in all the twenty-two odd- 
numbered lines; but again there is no recurrence in Schottel's sense. 
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/1,1J A/1,11, A’1’I> A»E rH<I»MM 
rioT^MKOTH! He rHyciia xopOiua pRtpMa B3TAHAy 
H CAyxy He raAKa, 
Xoth CAarareAio ripHHOCHT h AoeaAy. 
KoAb My3a He rAaAKa, 
H reAHKOHCiMMy npoT,HB«a BepTonpaAy, 
KoTAa CBHHbeH BH3JKHT. 
H TpyAHO pHcpMOBarb nH'cyy, b HayKe MAaAy, 
KoAb pHfp.Ma ripoqb 6e?KHT. 
YBHAeTb MOTKHO pHt})M BCAHKyiO TpO'MaAy, 
Ho AOAHCHO Ab HX THHyTb? 
A rAyribie ] mcubi hx wiyyr, 6yATo KAaiAy, 
B KpHB'OH raujar ihx nyTb. 
Ht.O K HHM HH npHi6peAeT, HOCTaBiHT pHtpMOH epHAy, 
Tan pitcpMa HeroAHa! 
A h na piu])My BBeK HeKCTaTH He HacHAy, 
XoTb pHfpMa He 6eAHa. 
K 3apocmeMy OHa BpaAefi npHiEiOAHT caAy, 
Tag roAbKO Aec rycrofl, 
H ko oui,mia'HHy iioa ocenb BiHHonpaAy, 
TaC X'BOpOCT AHUIb HyCTOfil. 
Ha6paBCH ra'KOBbi' b H36ax nH’HTbi naAy, 
BepTHTCH Ky6apeM 
H cT>abbt x h >k h h y cboio iioao'&ho rpaAy, 
BaAyBajieb ny3bipeM. 
ft ®BeK hh pa3yina, hr mmcar ne yKpaAy, 
H'Men HH'CTblH yM. 
He 6pomy pHcfiMOio bo cthxotbopctbo HAy 
H He Hcnopny AyM. 
He AaM, He noAO>Ky h pncpMOR nopHH CKAaAy. 
Cthxob «e noapemy; 
OcTaiBlAiO nOpTHTb H CTHXH OT pH(|>Mbr T&fi,y, 
Kto raAbi—He CKAHfy. 
Hm CAy^KHT TOAbKO TO 3a Bp3KH BO HarpaAy, 
HtO MHOrO AypaKOB, 
KoTOpbie HH W HeM He 3HaAH CpOAy AaAy, 
H B'Kyc y hhx raKOB. 
HecMbiCAeHHbi HTeubi Aaior nncyaM OTpaAy, 
ToAnaMH XBaAHT HX, 
Xoth cthxh ninujaT h cnepeAy h caaAy, 
H AnOAAOH HM AHX. 
OAnano CKBepHOMy TaKOMy My3 oh naAy 
06HAbI He TBOpHT. 
Tan oh «e cBepmertcH, xoth h BpeT, ko aAy» 
H b aAe He cropHT. 
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XIX. SECHSTINNEN 
The sechstinnen are poems consisting of six six-line stanzas. Their lines do not 
rhyme, but the verse-final words in each stanza follow the sequence of verse- 
final words laid down in the first stanza, with the exception that the verse-final 
word of the last line of the first stanza provides the verse-final word of the 
first line of the second stanza. This sets off a permutation which works itself 
out over the whole six stanzas. In the sixth stanza the last word of the last line 
is the same as the last word of the first line of the first stanza, and with this the 
permutation is complete. The six verse-final words are not chosen at random 
but are anagrams of the words forming the poem's title. Schottel gives a full 
description of the sechstinnen,196 and Hiibner197 and Gottsched198 refer to 
them. 
Like the poems in which the sequence of rhyming words is reversed, the 
sechstinnen form patterns in verse-final words, not in rhymes, and this is their 
essential difference from the sonnet, the madrigal, the ballade and the rondeau, 
all of which make patterns in rhymes only.199 
Here are the first two verses of a sechstinne by Schottel: 
1. Es wikkelt sich gar oft und spielet mit verzug 
2. Eh sich zu eigen gibt ein hochgewiinschtes Gliik: 
3. Man muB mit Meisterhand/ und miihsamlich aufbauen 
4. Eh man sein eigen Haus versichert kan besitzen: 
5. Nur wan man wol geharrt/ gebaut/ getrauet fest/ 
6. Dan folgt die Niessung recht gantz eigen und gewiinscht. 
6. Die Oster Sonne komt und strahlet uns gewiinscht/ 
1. Blikt lieblich klar/ und scheint viel schoner nach verzug/ 
2. Bringt den GeburtsTag her und drin ein hohes Gliik/ 
3. Ein langes hohes Gliik/ so wil der Himmel bauen/ 
4. Und unser Fiirst und Herr ruhmwiirdigst sol besitzen/ 
5. Und die Stammreiche Seul Hochfiirstlich griinden fest. 
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XX. BOUTS-RIMES 
Bouts-rimes are poems composed around a set of previously selected verse- 
final words, which rhyme together in a certain pattern; the subject of the 
poems can be left open, or it can also be laid down. According to Gilles 
Menage their inventor was the seventeeth-century French poet Dulot who 
sketched out the outlines of three hundred sonnets all in the form of their 
rhyming end words. It was the theft of these skeleton sonnets in 1648 which 
brought his technique to light and initiated a literary craze which swept over 
Europe. 
In 1761 Rzhevskii published a sonnet in Poleznoe uveselenie which was 
constructed around fourteen end words taken from a sonnet by A. V. 
Naryshkin: the end words of the fourteen lines of the two sonnets are 
completely identical. Unlike those of the sechstinnen, however, which do not 
rhyme, they are involved in the sonnet rhyming pattern abba abba ccd ede.200 
COHET, 
COHHHEHHilfl HA PH4>MH, HABPAHHHE HAHKPEH 
Ha to Jib r;ia3a tboh Be3,a,e MeHa BerpeaaJiH, 
HtoSh, CMepTeJibHo MHe Jiiofia Te6a, CTpanaTb, 
Hto6 b ropecm Moen OTpanbi He BHuaTb 
H HToSbi MHe cHOCHTb >KecTOKHe neaaJiH? 
FIpejiecTHbie rjia3a xoth He oTBeaajiu, 
Mto 6yny >KH3Hb, Jiio6a, b yiexax npoBO>KnaTb, 
H tuj,hjich paAOCTH cede ot BpeMH >KAaTb, 
Hto6h HeCKJTOHHOCTH nacbi c co6oh npOMHaJIH; 
Ho BpeMeHeM y3HaJi, mo TUieTHO a jiio6jik), 
Hto TUieTHO ahh Te6a yTexu a ry6jno 
H cTpacTbio cyeTHOH Tep3aioca BceaacHo; 
OuHaKo a o tom He 6yny Ben TyiKHTb: 
Jlio6HTb npeKpacHyio npuaTHO h HecaacTHO, 
npuaTHO 3peTb ee h auh Hee MHe >KHTb. 
This is the sonnet by Naryshkin: 
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3a TO, HTO HOKHOCTblO JIIOdOBb MOIO BCTpenaJIH, 
npejiecTHbie nia3a! bobckh MHe CTpanaTb, 
BOBeKH B3MH MHe nOKOH He BHflaTb, 
Bbi MHe npHHHHOio HecnocHbifl neHajni. 
HaaejKfloA jibCTH, Bbi MHe npHTBopHO OTBenajiH, 
UtO BpeMH CM3CTJ1HBO MOTy H npOBO>Ka,aTb, 
Hto no/UKeH 3a jiiodoBb cede Harpajbi w/jaTb. 
Hane>KAa cjiaAKan! Te ahh Tedn npoMnajiH. 
JlK)6e3Haa! Tedn HanpacHO h Jiiodjiio, 
HanpacHO My33MH cnoKOHCTBHe ryd;no, 
CypOBOCTH TBOH TO K3>KyT MHe BcenacHo; 
Ho nycTb a He jiioShm, xoTb dyay Ben TyjKHTb, 
XoTb dyay o Tede B3AbixaTH a HecaacTHO, — 
Tbi dyAeuib MHe MHJia, aoKoae dyay JKHTb. 
In 1763 Rzhevskii printed in Svobodnye chasy a sonnet and an epigram 
composed 'to set rhymes' (na zadannye rifmy). It is not certain that the noun 
rifmy here means identical rhyming words rather than merely rhyming words 
because we are not told what the zadannye rifmy are.201 However, it almost 
certainly means identical rhyming words because in the same year 
Bogdanovich published in Nevinnoe uprazhnenie three poems of four lines 
each under an overall title which incorporates the phrase na odni zadannye 
rifmy.202 The fact that the four lines of each of the poems end with the same 
words, imeiu, o nem, umeiu and moem, implies that the phrase means identical 
rhyming words. 
CO H E T E dJinrPA MM A 
HA 3ARAHHL1E P E <P M EL 
COHET 
Mto b cepaue h TBoeM Hepeaao npeMeHHiocb, 
XOTH CKpblBaeiHb Tbi, He MO>KHO He BHAaTb. 
51 bchkhh nac Todoft, jifo6e3HaH, riJieHfliocb, 
H AOJiweH bchkhh Mac, npeMeHbi >ka3b, erpaaaTb. 
51 B MbICAHX HHOTAa TBOHX C AyweH paBHHHDCb, 
Tbi cepaue MHe CBoe h pyay xoaeiiib aaTb; 
Ho BApyr Toraa >Ke h to6oio odBHHHiocb, 
Hto MbicAeft He Mory tbohx h OTraaaTb. 
3naTb, MHe Ha3HaaeHO HecaacTHy dbiTb cyabdoio 
H, 3pn npeMeHHoft HpaB, Bceraa ropeTb Todoio. 
He 3H3B cyAbdbi CBoeft, HecaacTAHB aeaoBeK: 
51, MOH<eT dbiTb, eme B3Abixaio He HanpacHO, 
Hjib npe3peHO Moe to6oio cepaue cTpacTHO, 
Toro MHe 3HaTb Hejib3H, npeapacHaH, bobck. 
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2 
anarPAMMi 
Tbi nacTO roBopHUib, mto a Teda rydaio, 
H cjibiuia .B3AOXH a tboh, to6oh cKyaaio, 
Mto a Ha cTpacTb tboio decerpacTHO OTBeaaio, 
H BcaKHH TepnHT to >k, Koro a He jiiodjiio. 
These are the three four-line poems by Bogdanovich which suggest that 
the phrase na zadannye rifmy refers to identical rhyming words. 
CTHXH, TPOJIKO COHHHEHHME 
HA O/UIH 3A/UHHLIE PH4»MW 
I 
Hto ecTb BceMy TBOpeu, coMHeHba ne .... hmck>: 
Mae cep jure roBopHT .... o hbm; 
Ho aHa'KO JiiodHab a dora He .... yMeio, 
Ka« TWILKO B djl’HJKHeM JI'HUIb . . M06M. 
II 
He Myaycb, ecjra a doraTCTBa He ... HMeio,, 
XoTb acui>KeH a neuiwcb .. o h©m; 
KOJIb MHJIOK) JIK)6hiM, CnOKOHHbl’M 6bITb . . . yiMBIO 
B nocpeAHeM jkhthh .... mobm. 
in 
Bjnodaca a b Ted a, cnoKoftcTBa ne ... HMeio, 
H, noTepaiB noKofi, xoth rpymy .. o h©m; 
Ho B03BpaTHTb ero, K-napnca, He ... yMeio, 
HpinaTHOCTb HaxoAa b Myaeumi .... mobm. 
Again in 1763 and in the same journal Bogdanovich published Oda v 
chest' krasote203 and Drugaia oda, s temi zhe rifmami, protiv krasoty204 
both poems have three six-line stanzas, and the end words of all the lines in 
them are identical. Since the second ode propounds precisely the reverse view 
to the first, it might be called antithetic. 
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O^A B qECTL KPACOTE 
Kpaca Hac cnacTHH Ha caMbm Bepx bo3hocht, 
H caMH 6orH htht b co3uaHbe KpacoTy. 
O >KH3Hb! KOrna TbI COH, npOHJlH CHIO MeHTy, 
ripcwiHCb, o cjia^KHH coh, noKa Hac cMepTb 
He CKOCHT, 
H HacjiauHTbca .naft npHHTHocTbMH ee, 
rioKa He odpaTHT hx CMepTb b He6biTHe. 
Hjlb TOJlbKO nOHHM3Tb CBOH HeCHaCTbH HCHO 
BcecHJibHbi He6eca n.ac b cbct npoH3BejiH, 
H yTeuieHbH HeT zuui CMepTHbix Ha 3eMjiH? 
FlpecTaHeM pa3MumjiHTb o tom, hto HaM yacacHo, 
H3bimeM cnocoSbi ko oSjierneHbio 6ejx, 
OcxaBHM no ce6e mh cjia^xofl >kh3hh cjie^. 
Koraa Mbi uejibin Bei< He mojkcm Hacjia>K,naTbCfl, 
nOTUXHMCH XOTb npoZUIHTb FipHHTHOCTb CHX MHHyT, 
Be3 B03BpauieHHB KOTopu npoTenyT, 
H hto6 pacKajiHbeM Bnoc.ne,aoK He Tep3aTbcn, 
riycTb HaujHX paaocTeft KpaTHaHiime nacu 
CoctaBHT cjia^Ky >KH3Hb, noKa UBetyT Kpacu. 
^pyrAfl oju. 
C TESin JKE PUOMAMH, BPOTHB KPACOTbl 
Tmemo cseT Beeraa .... bo3hocht, 
TmeTHO oiaBMT.KpacoTy: 
B Hen Mbi bhahm JiHLUb .. Meniy; 
CM'epTb HJIb CTapOCTb OHy ... ckooht, 
BpeMH npejiecm.ee 
OGpaTHT.b He6brrHe. 
EcJI'H 'Mbi paCCMOTpHM . . . HCHO, 
Hto Kpacu.npoH3'B'eji», 
YapHiM 6paiHH.ea 3cm.th 
H oTMuieHne.yjKacHo; 
Y3pHM TUCHHH TaM . . . 6ea,, 
Tae mu hx ysiHAHM ... aieji. 
TmeTHo q,aeM ... HacaaacaaTbcn 
Jl'eCTHbrM- fiaOM CHIX . . . MIHiHyT, 
Koh CKopo ... npoTexyr 
H np'HHy^HT «ac .. Tep3arbCH 
B aoarHe noroM ... nacu 
He Hie 3 a K) me h.Kpacu. 
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In 1787 in Novye ezhemesiachnye sochineniia appeared a ten-line poem 
by Neledinskii-Meletskii under the title Stikhi na zadannye rifmy.205 Again the 
word rifmy seems to mean whole rhyming words and not merely rhymes. This 
impression is strengthened by the fact that the end words are separated from 
the rest of the line by three dots. 
CTHXH HA 3A^AHHME PH$MH 
BbrnaJi h MOJio/ieu, cTa.n MOKpaa... Tpannua. 
Mto npe»^e 6bi.no Mea, to era.no MHe ... ropnHua. 
BbiBa.no, noflcoM cboh cae-naBiiiH ... n-naTOK, 
FlyCTHTbCH B nJIHCyHbl H B 3y6bl B3HTb . . . CBHCTOK 
ZtoBOJibHo, hto6 3a6biTb MHe bchko ... oropneHbe, 
A HHHe TureTHo 6bi noAo6Hoe ... paneHbe. 
Ko CHacTbKD nejioBeK noji3eT, KaK 6y,mo ... pan: 
EMy 6 hath BnepeA — oh iihthtch ... aypaK. 
HrpaeT cMOJioaa, KaK b 6bierpoH peMKe ... myKa, 
A c JieTaMH npHflyt 3a6oTbi, rpycTb u ... cKyKa. 
What connects these Russian poems with the German sechstinnen is that 
they are all built round a predetermined succession of end words: what 
separates them from the sechstinnen is that the Russian words are involved in a 
pattern of rhymes and endings. 
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XXL CARMINA CABALISTICA 
In Kvetnitskii's description of it the carmen cabalisticon, like the carmen 
chronosticon, is a method of indicating a date, but unlike the carmen 
chronosticon, which uses only those Latin letters which have a numerical 
value, the carmen cabalisticon uses all the letters of an alphabet, each of which 
is assigned a numerical value by a chart. The sum of these values gives the 
date.206 Note that in Kvetnitskii's conception of the carmen cabalisticon all the 
letters of a given verse-line are taken into account and not only those letters 
which are singled out from the others in some way. As he points out, the same 
verse-line can form both a carmen cabalisticon and a carmen chronosticon 
depending on which letters are involved in establishing the date.207 
XXII. CARMINA ARITHMETIC A 
Kvetnitskii seems to be the only source of this type of word-play poetry which 
he describes in detail over three and a half pages.208 Its essential feature is the 
assignation of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 to the vowels a, e, i (j), o and u 
respectively in Latin sentences, most of which are dactylic hexameters. These 
sentences are then used to choose individuals from a group of thirty, consisting 
of fifteen Catholics and fifteen Jews, to be thrown overboard from a sinking 
ship in order to lighten it. The aim is that only the Jews should be sacrificed in 
this way and that all the Catholics should be preserved. With one sentence 
every tenth man is selected to be hurled into the sea, with another every ninth 
man, and so on. The scheme, perhaps designed for class use, is as bizarre as it 
is complex. The reference to Catholics no doubt indicates the religious 
allegiance of the college in which it originated. 
XXIII. CARMINA QUADRAT A 
Kvetnitskii's carmen quadratum consists of a square, each of whose four sides 
has five slots which contain words constituting dactylic hexameters.209 Most of 
the second, third and fourth columns, if read downwards, and the second, third 
and fourth lines, if read from left to right, also produce correct dactylic 
hexameters. 
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XXIV. VERSUS OMNIVOCI 
The versus omnivocus consists of a line of verse which contains one example 
of each of the eight parts of speech. This dactylic hexameter is given by 
Alsted: 
Vae tibi ridenti, quia mox post gaudia flebis. 
Vaslet, who prefers the term versus absolutus, exemplifies it with this dactylic 
hexameter: 
Ah! si me flentem super aethera mox rapuisses! 
Note that for both these examples to be perfect the present participles 'ridenti' 
and 'flentem' have to be regarded as adjectives.210 
No doubt this type of carmen curiosum was devised to help in the 
teaching of grammar. 
XXV. VERSUS RHOPALICI 
Servius Honoratus and Ausonius both cite examples of this type, also called 
versus ascendens or fistularis. It consists of a succession of words, starting 
with a monosyllabic word, each of which is one syllable longer than the 
preceding word.211 These two examples are dactylic hexameters: 
Rem tibi confeci, doctissime, dulcisonoram (Servius). 
Spes Deus aetemae stationis conciliator (Ausonius). 
This example is an elegiac couplet: 
Ut via virtutis laudabilis anteferenda 
Formidabilibus sollicitudinibus! (J. Bisschop). 
The unsubstituted scheme of the two hemistichs in the pentameter is identical, 
which would preclude the second hemistich from having one more syllable 
than the first; but the possibility of substituting one long syllable for two short 
ones in the first hemistich (but not in the second) allows the syllabic length of 
the word filling the whole of the first hemistich to be less than that of the word 
filling the whole of the second hemistich. 
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There is a clear application of this type of word-play poetry to the 
teaching of Latin verse composition. 
XXVI. VERSUS GIG ANT El 
Alsted terms these verse-lines paxpoxoAoi and defines them as employing 
words of excessive length.212 His example is an elegiac couplet: 
Conturbabantur Constantinopolitani 
Innumerabilibus sollicitudinibus. 
J. Bisschop produced this model consisting of three elegiac couplets:213 
Terrificaverunt Otthomannopolitanos 
Intempestivis anxietudinibus. 
Debellaverunt, heu! Gratianopolitanos 
Terriculamentis Carolomontesii. 
Depugnaverunt Constantinopolitani 
Opprobramentis illacrymabilibus. 
These lines from Macbeth (Act II, Scene II, lines 60-63) contain an 
example of the versus giganteus in English: 
Will all great Neptune's ocean wash this blood 
Clean from my hand? No, this my hand will rather 
The multitudinous seas incarnadine, 
Making the green one red. 
If any examples of this type of word-play poetry exist in eighteenth- 
century Russian poetry or more probably in Russian Church Slavonic piitiki, 
they should be easy to recognize. 
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XXVII. CENTONES 
Alsted defined the Cento as a poem put together from several verses from one 
or more poets and mentioned that it is also called the carmen harmoniacum.214 
Vaslet gave as his example of the Cento eleven dactylic hexameters 
assembled from fragments of lines taken from different books, occasionally 
from the same book, of Virgil's Aeneid or from his Georgies. Each composite 
line consists of two such fragments, and the books from which each fragment 
comes are indicated in the margins. 
This particular Cento was composed by Laelius Capilupus and was 
intended to convey 'aliquo modo' the sense of the Lord's Prayer. Here are its 
first four lines: 
Aen. Aen. 
5 Salve, sancte parens, summi regnator Olympi, 7 
11 Quern primi colimus, Coelo Ereboque potentem; 6 
1 Semper honos, nomenque tuum, tua magna voluntas, 12 
1 Imperium sine fine tuum, laudesque manebunt: 1 
In a note Vaslet quoted Julius Caesar Scaliger, who compared the 
Centones to parodies on the ground that they altered the sense of the original 
verses, adding that they had been composed from Virgil's works by Ausonius, 
Proba Falconia and Capilupus among others.215 
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XXVIII. THE REBUS 
The Rebus is a riddle which has something in common with the verse-lines in 
which letters are replaced by their names in the Church Slavonic alphabet (see 
Chapter VIII). There are several categories. 
In one a picture is accompanied by a line of verse which alludes in some 
way to the subject of the picture. In this way the Rebus's solution is indicated 
by two clues, a pictorial one and a verbal one. 
As his example Vaslet gives the seal of the abbot of Ramsey in 
Huntingdonshire.216 The seal bears the engraving of a ram swimming in a sea, 
the pictorial clue, accompanied by the elegiac pentameter: 
Cujus signa gero dux gregis est, ut ego 
which is the verbal clue. Putting the two clues together solves the riddle. 
In another category an incomplete sentence has to be completed by 
supplying lexical elements suggested by the mutual position to one another of 
certain of the words. The correctness of the solution is proved both by the 
meaningfulness of the sentence which results and by its metrical correctness as 
a verse-line. 
Vaslet's example of this category of Rebus recalls the format of the versus 
concordantes (see Chapter X). The Rebus is: 
Est servire 
aliis tenetur. 
Jure qui 
The lexical element to be supplied is the verbal prefix sub-, and the solution is 
the dactylic hexameter: 
Jure subest aliis, qui subservire tenetur. 
Another Latin Rebus: 
O quia tua te 
be bus bia abit 
has a similar solution, the addition of the root super to the incomplete 
sequences in the second line. This yields: 
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O superbe, quia superbus, tua superbia te superabit. 
A third category depends on the fact that, if words in one language are 
pronounced according to the phonetic conventions of another, and the resulting 
sounds are interpreted as being words of that other language, they can be made 
to yield a totally different sense from their original one. 
Vaslet cites the Latin Rebus: Vindex mortalium, decus pacis, belli tremor. 
If these words are read as they would be in French, they sound: Vindex mort a 
Lyon, d'ecus pas six, belitre mort. Vaslet explains 'belitre' as a beggar or a 
sorry fellow. The sense, though obscure, differs radically from that of the 
Latin words read either in an Anglicized or Italianate style. 
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CONCLUSION 
Scattered among the works of Russian poets between the mid seventeenth and 
early nineteenth centuries are isolated, generally small-scale poems, which 
belong neither to the genres of Russo-Ukrainian scholasticism, nor to those of 
Russian neo-classicism, nor to the minor poetic genres of fixed form, such as 
the sonnet, the ballade, the madrigal or the rondeau. These poems, the carmina 
curiosa, although heterogeneous in formal characteristics, are united by 
common traits, a preoccupation with and delight in verbal ingenuity. 
Some of their forms were invented in the Middle Ages, but others were 
created in Hebrew literature before the golden age of Greek literature. Some 
forms were popular in the Alexandrian age of Greek literature and others in 
the silver age of Latin literature. Some centuries later they were widely 
cultivated in the monasteries where literary learning was preserved after the 
dissolution of the Roman Empire. Surviving into the early Middle Ages, they 
flourished during the Renaissance and reached a peak of elaboration and 
complexity in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Thereafter their decline 
was rapid in both Western and Eastern Europe. In Russia, at least, they 
continued to be studied in the religious academies in the eighteenth century, as 
witness Kvetnitskii’s Clavis Poetica: outside them they fell into disuse by the 
middle of the eighteenth century. 
However, stray examples of the carmina curiosa occur in Russian poetry 
in the second half of the eighteenth century and in the early nineteenth century, 
and twentieth-century Russian poets have employed some of their techniques 
from time to time. 
There were several causes for their decline in Russia. The carmina 
curiosa had been part of the traditional syllabus of the religious schools of 
Eastern Europe. Apart from providing intellectual entertainment they had 
educational functions, among them to develop the linguistic abilities of future 
preachers and theologians. But the lay schools founded in Moscow and St 
Petersburg in the first half of the eighteenth century had quite different aims. 
They jettisoned almost the entire medieval academic syllabus and along with it 
the carmina curiosa, introducing instead the sciences, modem languages, social 
accomplishments and professional skills. Significantly, some forms of the 
carmina curiosa survived longer in Old Believer communities, which had been 
deliberately set up out of reach of contemporary cultural influences. 
In the second half of the eighteenth century outside the religious schools 
the carmina curiosa could not retain their aficionados. Poetic puzzles could not 
compete with the richer intellectual fare being offered by the literary journals, 
translated and original stories and novels, and the theatre. 
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Even within the religious schools the carmina curiosa had come under 
criticism. In the second quarter of the seventeenth century the Jesuit 
theologian, poet and teacher M. K. Sarbiewski had omitted them from his 
Praecepta Poetica, as did Prokopovich from his De Arte Poetica at the 
beginning of the eighteenth century. 
The reason for this negative attitude to the carmina curiosa among 
clerical academics, as also among some non-clerical academics, appears to have 
been a growing realization that their tradition was alien to Greek and Latin 
literature of the best periods, that is, for Greek literature, the sixth and fifth 
centuries B. C., and, for Latin literature, the first century B. C. and the first 
century A. D. This sharpened perception of the literary taste of the foremost 
Greek and Latin writers could not be obtained until many of their works, 
which had been lost for centuries, were rediscovered and published. When this 
took place in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, it became plain that these 
classical authors had written virtually no carmina curiosa at all and that almost 
all these poetic forms were either pre-classical - the minority, or post-classical 
- the great majority. Moreover, such arbiters of classical literary taste as 
Horace in the first century B. C. and Longinus in the first (or perhaps the 
third) century A. D. had not endorsed them. The carmen serpentinum, of 
which there are examples by Ovid and Martial, is a striking exception. 
The attitude of the German literary theorists of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries vacillated. Alsted treated the carmina curiosa at length and 
uncritically. Schottel's account, shorter than Alsted's, was still substantial. 
Reimmann's, reputedly, was full and positive. Opitz, on the other hand, 
omitted them; Hannman treated them briefly; Omeis, Htibner and Gottsched 
were dismissive or condemnatory. In France Boileau failed to mention them in 
his L'Art poetique, as did his eighteenth-century Russian epigone Sumarokov 
in his Epistola II of 1747. Lomonosov had presumably been initiated into them 
by Kvetnitskii, but his poetic works contain hardly a trace of them. 
The reappearance of the carmina curiosa in the works of certain Russian 
poets of the second half of the eighteenth century, among them Rzhevskii, 
Bogdanovich, Neledinskii-Meletskii and Derzhavin, presents a problem which 
perhaps their literary biographers may be able to solve. 
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1 For the labyrinth in the works of Simeon Polotskii see A. Hippisley, 'Cryptography in 
Simeon Polockij's Poetry' (hereafter 'Cryptography'), Russian Literature, V, 1977, pp. 
389-402, in particular pp. 393-95, and The Poetic Style of Simeon Polotsky (hereafter 
Poetic Style), Birmingham Slavonic Monographs, No. 16, Birmingham, 1985, pp. 55- 
57, and L.I. Sazonova, Poeziia russkogo barokko (vtoraia polovina XVII - nachalo 
XVIII v.), Moscow, 1991 (hereafter Poeziia russkogo barokko), pp. 82-86. For a 
general treatment of the labyrinth poem see J. Adler, U. Ernst, Text als Figur. Visuelle 
Poesie von der Antike bis zur Moderne, 2nd edn, Weinheim, 1988 (hereafter Text als 
Figur), pp. 168-82. 
2 W.R. Paton (ed. and trans.), The Greek Anthology, five vols, London, 1916-18, vol. 5 
(1918), pp. 134-35, no. 27 ('Egg'), pp. 126-27, no. 22 ('Axe'), and pp. 128-29, no. 24 
('Wings of Love'). 
3 Ibid., pp. 130-31, no. 25. 
4 See Simeon Polotskii's 'Star' (note 16). 
See T. Gaisford, Scriptores Latini Rei Metricae (hereafter Scriptores Latini), Oxford, 
1837, pp. 363-77 (Servius Flonoratus), pp. 1-241 (Marius Victorinus), and pp. 422-524 
(Diomedes). 
6 E.S. Duckett, Anglo-Saxon Saints and Scholars, New York, 1947, p. 395. 
J.H. Alsted, Encyclopaedia, seven vols, Herborn, Nassau, 1630. The edition referred to 
in this monograph is: Scientiarum Omnium Encyclopaedia , four vols, Lyons, 1649. 
Word-play poetry occupies pp. 539-40, 547-64, of the first volume. 
8 Ibid., 1, p. 559. 
9 M. Opitz, Buch von der Deutschen Poeterey, Brieg, 1624. 
10 M. Opitz, Prosodia Germanica, oder Buch von der Teutschen Poeterey ... von Enoch 
Hannman ... vermehrt und ... verbessert (hereafter Prosodia Germanica), Frankfurt am 
Main, 1645. The 'Pyramid' is found on pp. 196-97. In the edition of 1658, which was 
also published in Frankfurt, it is on pp. 290-91. For another ’Pyramid’ from this period 
see Adler, Ernst, Text als Figur, p. 101. 
11 The Works of George Herbert in Prose and Verse, two vols, London, 1859, II, pp. 19, 
38. For Herbert's 'Altar' see Adler, Ernst, Text als Figur, p. 88. For other picture poems 
portraying wings see ibid., pp. 44, 47, 53. 
12 J.G. Schottel, Ausfuhrliche Arbeit von der Teutschen HaubtSprache (hereafter 
Ausfuhrliche Arbeit), Braunschweig, 1663. For the Bilder Reime see pp. 951-55. 
13 Fedor Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, ed. B. Uhlenbruch, Slavistische Forschungen, Band 
27/ni, Cologne, 1985, pp. LXX-LXXI and footnote 136. 
14 Simeon Polotskii, Izbrannye sochineniia, ed. I.P. Eremin, Moscow-Leningrad, 1953, p. 
113, and Hippisley, Poetic Style, p. 58, note 7. See also Eremin, 'Poeticheskii stiL 
Simeona Polotskogo', Trudy Otdela drevne-russkoi literatury, VI, Moscow-Leningrad, 
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1948, pp. 125-53, p. 145; D. Tschizewskij, Formalistische Dichtung bei den Slaven 
(hereafter Formalistische Dichtung), Heidelberger Slavische Texte 3, Wiesbaden, 1958, 
p. 45; and Sazonova, Poeziia russkogo barokko, pp. 78-81. For another 'Cross' by 
Polotskii see Hippisley, Poetic Style, pp. 54-55. 
15 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, pp. 554, 555. 
16 Polotskii, Izbrannye sochineniia, opposite pp. 129, 128 respectively. For the 'Star' see 
Hippisley, 'Cryptography', pp. 390-91, and Poetic Style, pp. 53-54, 57-58, and for the 
'Heart' Poetic Style, p. 58, and Sazonova, Poeziia russkogo barokko, p.81. The 'Cometa 
Poeticus' of Franciscus Vigilius Grammatica, published in 1726, has a marked similarity 
to Simeon Polotskii's 'Star' (Adler, Ernst, Text als Figur, p. 108). Alsted refers to 
Balthasaris Bonifacius's 'Heart', but he does not print it (Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 552). 
17 J.E. Sandys, A History of Classical Scholarship, three vols, New York, 1967, vol. II, p. 
285; A. Lesky, A History of Greek Literature, London, 1966, p. 742. 
18 O. I. Bilets'kyi (ed.), Khrestomatiia davn'oi ukrains'koi literatury (do kintsia XVIII st.) 
(hereafter Khrestomatiia), 3rd edn, Kiev, 1967, p. 254. 
19 Tschizewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, p. 44. 
20 M.D. Omeis, Griindliche Anleitung zur Teutschen accuraten Reim- und Dicht-Kunst 
durch richtige Lehr-Art/ deutliche Reguln und reine Exempel vorgestellet ... (hereafter 
Griindliche Anleitung), [2 parts], Altdorf, 1704. 
21 Ibid., [I], p. 128. 
22 Feofan Prokopovich, Sochineniia, ed. I.P. Eremin, Moscow-Leningrad, 1961, pp. 322- 
30. 
23 I.A. Chistovich, Feofan Prokopovich i ego vremia, Sbornik statei, chitannykh v Otdelenii 
russkogo iazyka i slovesnosti Imp. Akademii Nauk, vol. 4, St Petersburg, 1868, p. 631. 
24 Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, p. 3. 
25 A.V. Topchiev et al. (eds), Letopis' zhizni i tvorchestva M.V. Lomonosova, Moscow- 
Leningrad, 1961, pp. 25-26. 
26 According to the pagination of B. Uhlenbruch's edition, pp. 231-45. 
27 V.K. Trediakovskii, Izbrannye proizvedeniia, Moscow-Leningrad, 1963, pp. 365-420. 
28 Id., Sochineniia, three vols, St Petersburg, 1849, I, pp. 121-78. Trediakovskii made a 
critical reference to leonines in his essay 'O drevnem, srednem, i novom stikhotvorenii 
rossiiskom' (Sochineniia, I, pp. 756-96, in particular pp. 764-65). 
29 M.V. Lomonosov, Izbrannye proizvedeniia, Moscow-Leningrad, 1965, pp. 486-94. 
30 A.P. Sumarokov, Polnoe sobranie vsekh sochinenii, v stikhakh i proze, ed. N.I. 
Novikov, 10 parts, 2nd edn, Moscow, 1787, 10, pp. 50-77. According to M. Grinberg, 
P.N. Berkov dated this article to 1771-73 (M. Grinberg, 'StaLia A.P. Sumarokova "O 
stoposlozhenii" kak sostavnaia chast' ego iazykovoi i literaturnoi programmy', Uchenye 
zapiski Tartuskogo Gosudarstvennogo Universiteta, No. 709, Tartu, 1985, pp. 100-13, 
p. 101. 
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31 G.M. Korovin, Biblioteka Lomonosova, Moscow-Leningrad, 1961, pp. 307-08. 
32 J. Hiibner, Neu-vermehrtes poetisches Hand-Buch, das ist, eine kurtzgefaste Anleitung 
zur Deutschen Poesie ... (hereafter Hand-Buch), Leipzig, 1712, pp. 115-17, 119-20. 
33 Ibid., p. 125. 
34 J.Ch. Gottsched, Grundlegung einer Deutschen Sprachkunst, Leipzig, 1748, p. 534. 
Jacob Friedrich Reimmann (1668-1743), a schoolteacher and inspector of schools (1702) 
in Halberstadt, published his Poesis canonica et apocrypha; bekannte and unbekannte 
Poesie derer Teutschen in 1703 (Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, vol. 27, Leipzig, 
1888, pp. 716-17). For Sechstinnen, Irreime, Ringelreime and Buchstabenwechseln see 
Schottel, Ausfiihrliche Arbeit, pp. 975-77, 968, 948-51 and 971-75 respectively. 
35 G.P. Makogonenko, I.Z. Serman, Poety XVIII veka, two vols, Leningrad, 1972, I, pp. 
213-15, no. 89, and notes, p. 585; TschiZewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, p. 44. G.A. 
Gukovskii seems to have been unaware of the long history of the types of word-play 
poetry which Rzhevskii composed and which Gukovskii treats merely as a reaction 
against Sumarokov’s poetry: The poetry of artificiality replaced the poetry of simplicity' 
(Russkaia poeziia XVIII veka, Leningrad, 1927, p. 182). The interesting question is 
where and how Rzhevskii became acquainted with the forms of word-play poetry which 
he reintroduced. For Rzhevskii's picture poem see ibid., p. 181. 
36 Tschizewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, p. 44. The text printed here has been taken from 
G.R. Derzhavin, Sochineniia, ed. Ia.K. Grot, seven vols, St Petersburg, 1864-83, 3 
(1866), p. 380, no. LXXXIV, note 1. Grot explains that he copied the particular form 
which the epitaph has here from a manuscript sbornik. A few years earlier Derzhavin had 
composed the following prose epitaph on himself: 
3aeci> jiexHT flepiKaBHH, 
KOTopuii nonztepiKHBaji npaBocynne; 
ho, noztaBjieHHUH HenpaBfloio, 
nan, saniHiuafl 3aKOHLi. 
Grot records that the autograph of this epitaph is on the back of a letter to the poet dated 6 
May 1796 and suggests that the epitaph was written that same year after a time when it is 
known that Derzhavin had had many troubles in his official position. Grot describes the 
epitaph as having the appearance of a lapidary inscription, but it also resembles the shape 
of a coffin seen from one end (ibid., 3 [1866], p. 504). 
37 Tschizewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, pp. 42-43. The text of the 'Pyramid' given here 
is taken from Derzhavin, Sochineniia, ed. Grot, 3 (1866), p. 442: TschiZewskij’s text 
(p.43) differs from it substantially. 
38 TschiZewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, pp. 20-23; E. Kuhs, Buchstabendichtung. Zur 
gattungskonstituierenden Funktion von Buchstabenformationen in der franzosischen 
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Literatur vom Mittelalter bis zum Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts (hereafter 
Buchstabendichtung), Heidelberg, 1982, pp. 30-39, 109-10. 
39 D.L. Page, Greek Literary Papyri, two vols, 1 (no more published), London, 1941, pp. 
322-25. 
40 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 549. In the original the word 'floreat' is in roman type. 
41 Tschizewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, p. 23. 
42 Cicero cites an acrostic 'Q. Ennius fecit' from verses by Ennius (De Divinatione, II, 111). 
43 For an example see H. Diels, Sibyllinische Blatter, Berlin, 1890, pp. 25-37, 113-15. 
44 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 548. 
45 J. Wight Duff, A Literary History of Rome in the Silver Age, London, 1968, pp. 273-76. 
46 For the description of a word such as ixOf’? as an acrostic, see Paulys Real- 
Encyclopadie der classischen Altertumswissenschaft, vol. 1, Stuttgart, 1894, column 
1201, and Encyclopaedia Britannica, eleventh edn, Cambridge, 1910-11, 1 (1910), A- 
AND, p. 156. 
47 For the term 'acrostic in the second degree' see Encyclopaedia Britannica, IV (1910), 
BIS-CAL, p. 103. 
48 For acrostics in French literature see Kuhs, Buchstabendichtung, pp. 100-07. 
49 For Tschizewskij, on the other hand, a 'double acrostic' is a poem in which the initial 
letters of its odd-numbered lines spell a first name and those of its even-numbered lines a 
surname (Formalistische Dichtung, p. 53). 
50 Tschizewskij writes: 'Poems in which letters standing in the middle of the lines form 
particular words are called "mesostichs"' (ibid., p. 54). It is not clear from this whether 
the letters involved can stand in any position in the words in which they occur, or whether 
they must be word-initial or word-final. 
51 Ibid., p. 52. 
52 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 548. 
53 Ibid. 
34 Ibid. 
55 A.M. Panchenko (ed.), Russkaia sillabicheskaia poeziia XVII-XVII1 v.v., Leningrad, 
1970, p. 19, where other acrostics by German are cited. A complete list is given in A.V. 
Pozdneev's doctoral thesis (see ibid., p. 19, footnote 1). Panchenko remarks that in the 
'mature period' of syllabic prosody acrostics were used 'fairly rarely' (ibid., p. 20). For 
examples of acrostics prior to Polotskii see ibid., pp. 62-70, no. 4, and notes, pp. 363- 
64, a poem by I.A. Khvorostinin, who died in 1625; and pp. 75-77, no. 6, pp. 78-81, 
no. 7, and pp. 82-84, no. 8, and notes, pp. 365-66, all poems by the spravshchik 
Savvatii: no. 6 is dated between 23 March and September 1634; nos 7 and 8 are undated 
but are probably before September 1652, the last mention of Savvatii in the records of the 
Moscow Pechatnyi dvor (ibid., p. 73). See Panchenko, Russkaia stikhotvornaia kul'tura 
XVII veka, Leningrad, 1973, pp. 43-44, 63-77. See also A.V. Pozdneev, 'Rukopisnye 
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pesenniki XVII-XVIII vekov’, Uchenye zapiski, Moskovskii Gosudarstvennyi zaochnyi 
pedagogicheskii institut, Tom 1, Moscow, 1958, pp. 5-112, in particular pp. 15-18; the 
date of German's death is given on p. 16. 
56 Hippisley, Poetic Style, p. 59, and 'Cryptography', p. 391; Eremin, 'Poeticheskii stir 
Simeona Polotskogo', p. 144; Sazonova, Poeziia russkogo barokko, pp. 62-63. 
57 Panchenko, Russkaia sillabicheskaia poeziia XVII-XVIII v.v., pp. 175-78, no. 177, and 
notes, pp. 377-78. 
58 Ibid., pp. 180-81, no. 178, and notes, p. 378. 
59 Ibid., pp. 19-20, and S.N. Brailovskii, Odin iz pestrykh XVII-go stoletiia, Zapiski 
Imperatorskoi Akademii Nauk, VIIIe Serie. Classe Historico-Philologique, vol. 5, no. 5, 
St Petersburg, 1902, pp. 132, 266. For the acrostic in Istomin's Bukvar' see T.A. 
Bykova, M.M. Gurevich, Opisanie izdanii napechatannykh kirillitsei, 1689 - ianvar' 
1725 g., Moscow-Leningrad, 1958, p. 60. Further examples of acrostics by Karion 
Istomin are cited by Sazonova, Poeziia russkogo barokko, p. 62. 
60 C.L. Drage, W.N. Vickery, An XVIIIth Century Russian Reader, Oxford, 1969, pp. 7- 
8, no. 7, and notes, pp. 203-04. 
61 Panchenko, Russkaia sillabicheskaia poeziia XVII-XVIII v.v., pp. 253-54, no. 200, and 
notes, p. 386. 
62 Hiibner, Hand-Buch, pp. 119-20. The text is unchanged in the edition of 1742. 
63 E. Alvarus, Regulae de Syllabarum Quantitate, Cultiores multo & auctiores quam antea 
editae. His accedit ARS METRICA, Ita concinnata, Ut quae de praecipuis CARMINUM 
generibus documenta traduntur, exemplorum loco esse possint. Quibus adjungere visum 
est LUSUS ALIQUOT POETICOS... (hereafter Regulae), London, 1730. The section 
'Lusus aliquot poetici e variis auctoribus collecti’ occupies pp. 75-118. 
64 E. Alvarus, De Institutione Grammatica Libri Tres, Olyssippone, 1572; id., De 
Institutione Grammatica Libri Tres, Eborae, 1599; id., Prosodia sive Institutionum 
Linguae Latinae Liber Quartus, [sine loco], 1632. In Solutio XIII of Clavis Poetica, 'De 
figura in universali', Kvetnitskii refers to an 'Emmanuele' whom Uhlenbruch identifies as 
Emmanuel Alvares (Clavis Poetica, pp. XL-XLI and 50 (f. 24v)). 
65 Alvarus, Regulae, pp. 93-95. 
66 Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, p. 231. 
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid., p. 232. 
69 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 548. For the tautogrammon in Latin and French poetry see 
Kuhs, Buchstabendichtung, pp. 51-59. 
70 Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, p. 232. 
71 For examples of the tautogrammon in BaLmont see the first stanza of his poem 'Cneln 
tomlenla' (K.D. BaLmont, Stikhotvoreniia, Leningrad, 1969, pp. 89-90, and quoted by 
Tschi£ewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, p. 17): 
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Be'jep. B3Mopie. B3Aoxh BeTpa. 
BejiHMaBUH B03rjiac bojih. 
Ejih3ko 6ypa. B 6eper 6&eTca 
HyxcziiiH MapaM MepHUH MejiH. 
Further examples occur in Barmont's poem 'Pesnia bez slov' (ibid., p. 90), whose first 
stanza is: 
JlaHZimilH, JIIOTHKH. JlaCKH JIK>6oBHLie. 
JlacTOMKH JieneT, Jlo63aHi>e jiyMeit. 
Jlec 3ejieH©ioiiXHH. Jlyr paciiBeTaioiiiHH. 
CBeTJiuH cBo6oziHtiH )KypMam,HH pyMeit. 
Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, p. 232. 
Ibid., p. 233. 
Antiokh Kantemir, Sobranie stikhotvorenii, ed. Z.I. Gershkovich, Leningrad, 1956, p. 
237, and notes, pp. 472-73. For an analysis of the functions of the acrostic with many 
examples of its use principally from the West European literatures of the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries see J.L. Flood, '»Die Botschaft hor’ ich wohl ...« Zu Anonymitat 
und >Versteckspielen< bei Hermann Bote', Hermann Bote, Stadtisch-hansischer Autor in 
Braunschweig 1488-1988, ed. H. Blume, E. Rohse, Tubingen, 1991, pp. 261-91, in 
particular pp. 263-67. 
Panchenko, Russkaia sillabicheskaia poeziia XVII-XVIII v.v., pp. 304-05, no. 230, and 
notes, p. 396. 
Ibid., pp. 305-06, no. 231, and notes, p. 396. 
J. Sullivan, C.L. Drage, Russian Love-Songs in the Early Eighteenth Century: a 
Manuscript Collection, three vols, London, 1988-89, 1 (1988), pp. 12-13, no. (13), and 
pp. 63-65, no. 61, and notes, 2 (1989), pp. 17-18, and pp. 75-77. 
Ibid., 1, pp. 30-31, no. 32, and notes, 2, pp. 40-41. 
Ibid., 1, pp. 104-05, no. 108, and notes, 2, pp. 133-36. 
Ibid., 1, pp. 144-45, no. 150, and notes, 2, pp. 195-97. 
Ibid., 1, pp. 2-3, no. 1, and notes, 2, pp. 2-4. 
S.A. Vengerov (ed.), Russkaia poeziia. Sobranie proizvedenii russkikh poetov (hereafter 
Russkaia poeziia), vol. I, XVIII vek. Epokha klassitsizma, St Petersburg, 1897, p. 589. 
Makogonenko, Serman, Poety XVIII veka, 2, p. 293, no. 136, and notes, p. 526. 
For the first two simple acrostics see Derzhavin, Sochineniia, ed. Grot, vol. 3 (1866), p. 
468, and TschiZewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, pp. 54-55. Tschizewskij's reference for 
the two acrostics, 'Grot III, 368', is incorrect. 
Derzhavin, Sochineniia, ed. Grot, vol. 3 (1866), pp. 235-36. For a discussion of the 
principles involved in the acceptance or rejection of acrostics as applied to fifteenth- and 
sixteenth-century German literature see Flood, '»Die Botschaft hor’ ich wohl ...«', p. 
273. 
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88 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 549. 
89 Opitz, Buck von der Deutschen Poeterey, pp. [29-30, 49-50]. 
90 Id., Prosodia Germanica, pp. 33-34, 64-65. In the edition of 1658 the echo appears on 
pp. 33-34, 64-65, 273-76. 
91 Schottel, Ausfiihrliche Arbeit, pp. 946-48. 
92 The Works of George Herbert, II, pp. 216-17. 
92 See Eremin, 'Poeticheskii stil" Simeona Polotskogo', p. 143; A. Khippisli, 'Carmen 
echicum u Simeona Polotskogo', Trudy Otdela drevnerusskoi literatury, XXIX, 
Leningrad, 1974, pp. 361-64; and Hippisley, Poetic Style, pp. 24, 29-31. The last two 
lines of the poem are not echo verses. Lines 2, 3, 6 and 21 contain internal echoes beside 
the verse-final echoes. 
94 Bilets'kyl (ed.), Khrestomatiia, p. 254. 
95 Ibid., p. 256. 
96 P.N. Berkov (ed.), Virshi. Sillabicheskaia poeziia XVII-XVIII vekov, Leningrad, 1935, 
pp. 271-72, and notes, p. 315. 
97 Tschizewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, pp. 47-48. Tschizewskij's text differs from that 
of Bilets'kyi. 
98 Omeis, Grtindliche Anleitung, [I], pp. 125-28. 
99 Hiibner, Hand-Buch, pp. 115-16. 
100 Ibid., p. 117. 
101 Alvarus, Regulae, p. 92. 
102 Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, p. 239. 
*03 Tschizewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, p. 48. 
104 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 551. See also Kuhs, Buchstabendichtung, pp. 39-51, 108- 
09, 128-29. 
105 Omeis, Grundliche Anleitung, [I], p. 128. 
106 Alvarus, Regulae, p. 96. 
107 Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, pp. 233-34. 
108 Kantemir, Sobranie stikhotvorenii, pp. 234-35, and notes, pp. 470-71; Tschizewskij, 
Formalistische Dichtung, p. 51. 
109 A.P. Sumarokov, Izbrannye proizvedeniia, ed. P.N. Berkov, Leningrad, 1957, p. 309, 
and notes, p. 566. 
110 Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, p. 242. For carmina cancrina in French literature see Kuhs, 
Buchstabendichtung, pp. 59-66. 
111 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 550. 
112 Alvarus, Regulae, p. 78. 
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113 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 550. For symmetrical, i.e. palindromic, words in English 
see A. Belsey, A Short Treatise on the Art of the Palindrome, Cardiff, 1984, pp. 4-5. 
114 Page, Greek Literary Papyri, vol. 1, pp. 322-25. 
115 Gaisford, Scriptores Latini, p. 377. For a definition of the versus Sotadicus see ibid., p. 
374. The versus Sotadicus should contain fourteen syllables; so Servius Flonoratus’s line 
is one syllable too long. A hypermetric syllable could be removed by reading 'quaeso 
omnia’ for ’quaeso somnia’. The reversed line would be further improved by reading ’rus 
si’ for ’si rus’. 
116 Ibid., pp. 155-56. The line comes from Virgil, Aeneid, I. 8. 
117 Ibid., p. 156. 
118 Ibid., p. 502. 
119 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 550. 
120 ibid. 
121 Ibid. 
122 Tschizewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, p. 35. 
123 Bilets'kyi, Khrestomatiia, p. 257. 
124 Ibid. 
125 Berkov, Virshi, p. 270, and notes, p. 314. 
126 Bilets'kyl, Khrestomatiia, p. 257, and TschiZewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, p. 38. 
127 Ibid., p. 39. 
128 Bilets'kyi, Khrestomatiia, p. 257. 
129 Ibid. 
130 Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, p. 242. 
131 Tschizewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, p. 36. The text in Derzhavin, Sochineniia, ed. 
Grot, vol. 3 (1866), p. 443, note 1, differs: 
A pa3yMy yMy 3apn, 
A Hay c MeneM cyzmn; 
C Ha^ajia Ta xc n n c KOHiia 
H BceMH HTycH 3a Oma. 
TschiZewskij dates the poem to 1805, but does not cite his evidence. 
132 The Works of George Herbert, II, p. 89. 
133 Panchenko, Russkaia sillabicheskaia poeziia XVII-XVIII v.v., pp. 166-67, nos 165-70, 
and notes, pp. 376-77; Hippisley, ’Cryptography’, pp. 391-92. See also Sazonova, 
Poeziia russkogo barokko, pp. 61-62. 
134 Bilets'kyl, Khrestomatiia, p. 259; TschiZewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, p. 50; 
Hippisley, ’Cryptography’, p. 392. 
135 Kantemir, Sobranie stikhotvorenii, p. 237, and notes, p. 472. 
136 V.E. VasiFev et al. (eds), Russkaia epigramma vtoroi poloviny XVII-nachala XX v., 
Leningrad, 1975, p. 68, no. 30, and notes, p. 629. 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
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Berkov, Virshi, pp. 258-59, and notes, p. 313. See also Berkov, 'U istokov dvorianskoi 
literatury XVIII veka. Poet Mikhail Sobakin', Literaturnoe nasledstvo, 9-10, Moscow, 
1933, pp. 421-32, in particular pp. 425-26. 
Tschizewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, p. 50. 
Ibid. Tschizewskij corrects Berkov's reading non to HOIT and alters the spellings and 
punctuation. See Berkov, Virshi, p. 274, and notes, p. 315. 
In the first line Berkov reads 3HE as 3ejio zto6po ecTi>. In his text he gives the first three 
letters of the second line as non, although in his notes he gives them as HOII and 
substitutes for them Ham oTeix naKH. 
Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 563. For an example of epanalepsis in a hymn composed in 
elegiac couplets by the Venerable Bede see Duckett, Anglo-Saxon Saints and Scholars, p. 
325. A couplet translated by Duckett gives its flavour: 
'A spouse betrothed to God, she reigned on earth for twice six years, 
Then in a cell she dwelt, a spouse betrothed to God.' 
Schottel, Ausfuhrliche Arbeit, pp. 948-51. 
Ibid., p. 949. 
Alvarus, Regulae, pp. 87-88. These examples are exceptions to the generalization that the 
Greek and Latin writers of the best periods did not use the techniques of the carmina 
curios a. 
Makogonenko, Serman, Poety XVIII veka, 1, p. 218, no. 96, and notes, p. 585. 
Ibid., 1, p. 211, no. 86, and notes, p. 584. 
Ibid., 1, p. 295, no. 210, and notes, p. 588. This 'rondeau' is considered in Chapter 
XVIII, 'Poems with Continuous Rhyme which Reverse the Sequence of Rhyming Words 
halfway', along with Schottel's Wiederkehr and Wiedertritt, with which it shares the 
feature of (almost) continuous rhyme. For a formal definition of the rondeau see C.L. 
Drage, Russian Literature in the Eighteenth Century, London, 1978, pp. 98-99. 
I.I. Dmitriev, Polnoe sobranie stikhotvorenii, Leningrad, 1967, p. 352, no. 308, and 
notes, p. 459, which cite an authorial note describing this poem as a translation. 
Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, p. 242. Evstratii, an adherent of Tsar Vasilii Shuiskii in the 
Smutnoe vremia and probably a monk, provides support for this view of Kvetnitskii. In 
1613 he composed a twelve-line poem in couplets in what according to him was called 
serpentikum versus (sic) by the Romans (Panchenko, Russkaia sillabicheskaia poeziia 
XVII-XVIII v.v., p. 39). Its first couplet has the following form: 
i.e. EztHHOMy Eory b TpoHLtti, 
CJiaBHMOMy b eztHHHixu; 
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In his note Panchenko correctly identifies this form of word-play poetry as 
simfonicheskaia (ibid., p. 362). 
150 Aisled writes: ‘Versus concordantes, seu symphoni, dicuntur, qui habent communes 
quasdam dictiones et syllabas, ac conveniunt dictionum ac syllabarum numero, etsi sunt 
antithetici ...’ (Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 552). This is the meaning given to the term versus 
concordantes also by Tschizewskij, who illustrates it with a Polish example 
(Formalistische Dichtung, p. 45). In Alsted's text of the second example 'anguis' and 
'sanguis' have been inverted: in the present text they have been transposed, and the full 
stop after 'pavif has been replaced by a comma. 
151 Hippisley describes the lines of the couplet which he cites from Simeon Polotskii’s 
picture poem, the 'Star', as sharing 'common elements where they join, thus forming 
what is known as symphonic or serpentine verse' (.Poetic Style, p. 57). His use of the 
term 'symphonic verse' is in agreement with Alsted, but not his use of the term 
'serpentine verse', in which he agrees with Kvetnitskii. 
152 Berkov, Virshi, p. 268, and notes, p. 314. 
153 Eremin, 'Poeticheskii stir Simeona Polotskogo', p.144; Tschizewskij, Formalistische 
Dichtung, p. 49; Hippisley, 'Cryptography', pp. 396-98, and Poetic Style, pp. 60-61. 
154 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 554. In the second example a comma has been inserted after 
'decane'. 
155 Bilets'kyi, Khrestomatiia, p. 258; Berkov, Virshi, p. 269, and notes, p. 314. 
156 Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, p. 244. 
157 Virgil, Aeneid, V. 481. 
158 H.G. Evelyn White (ed.), Ausonius, two vols, London, 1919-21, I, pp. 286-309. 
159 For the two types of carmen acromonosyllabicum see Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 547, 
and for the two dactylic hexameters exemplifying the versus Proteus see ibid., 1, p. 561. 
160 See Alvarus, Regulae, p. 91, and for the versus Proteus, p. 85. 
161 Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, p. 244. 
162 The Works of George Herbert, n, p. 178. 
163 Makogonenko, Serman, Poety XVIII veka, 1, p. 213, no. 88, and notes, p. 584. This 
poem and Rzhevskii’s verse fable Muzh i zhena, which he presents in the form of a 
picture poem, were printed on successive pages in the same issue of Poleznoe uveselenie 
in 1761. N.D. Kochetkova, who compiled the notes for this volume of Poety XVIII 
veka, sees both works solely in contemporary eighteenth-century terms. On her view, 
Rzhevskii composed Oda 2 to support Sumarokov's rule on the stressing of 
monosyllables in Russian verse, namely that prepositions and conjunctions preceding 
monosyllabic words are unstressed, and he wrote Muzh i zhena in order to demonstrate 
the use of all the iambic metres from the monometer to hexameter. However, it is not clear 
why Rzhevskii should have wished to give examples of the six iambic metres, and the 
explanation that in Muzh i zhena he was combining the creation of a picture poem with a 
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demonstration of a range of verse-lines, just as Schottel had done in his picture poem the 
'Pyramid', seems more plausible. Oda 2 might be regarded as a contribution to the 
controversy on the stressing of monosyllabic words in poetry, or it could be a carmen 
curiosum. However, since, when Oda 2 and Muzh i zhena were first published, they 
were printed side by side, the likelihood is that, if one is a carmen curiosum, then the 
other is too. Gukovskii also saw Rzhevskii's Oda 2 only in terms of the controversy over 
monosyllables (Russkaia poeziia XVIII veka, pp. 180-81). 
164 Eremin, 'Poeticheskii stil' Simeona Polotskogo', pp. 144-45; TschiZewskij, 
Formalistische Dichtung, p. 31; Hippisley, Poetic Style, pp. 33-34. 
165 Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, p. 244. 
166 Vengerov, Russkaia poeziia, p. 717. Note that the final e of aimable in the ninth line of 
the passage is sounded. 
167 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 561. 
168 Bilets'kyl, Khrestomatiia, p. 258; Tschizewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, p. 42. 
Eremin's treatment of Velichkovskii's stikh mnogoprimenitel'nyi shows that he may 
have misunderstood the term ('Poeticheskii stir Simeona Polotskogo’, p. 143). For 
Tschizewskij's narrow definition of the versus concordantes see Formalistische Dichtung, 
pp. 45-46. 
169 Alvarus, Regulae, p. 85. 
170 Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, pp. 244-45. 
171 I.I. Dmitriev, Polnoe sobranie stikhotvorenii, ed. G.P. Makogonenko, Leningrad, 1967, 
p. 352, no. 307, and notes, p. 459. 
172 Panchenko, Russkaia sillabicheskaia poeziia, p. 160, no. 148, and notes, p. 376; Eremin, 
'Poeticheskii stir Simeona Polotskogo', p. 142. 
173 Hippisley, Poetic Style, p. 23; Eremin, 'Poeticheskii stil' Simeona Polotskogo', p. 142. 
174 Ibid., p. 142. 
175 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 555. For logogriphi in French literature see Kuhs, 
Buchstabendichtung, pp. 137-55. 
176 Alvarus, Regulae, pp. 112-15.' The punctuation of Vaslet’s examples has been revised. 
177 Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, p. 244. 
178 Makogonenko, Serman, Poety XVIII veka, 1, p. 262, no. 166, and notes, p. 587; 
Gukovskii, Russkaia poeziia XVIII veka, p. 180; N.J. Crowe, The Pastoral Theme in the 
Literature of Eighteenth- and Early Nineteenth-Century Russia, unpublished PhD thesis, 
Cambridge, 1991, pp. 117-22. 
179 Derzhavin, Sochineniia, ed. Grot, vol.2 (1865), p. 579. In a note Grot records that the 
poem was published in the issue of the journal Blagonamerennyi for February 1818. See 
also Vengerov, Russkaia poeziia, p. 669, and for a different text, Derzhavin, 
Stikhotvoreniia, Leningrad, 1957, p. 309, and notes, p. 442. 
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180 Eremin, ’Poeticheskii stir Simeona Polotskogo', p. 143; Tschizewskij, Formalistische 
Dichtung, p. 48. 
181 Makogonenko, Serman, Poety XVIII veka, 1, p. 217, no. 95, and notes, p. 585; 
Gukovskii, Russkaia poeziia XVIII veka, pp. 179-80. 
182 Makogonenko, Serman, Poety XVIII veka, 1, p. 263, no. 169, and notes, p. 587. 
183 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 549. A comma has been inserted after 'vulnere', and 
'moriens' is read for 'movens'. 
184 Alvarus, Regulae, p. 86. 
185 Makogonenko, Serman, Poety XVIII veka, 1, p. 561, no. 354, and notes, p. 613. 
186 V. Ia. Briusov, Opyty, ed. D. Tschizewskij, Slavische Propylaen, Band 60, Munich, 
1969, p. 120, and notes, p. 190. See also Tschizewskij, Formalistische Dichtung, p. 47. 
187 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 549. 
188 Schottel, Ausfuhrliche Arbeit, pp. 857-67. 
189 Ibid., pp. 935-38. 
190 Ibid., pp. 938-40. 
191 Ibid., p. 936. 
192 Ibid., p. 938. 
193 Ibid., p. 939. 
194 M.V. Lomonosov, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, ten vols, Moscow-Leningrad, 1950-59, 
vol. 8 (1959), p. 676, no. 247, and notes, pp. 1115-16. 
195 Makogonenko, Serman, Poety XVIII veka, 1, p. 295, no. 210, and notes, p. 588; 
Sumarokov, Izbrannye proizvedeniia, pp. 310-11, and notes, p. 567. 
196 Schottel, Ausfuhrliche Arbeit, pp. 976-77. Schottel spells Lat. sextina as sechstine: 
Hiibner and Gottsched spell it as sechstinne. 
197 Hiibner, Hand-Buch, p. 125. 
198 Gottsched, Grundlegung, p. 534. 
199 For the rhyming schemes of the sonnet, the rondeau, the ballade and the madrigal see 
Drage, Russian Literature in the Eighteenth Century, pp. 95-100. 
200 Makogonenko, Serman, Poety XVIII veka, 1, p. 257, no. 144, and notes, p. 587. 
201 Ibid., 1, p. 291, nos 202-03, and notes, p. 588. 
202 I. F. Bogdanovich, Stikhotvoreniia i poemy, Leningrad, 1957, p. 153, and notes, p. 
234. 
203 Ibid., p. 157, and notes, p. 235. 
204 Ibid., p. 158, and notes, p. 235. 
205 Makogonenko, Serman, Poety XVIII veka, 2, p. 269, no. 118, and notes, p. 524. 
206 Kvetnickij, Clavis Poetica, pp. 234-36. 
207 Ibid., p. 235. 
208 Ibid., pp. 236-39. 
209 Ibid., p. 241. 
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210 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 558; Alvarus, Regulae, p. 77. In a note on his example 
Vaslet classifies 'flentem' as a participle. 
211 Ibid., p. 77. 
212 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 555. 
213 Alvarus, Regulae, p. 78. 
214 Alsted, Encyclopaedia, 1, p. 551. 
215 Alvarus, Regulae, p. 99. 
216 Ibid., pp. 116-18. All the examples which follow have been taken from Vaslet except the 
Rebus which begins 'O superbe ...'. In German Rebuses are known as Bilder-Schriften. 
See Omeis, Griindliche Anleitung, [I], pp. 194-97. 
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INDEXES 
INDEXES 
INDEX OF TYPES OF WORD¬ 
PLAY POETRY AND GENRES 
Abecedarian verses, see alphabetic verses 
Acrostic riddle, 22, 23 
Acrostics, 1, 2, 8, 11, 15-24, 41, 51 
Alphabetic verses, 13-14 
Anagrams, 10, 11, 79 
Ballade, 79, 91 
Bilder-Reime, see picture poems 
Bouts-rim6s, 80-84 
Buchstabemvechseln, see anagrams 
Carmen acromonosyllabicum, 57 
Carmen grammaticum, 69 
Carmen gryphicum, 45 
Carmen harmoniacum, 88 
Carmen retrocurrens seu recurrens, see 
Wiederkehr 
Carmen retrogradiens, see Wiedertritt 
Carmen slavonolatinum vel Macaronicum, 61 
Carmina antithetica, see versus antithetici 
Carmina arithmetica, 85 
Carmina cabalistica, 11, 85 
Carmina cancrina, 34-40, 75, 76 
Carmina chronostica, 11, 32-33, 41, 42, 85 
Carmina dimacterica seu gradata, 65 
Carmina echoica, see echo 
Carmina figurata, see picture poems 
Carmina griphica, 52 
Carmina jocosa, 56-59 
Carmina quadrata, 85 
Carmina retrograda, see carmina cancrina 
Carmina serpentina, 47-50, 51,92 
Centones, 88 
Chronostics, see carmina chronostica 
Cruces grammaticorum, 56 
Echo, 11, 25-31 
End-reime, 11 
Epigrams, 2, 9, 10, 56, 65, 76, 81 
Epitaphium numerate, sive Chronographicum, 
aut Chronosticum, see carmina chronostica 
Epitaphs, 2, 10 
Eteostichs, 32 
Figurnye stikhi, 2 
Graficheskii rebus, 52 
Grificheskie stikhi, 45 
Griphi, see logogriphi 
Irr-Reime, 11 
Kant, 18 
Ketten-Reime, 11 
Kur'eznyi stikh, 2 
Leonines, 8, 16, 25, 26, 27, 28, 32, 66-67, 
75 
Logogriphi, logogryphs, 11, 68-72 
Lusus poetici, 2, 19, 32 
Macaronics, 25, 60-62 
Madrigal, 79, 91 
Nugae, 2 
Ode, 82 
Palindromes, see carmina cancrina 
Picture poems, 2-12, 76 
Raki, see carmina cancrina 
Rathselversen, see riddle-verses 
Rebus, 89-90 
Rhythmus circinnans, 47 
Riddle, 22, 23, 89 
Riddle-verses, 11 
Ringel-reime, 11, 47 
Rondeau, 48, 49, 50, 77, 79, 91 
Sapphics, 28 
Sechstinne, 11, 79, 80, 84 
Sonnet, 79, 80, 81, 91 
Tautogrammon, 20 
Verse riddle, 39 
Verses with emphasized words or letters, 
41-44 
Verses with letters replaced by their Church 
Slavonic names, 45-46 
Versus absoluti, see versus omnivoci 
Versus antithetici, 52, 56 
Versus ascendentes, see versus rhopalici 
Versus concatenati, 47 
Versus concordantes, 51-55, 64, 89 
Versus convertibiles, see carmina cancrina 
Versus correlativi, 73-74 
Versus epanaleptici, see carmina serpentina 
Versus epanodici, 47 
Versus fistulares, see versus rhopalici 
Versus gigantei, 87 
Versus Leonini, see leonines 
Versus monosyllabis coepti etfiniti, 57 
Versus monosyllabis finiti, 57 
Versus omnivoci, 86 
Versus Protei, 57, 58, 59, 63-64 
Versus reciproci, see carmina cancrina 
Versus recurrentes, see carmina cancrina 
Versus reticulati, see versus correlativi 
Versus rhopalici, 86 
Versus Sotadicus, 35, 36 
Versus symphoni, 51 
Widerhall, see echo 
Wiederkehr, 75-77 
Wiedertritt, 11, 75-77 
Labyrinths, 1 
Zagadka akrosticheskaia, see acrostic riddle 
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Ezda v ostrov liubvi (V.K. Trediakovskii), 43 
INDEX OF WORKS 
REFERRED TO IN THE TEXT 
Aeneid (Virgil), 56, 88 
Afierosis l,Afierosis 2 (Simeon Polotskii), 
52-54 
'Alle Welt ist Sorgen voll.' (J.G. Schottel), 75 
'Altar' (Besantinus), 2, 4, 8 
'Altar' (G. Herbert), 4-5 
Amin' budi slava,...’ (Karion Istomin), 17 
Amores (Ovid), 48 
Amorosa Visione, L’ (G. Boccaccio), 15 
Art politique, L’(Boileau), 92 
Ausfiihrliche Arbeit von der Teutschen 
HaubtSprache (J.G. Schottel), 6 
Avtor o sebe (Epigramma II) (A.D. Kantemir), 
43 
Avtor o sebe (Epigramma III) (A.D. Kantemir), 
21 
'Axe' (Simias of Rhodes), 2 
Bible, 17 
’Bog, syi v nebe...' (Simeon Polotskii), 70 
Buck von der Deutschen Poeterey (M. Opitz), 
4, 26 
Budu ia pet' Tebia, kak i pel,...' (G.R. 
Derzhavin), 23 
Bukvar' (Karion Istomin), 18 
Call, The (G. Herbert), 58-59 
'Chto legche peryshka?...' (I.I. Dmitriev), 
65 
Clovis Poetica (F. Kvetnitskii), 10, 91 
Coloss, iii.3. Our Life is hid with Christ 
in God (G. Herbert), 41 
'Conturbabantur Constantinopolitani...', 87 
'Cross' (Ivan Velichkovskii), 9, illus.no. 4 
'Cross' (J.G. Schottel), 6-7 
'Cross' (Simeon Polotskii), 8, illus.no. 1 
De Arte Poetica (Feofan Prokopovich), 9-10, 
19, 92 
Dialog kratkii (Simeon Polotskii), 27-28 
Dialog kratkii o gosudare tsareviche i 
velikom kniaze Aleksii Aleksieviche (Simeon 
Polotskii), 28 
'Die Nachtigall und die Lerche' (C.F. Gellert), 
73 
'Dobrago voia, tsarevi izbranna...' (St Dimitrii 
Rostovskii), 18 
Dosugi (M.I. Popov), 73 
Drugaia oda, s temi zhe rifmami, protiv 
krasoty (I.F. Bogdanovich), 82-83 
Dvadtsat' dve rifmy (A.P. Sumarokov), 77-78 
'Easter-Wings' (G. Herbert), 5-6 
'Egg' (J.G. Schottel), 6-7, 11 
'Egg' (Simias of Rhodes), 2, 3, 11 
Encyclopaedia (J.H. Alsted), 2, 8, 9, 13 
Epistola II (A.P. Sumarokov), 92 
'Es wikkelt sich gar oft und spielet mit 
verzug' (J.G. Schottel), 79 
Georgies (Virgil), 88 
Grundlegung einer Deutschen Sprachkunst 
(J.C. Gottsched), 11 
Griindliche Anleitung zur Teutschen accuraten 
Reim- und Dicht-Kunst (M.D. Omeis), 9 
Hamlet (Shakespeare), 73 
'Heart' (Simeon Polotskii), 8, illus.no. 3 
Heaven (G. Herbert), 26-27 
'la razumu, umu zaria' (G.R. Derzhavin), 39 
Idilliia (A.A. Rzhevskii), 69-70 
'Iisuse moi preliubeznyi, serdtsu sladoste' 
(St Dimitrii Rostovskii), 18 
Ilias Latina (Italicus), 15 
Kharakteristika Vergiliia (Topologiia Pentadiia) 
(V.Ia. Briusov), 74 
K okhuzhdateliu Zoilu (V.K. Trediakovskii), 43 
'Kto khochet pokhodit'po pniam i po bolotu' 
(M.V. Lomonosov), 76-77 
Latukhinskaia Stepennaia kniga, 16 
'Love, son of Aphrodite, gentle youth...’, 35 
Macbeth (Shakespeare), 87 
Melos retrogradum (Johannes a Lasco), 37 
'Mene radi na radost' bogom miru danna' (Ivan 
Velichkovskii), 38 
Mleko ot ovtsy pastyru nalezhnoe (Ivan 
Velichkovskii), 28, 37, 42, 43, 56, 63 
’Mudrosti slava budi Bogu podateliu,...’ (Mardarii 
Khonikov), 17 
Muzh i zhena (A.A. Rzhevskii), 11-12, 76, illus. 
no. 5 
Na Bagrationa (G.R. Derzhavin), 70 
Na Strel'tsov (A.P. Sumarokov), 33 
Neu-vermehrtes poetisches Hand-Buch 
(J. Hiibner), 11 
Novye ezhemesiachnye sochineniia, 84 
Novyi i kratkii sposob k slozheniiu 
rossiiskikh stikhov (V.K. Trediakovskii), 11 
Oda 2, sobrannaia iz odnoslozhnykh slov 
(A.A. Rzhevskii), 59 
Oda v chest'krasote (I.F. Bogdanovich), 
82-83 
Orel rossiiskii (Simeon Polotskii), 8, 16, 52 
Ostannia shtuchka (Ivan Velichkovskii), 42 
’O stoposlozhenii’ (A.P. Sumarokov), 11 
Palatine Anthology, 2, 3, 9, 11, 12 
Pis 'mo o pravilakh rossiiskogo stikhotvorstva 
(M.V. Lomonosov), 11 
Poesis Germanorum Canonica et Apocrypha 
(J.F. Reimmann), 11 
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